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MILITARY CURRICULUM NWERIAIS

The military- developed curriculum materials in this course
package were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissem-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The coarse materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center
Mission Statement

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210

LI Telephone: 614/486.3655 or Toll Free 800/
848.4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)

Military Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Information and Field
Services Division

The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is ..
IMMOIMIM

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director
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What Materials
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supervision

Meteorology &
Navigation

Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTERS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377-2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/763-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University
Drawer DX

Mississippi State, MS 39762
601/325.2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948.7834
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Course Description

This block is the eighth of a ten-block course providing training in electronic principles, use of basic tenequipment, safety practices, circuit analysis,

soldering, digital techniques, microwave principles and troubleshooting basic circuits. Prerequisites to this block are Blocks I through VII covering

DC circuits. AC circuits, RC L circuits, solid state principles, solid state power supplies and amplifiers,solid state wave generating and wave shaping

circuits, and digital techniques. Biodc VIIIPrinciples and Applications of Electron Tubes contains seven modules covering 39 hours of instruction

over electron tubes, diodes, triodes, audio amplifiers, cathode followers, limiters. thyratron sawtooth generators. phantastrons, and series voltage

regulators. The module toPices and respective hours follow:

Module 56 Electron Tube Characteristics end Diodes 14 hours)

Module 57 Triodes (7 hours)
Module 58 Multigrid Electron Tubes (4 hours)
Module 50 Special Purpose Electron Tubes (5 hours)
Module 60 Electron Tube Audio Amplifies' (5 hoursI
Module 61 Eleanon Tube RF Amplifiers, Cathode Follows, DC Amplifiers:sod Triode Limits's (6 hours)

Module 62 Thrstron Sawtooth Generator, Phentastron, and Electron Tube Series Voltage Regulator (9 hours,

This block contains both teacher end student materials. Printed instructor materials include a plan of instruction detailing the units of instruction.

duration ofthe lessons. criterion objectives, and support materials needed. Student materials consist of a student text used for all the modules;

seven guidance Packages containing objectives, assignments, review exercises and answers for each module; and a digest of modules 56 through 62 for

students who have some background in these topics and nly need to review the major points of instruction.

This material is designed for self- or grouppaced instruction to be used with the other nine blocks. Most of the materials can be adapted foi

individualized instruction. Some additional military manuals and commercially Produced texts are recommended for reference, but are not Provided.

Audiovisuals suggested for use with the entire course consist of 143 videotapes.

OCI4t a UMW. MUMMA MORON
h/ r ow 1 ../asi 04144p...., , 10 i- t-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
USAF Sch of Applied Aerosp Sci (ATC)
Keesler Air Force Base, Mississippi 39534

FOREWORD

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION 3AQR30020-1
6 November 1975

1. PURPOSE: This publication is the plan of instruction (P01) when the
pages shown on page A are bound into a single document. The POI pres-
cribes the qualitative requirements for Course Number 3AQR30020-1, Elec-
tronic Principles (Modular Self-Paced) in terms of criterion objectives
and teaching steps presented by modules of instruction and shows duration,
correlation with,the training standard, and support materials and
guidance. When separated into modules of instruction, it becomes Part I
of the lesson plan. This POI was developed under the provisions of
ATCR 50-5, instructional System Development, and ATCR 52-7, Plans of
Instruction and Lesson Plans.

2. COURSE DESIGN /DESCRIPTION. The instructional design for this course
is Modular Scheduling and Self-Pacing; however, this PO/ can also be
used for Croup Pacing. The course trains both non-prior service airmen
personnel and selected re-enlistees for subsequent entry into the equipment
oriented phase of basic courses supporting 303XX, 304XX, 307XX, 309XX and
328XX AFSCs. Technical Training includes electronic principles, use of
basic test equipment, safety practices, circuit analysis, soldering, digital
techniques, microwave principles, and troubleshooting of basic circuits.
Students assigned to any one course will receive training only in those
modules needed to complement the training program in the equipment phase,
Related training includes traffic safety, commander's calls/briefings and
end of course appointments.

3. TRAINING EQUIPMENT. The number shown in parentheses after equipment
listed as Training Equipment under SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE is the
planned number of students assigned to each equipment unit.

4. REFERENCES. 'This plan of instruction is based on Course Training
Standard KE52-3AQR30020-1, 27 June 1975 and Course Chart 3AQR30020-1,
27 June 1975.

FOR THE COMMANDER

0 /104116olone , AF
Commander
Tech Tng Cp Prov, 3395th

OPR: Tech Tng Gp Prov, 3395th
DISTRIBUTION; Listed on Page A
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR COURSITME
Electronic Principles

'LOCH NUMBER

VIII

LOCK TITLE

Principles and Applications of Electron Tubes

t COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION
(Hows)

1. Electron Tube Characteristics and Diodes (Module 56)

a. Given the following electron tube terms, match each with
its description: Cutoff; Peak inverse voltage rating; Peak current
rating; Peak voltage rating; Transit time Plate dissipation rating;
Saturation; Emission. CTS: 6a Meas: W

(1) Define four types of emission:

(a) Thermionic.

(b) Secondary.

(c) Photoelectric.

(d) Field.

(2) The Emitter.

(a) Material considerations.

(b) Providing the environment.

(c) Emitting elements.

(d) Schematic symbols.

(3) Diode.

(a) Schematic symbols.

(b) Physical construction,

(c) Operation.

(d) Ep - Ip curve.

4
(3/1)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART in
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

S.-
PL AN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

3A030020-1
DATE

4 December 1975
PAGE NO.

17

ATC r°141. 133 ATC Kftake11.10311
REPLACES ATC FORMS 337. MAR 73. ANO 770. AUG 72. WHICH WILL DE

APR 73 USE01
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTIOWLISSON PLAN PART I (Cena/ovation Shoat)

COURSE CONTENT

(4) Electron tube limitations and terms.

(a) Peak current rating.

(b) Peak voltage rating.

(c) Peak inverse voltage rating.

(d) Plate dissipation rating.

(e) Transit time.

(f) Cutoff.

(g) Saturation.

(h) DC plate resistance

(5) Rectification.

(6) Limiting.

(7) Clamping.

b. Given diode circuit diagrams indicating direction of current flow and
polarity of applied voltage, select the one which represents the conditions
during conduction. CTS: 6a Maas: W

c. Civen the schematic diagram of a diode electron tube circuit which indi-
cates the supply voltage and the tube and load resistances, compute the circuit
voltages and currents. CTS: 6a Meas: W

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KEP-CP-56, Electron Tube Characteristics and Diodes
KEP-ST-VII, Principles and Application of Electron Tubes
KEP-110
KEP-ST/Digest VIII, Modules 56-62 Digests

Audio Visual Aids
TVK-30-400, Diode Tubes, BMistrion and Space Charge
TVK-30-402, Half-Wave and Full-Wave Rectifiers
TVK-30-404, Bridge Rectifiers
TVK-30-405, Voltage Doublers

Training. Methods
Discussion (3 hrs) and/or Programmed Self instruction
CTT Assignment (1 hr)

PLAN Or INSTMUCTIQM NO. i DATE PAGE NO.
3AQR30020-1 4 December 1975 18

sac xoger 64207 REPLACES ATC FORMS 337A. MAR 73. ANO 770A. AUG 72. WHICH %/ALL 91FORMAn PO 5 1.S.F5
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...==..
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shtmt)

COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Make specific objective assignments to be completed during CTT time. Assign
a review in KEP-ST/Digest VIII for this module.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3AQR30020-1.

OATE
4 December 1975

PAGE NO.
19

FORM
ATC APR 78 133A ATC Keeler 5-0207 REPLACES ATC FORMS MA. MAR 73. *NO 770A. AUG 72. MUCH VIA- BE

1,15110.
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAMC Or rNSTRUCYOR COURSE TITLE

Electronic Principles/
ELOCK HUNGER

Viii
BLOCK TITLE

Principles and Applications of Electron Tubes,---
1 COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION

(mow.)

2. Triodes (Module 57)

a. Given a list of statements, select the one that describes
the function of the control grid. CTS: 6a Meas: W

(1) Physical structure of triode tubes.

(a) Shape of control grid.

(b) Position of control grid with respect to the
cathode and plate.

(2) Schematic symbol for triode tubes.

(a) Directly and indirectly heated cathodes.

(b) Gas *Hied.

(3) Effect of the control grid.

b. From a list of statements, select the one that describes
the effect of changing bias on tube conduction. CTS: 6a Meas:

(1) Operation steps.

(2) Characteristic curves.

(a) Types of curves.

(b) Development of place family of curves.

(c) Uses of plate family of curves.

(3) Triode parameters.

(a) Amplification factor.

W

7

(5/2)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
L DATE 1SIGNATURE I DATE I 'AGM ATURE

1

PL AN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3AQR30020-1

GATE
4 December 1975

PAGE NO.
21

ATC FOR" 133 ATC
REPLACES ATC FORMS 337. MAR 73. AND 770, AUG 72, WHICH WILL GE

APR 73 " IMO..
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART i (Com Insoles Skeet)

COURSE CONTENT

(b) AC plate resistance.

(c) Transconductance.

(d) DC plate resistance.

(4) Graphical analysis of a triode with load.

(a) Plot a DC load line for different values of load resistance.

(b) Plot a DC load line for different values of supply voltage.

c, Using triode amplifier diagrams, identify the bias type shown in each
diagram as either fixed, cathode, or grid leak. CTS: 6a Nees: W

(1) Define bias.

(2) Types of bias:

(a) Cathode self bias.

(b) Fixed bias.

(c) Grid leak bias.

(3) Class of operation.

d. Given a family of Ep Ip characteristic curves with a load line,

select from alternatives the value nearest to three of the following:
Plate voltage for a specified bias; Plate current for a specified bias; Bias
required for cutoff; Bias required for saturation; Output signal for a given
input signal. CTS 6a Mess: W

e. Given the diagram of a triode electron tube which indicates supply
voltage, load resistance, and circuit current, compute the voltage drop
across the tube and load resistor; indicate the direction of current flow.
CIS: 6a Mess: W

(1) Basic triode amplifier.

(a) Calculate gain on DC load line.

(b) Effect of changing RL on gain.

(2) Phase comparison.

(a) Grid and plate voltages.

(b) Grid voltage and plate current.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3AQR30020-1

GATE
4 December 1975

PAGE

ATC FORM Ills, ATE Kefonet 06n307 Rri:ACES ATC FORMS 937A. MAR 73. AND 770A, AUG 72, WI.1CM WILL ME
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Cerstineetioa Skeet)

COURSE CONTENT

(3) Amplifier configurations.

(a) Common cathode.

(b) Common grid.

(c) Cathode followers.

(4) Applications of triodes.

(5) Interelectrode capacitance.

(a) Grid to cathode.

(b) Grid to plate.

(c) Plate to cathode.

(d) Input capacitance.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Mitering
KEP-GP -57, Triodes
KEP-ST-VIII
KEP-110
KEP-ST/Digest VIII

Audio Visual Aids
TVK-30-452A, Triode Tubes (Construction & Characteristics)
TVK-30-452E, Triode Tubes (Bias)
TVK-30-453A, Triode Tubes (Tube Constants)
TVK-30-453E, Triode Tubes (Laid Lines)

Training Methods.
Discussion (5 hrs) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
CTT Assignment (2 hrs)

instructional Guidance
Insure that CTT time assignment is given in REP-GP-57 and the Digest. The con-
cept of bias for a vacuum tube triode circuit is confusing to the students.
Students are required to identify the three types of bias for triode amplifiers.
Of the three, they experience the most difficulty identifying fixed bias. Some
students are unaware that fixed bias can be obtained from a battery source and
voltage divider network. They often assume there is a difference between the
two since the divan= are different. Most students experience little diffi-
culty in constructing a load line, but very few are able to interpret the results.
Objective 2d might be confusing to the student. The student text does not
provide a detailed description of using load lines to determine the operating
characteristics of a tube, therefore, the instructor must provide individual
attention in this area for many students. Extra problems May help.
Use Audio Visual Aids.

3
BATE PAGE NO.

AQR30020-1 4 December 1975 I 23

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

ATC APR 75
20,4, '4=7 REPLACES ATC FORMS 337A, MAR 71. AND 170A, AUG 72. WHICH WILL REFOAM

OMB.
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Sr.

'.......

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAME OF' INSTRUCTOR I COURSE TITLE

Electronic Principles /

FILOCK HUNGER

MT
LOCK TITLE
Principles and Applications of Electron Tubes

COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION
(Hour.)

3. Multigrid Electron Tubes (Module 58)

a. From a list of statements, select the one that describes
the function of the tetrode screen grid. CTS: 6a Nees: W

(1) Need and purpose of screen grid.

(2) Tube construction and schematic diagram.

(3) Screen grid current and voltage.

(4) Characteristic curves.

(a) Secondary emission.

(b) Negative resistance.

(5) Tetrode characteristics (Compare to triode).

(a) Transconductance.

(b) Amplification factor.

(c) AC plate resistance.

b. From a list of statements and a schematic diagram, select
the statement that describes the function of the pentode
suppression grid. CTS: 6a Maas: W

(1) Need and function of the suppressor grid.

(2) Value and polarity of suppressor grid voltage.

(3) Physical construction and schematic diagram.

(4) Characteristic curves.

4

(3/1)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II) --,
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. DATE

3A/830020-1 4 December 1975
PAGE NO

25

ATC FORM
APR 7S 133

REPLACES ATC FORMS 337. MAR 73. AND 770. AUG 72, WHICH WILL GEATC IIalfr 4-1030 USED.
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LISSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

(5) Tube characteristics (compare to triodes and tetrodes).

(a) AC plate resistance.

(b) Transconductance.

(c) Amplification factor.

c. From a list of statements and a pictorial diagram, select the statement
that describes the function of beam forming plates. CTS: 6a Nees: W

(1) Need and purpose of beam power tubes.

(2) Location and shape of elements.

(3) Grid windings.

(4) Suppression of secondary emission.

(5) Schematic symbol.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KEP-CP-58, Multigrid Electron Tubes
KEP-ST-VIII
KEP-110
KEP-ST/Digest VIII

Audio Visual Aids
TVK-30-456, Triodes, Pentodes and Multipurpose Tubes

Training Methods,
Discussion (3 hrs) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
CTT Assignment (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Assign specific objectives to be covered during CTT time in KEP-GP-58, and
reading the Digest portion of this module. Have students view TVK-30-456.

PLAN OF IN5TMAICTION NO. OAT PAGE NO.
3AQR30020-1 4 December 1975 26

47P "4" 000' 06.4et PIEPLACIES ATC FORMS WA, MAP 73, AND 770A, AUG?' . WM elf WILL et
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PLAN OP 1NSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR 1 COURSE TITLE

Electronic Principles /

BLOCK NUMBER

VIII

'LOCK TITLE
Princi.les and Alications of Electron Tubes

COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION
(Hour.)

4. Special Purpose Electron Tubes (Module 59)

a. Liven the characteristic curves of a voltage regulator gas
tube, identify the values of the breakdown voltage; the operating
voltage; the current range; the deionization voltage. CTS: 6b
Meas: W

b. Given a list of statements, identify. the purpose of the
control grid in a thyratron tube. CTS: 6b Meas: W

(1) Thyratron construction.

(a) Type gases used.

(b) Grid construction.

(2) Thyratron schematic symbol.

(3) Thyratron operation.

(a) Firing point

(b) Method of deionizing tube

(c) Control ratio

c. Given the pictorial diagram of a simple two-electrode
photo tube, identify the cathode; the anode. CTS: 6b Meas: W

d. Given the schematic diagram of a photo multiplier,
identify the cathode, the anode; the dynodes. CTS: 6b Meas: W

e. Given the pictorial diagram of six element electron gun,
the type used in a cathode ray tube, match each of the following
elements with its function: control grid; cathodes preaccelerating
anode; focusing anode; accelerating anode. CTS: 6b Meas: W

5

(4/1)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART In
SIGNATU RE DATE SIGN ATURE DATE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

3AQR30020-1
I DATE

4 necgmbor 1975
PAGE NO.

27

ATC "R" 133APR 75
ATC Kessler 5-1071

REPLACES ATC FORMS 337, MAR 72. AND 770, AUG 72. WHICH WILL Be
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M
PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LISSOM PLAN PART 1 (Costiouglien

MIAMI CONTENT

f. Given a list of descriptions, match the term electrdstatic or
electromagnetic as the method described to control cathode ray tube; focus;
beam deflection. CTS: 6b Meas:

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KEP-GP-59, Special Purpose Electron Tubes
KIP-ST-VIII
KEP-110
KIP-ST/Digest VIII

Audio Visual Aids
TVK-30-458, Cathode Ray and Special Purpose Tubes
TVK-30-459, Gas Tubes

Training Methods,
Discussion (4 firs) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
CTT Assignment (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Make a specific CTT assignment in KEP-GP-59 and Block VIII Digest. Insure that
students can identify the values given on the characteristic curves of a voltage
regulator gas tube and other elements of tubes given in objectives, 4b, 4c, and
4d. Dray a large pictorial diagram of the CRT in objective 4e.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3AQR300201 1

OATS PAGE NO
4 December 1975 I 28

FORM REPLACES Ayc 337*. MAR 7L AND770A. AUG 72. WHICH WILL SEAY( ritt4 ATC iteAter 11-0207
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PLAN OF IMITROCTIOWLESSON PLAN PART 1

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR 1 COURSE TITLE

Electronic Principles
'LOCK HUNGER 'LOCK TITLE

VIII Principles and Applications of Electron Tubes

1 COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION
{Roars)

5. Electron Tube Audio Amplifiers (Module 60)

a. Given a schematic diagram, multimeter, oscilloscope, and
a trainer having an electron tube audio amplifier, determine the
effects of changing component values and circuit voltage on the
output signal. CTS: 6c Mess: PC

(1) Need and purpose of'an audio amplifier.

(2) Purpose of components.

(3) Circuit operation.

(4) Factors affecting amplifier gain:

(a) Amplification factor.

(b) Plate load resistance.

(c) Cathode resistance.

(d) Bias.

(5) Frequency response.

(a) Factors affecting low frequency response.

(b) Factors affecting high frequency response.

(6) Neutralization "requirements."

5
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COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KEP-CP-60, Electron Tube Audio Amplifiers
KEP-ST-VIII
KEP-110
KEP-ST/Digest VIII

Audio Visual Aids
TVK-30-454, Amplifier Principles
TVK-30-455, Audio Amplifiers

Training Equipment
Triode Tube Characteristic Trainer 5484 (1)
Oscilloscope (1)
Sine-Square Wave Generator 4864 (1)
Power Supply 4912 (1)
Multimeter (1)

Training Methods
Discussion (3.5 hrs) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
Performance (.5 hr)
CTT Assignment (1 hr)

Multiple Instructor Requirement
Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
Give students specific objectives to cover during CTT time in KEP-GP-60. All
students should accomplish the laboratory exercise because it reinforces the
material presented in the student text. Students have difficulty understanding
the relationship of component values and low frequency response. It should be
emphasized when necessary that the four components which affect low frequency
response are Cc, Ck, Rg, and Rk. Further, increasing any one of these
components will improve low frequency response.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR I COURSE TITLE

Electronic Principles
BLOCK NUMBER

VIII

BLOCK TITLE

Principles and Applications of Electron Tubes

1 COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION
(Bouts)

6. Electron Tube RF Amplifiers,
and Triode Limiters (Module

a. Given the schematic
a tuned output,identify the
component values and output
bandwidth of the output.

(1) Function of components.

(2) Circuit operation.

(al Tuned input.

(b) Tuned output

(c) Q of the

(d) Bandwidth.

(3) Parameter changes.

(a) Effect on

(b) Effect on

(c) Effect on

b. Civen a cathode follower
effects of changing the circuit
amplitude and impedance.

(1) Use.

(a) Impedance

(b) Power amplification

Cathode
61)

diagram of
effects of
circuit loading

CTS: 6d(1)

Followers, DC Amplifiers

a pentode RF amplifier with
changing the tuned circuit

on the amplitude and
Meas: W

diagram determine the
values on the output

Moss: W

5

(4/1)

tuned tanks.

Q.

bandwidth.

amplitude.

schematic
component

CTS: 6d(2)

matching.
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COURVECONTENT

(2) Operation.

(a) Output impedance.

(b) Input impedance.

(c) Gain.

c. Given a list of statements and schematic diagram, select the statement
that describes the characteristics of the DC Amplifier. CTS: 6d(3) Meas: W

(1) Purpose.

(2) Input circuit comparison.

(a) Resistance - capacitance coupling.

(b) Direct coupling.

(3) Operation.

(4) Frequency response.

d. Given the schematic diagram of a triode limiter, identify the effects
of changing the grid resistor and grid bias on the shape of the output.
CTS; 6d(4) Meas: W

(1) Methods of accomplishing limiting.

(a) Grid limiting.

(b) Cutoff limiting.

(c) Saturation limiting.

(d) Overdriven amplifier limiting,

(2) Parameter changes for grid limiter.

(a) Size of grid resistor.

(b) Amount of bias.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1 (Continuation Shat)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KEP-CP-61, Electron TuLie RF Amplifiers, Cathode Followers, DC Amplifiers,

and Triode Limiters
KEP-ST-VIII
KEP-110
KEP-ST/Digest VIII

Audio Visual Aids
TVK-30-551B, Triode Limiters
TVK-30-434, Cathode Followers
TVK-30-457, Video Amplifiers
TVK-30-553, RF and IF Amplifiers
TVK-30-823, Pentode RF Amplifier

Training Methods
Discussion (4 hrs) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
CTT Assignment (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Assign specific objectives to be covered during CTT time in KEP-GP-61,
and/or the Digest. Students have difficulty with the concept of loading a
tuned circuit and analyzing the resulting change in bandwidth and stage gain.
Many students require a review of the basic tuned circuit and its operating
characteristics. A review of Q and its effect on bandwidth and gain should be
helpful to the students. Students have considerable difficulty understanding
grid limiting. Many understand how the positive portion of the input is limited,
but fotget about the phase shift across the tube. Since the output is taken off
the plate, the limiting that occurs at the output should be stressed. Students
also fail to understand the relationship between the size of the grid resistor
and the amount of limiting in a grid limiter.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Electronic Principles
BLOCK NUMBER BLOCK TIT4F,

VTIT Principles and Applications of Electron Tubes

i COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION
mour

7. Thyratron Sawtooth Cenerator,
Series Voltage Regulator (Module

a. Civen the schematic
identify the effect of changing
input trigger frequency. CTS!

(1) Changing Circuit

(a) Supply voltage.

(b) Grid voltage.

(2) Changing component

(a) Capacitor

(b) Resistor

(3) Changing input

(a) Frequency

(b) Trigger levels,

b. Civen the schematic
circuit, identify the effects
width of the output waveform
meter: the control grid resistor;
the input trigger frequency.

(1) Changing pulse

I(a) Plate rundown

1
(b) Dela.: rime.

, phantastron,
62)

diagram of
circuit
6d(5)

a
voltages;
Meas:

of a
amplitude,

control

and Electron Tube

thyratron sawtooth generator,
component values;

W

..

triggered phantastron
frequency and pulse

the pulse width potentio-
grid to plate capacito

Meas: W

.

9

(6/3)

(2)

(2)

;

Voltage.

values,

value,

value.

trigger frequency.

relationships.

diagram
on the

when changing
the

CTS: 6d(6)

width potentiometer.

rime.
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COURSE CONTENT

(2) Changing control and grid resistor.

(3) Changing control grid to place capacitor.

(4) Changing input trigger frequency.

c. Given the schematic diagram of an electron tube series voltage
regulator, identify the effects of changing the input voltage; the
load resistance; the potentiometer position. CTS: 6a, 6d(3), 6d(7),
Meas: W

8. Measurement and Critique

a, Measurement test

b. Test critique

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KEP-GP-62, Thyratron Sawtooth Generator, and Electron Tube Series

Voltage Regulator
KEP-ST-VIII
KEP-110
KEP-ST/Digest VIII

Audio Visual Aids
TVK-30-460, Vacuum Tube Voltage Regulators
TVK-30-858, Phantastron
TVK-30-859, Sawtooth Generators
NIK 62-1, Thyratron Sawtooth Sweep Generator
NIK 62-2, The Phantastron

Training Equipment
Thyratron Sweep Generator Trainer 4666 (1)
Phantastron Trainer 4687 (1)
Power Supply Voltage Regulator Trainer 4871 (I)
Oscilloscope (1)
Attenuator Probe 10:1 (1)
Multimeter (1)
Power Supply 4912 (1)
Sine-Square Wave Generator 4864 (1)

Training Methods
Discussion (5 hrs) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
Performance (1 hr)
CTT Assignments (3 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Supervision (2)

(2)
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PLAN OF INSTROCTION/LISSOK PLAN PART I (Continuities Sheet)

coma CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Assign specific objectives to be covered during CTT time for the next module
each student will enter. Students have difficulty understanding the effects on
output amplitude, frequency and linearity when the bias or B+ voltage is varied
in the thyratron sewtooth generator. The laboratory exercise should assist in
this area, and the instructor should emphasize the relationship between voltage
changes and output. In the phanastron circuit students have the most difficulty
in determining the effects on the output of varying the pulse width potentio-
meter. The concept of rundown time is vague to most students. The waveshapes in
the student text illustrate the effects of varying the pulse width potentio-
meter on the output waveshape.
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Chapter 1

ELECTRONIC TUBE CHARACTERISTICS AND D10Dp

1-1. The development of the electron tube
created a new field of science called ELEC-
TRONICS. This is the science dealing with
the control of electrons by means of electron'
tubes or solid state devices. Although solid
state devices were studied first in this course,
electron tubes were developed and used long
before transistors. Hence, mulch of the
equipment in use today still contains electron
tubes. Also, in even the very newest elec-
tronic equipment certain circuit applications
require the use of electron tubes because no
adequate solid state devices have been de-
veloped. Therefore, it is necessary that the
technician study electron tubes as well as
solid state devices.

1-2. Emission.

1-3. AU electron tubes have one character-
istic in common: free electrons are forced to
leave the surface of a conductor and enter
the space around it. This process of forcing
electrons from the surface of a material is
ELECTRON EMISSION. In electron tubes,
emission must occur before tube current can
flow. Four types of electron emission are
discussed: thermionic, secondary, photo-
electric, and field. For electrons to be
emitted, some form of energy must be sup-
plied to the emitting material.

1-4. THERM1ONIC EMISSION. Thermionic
emission of electrons occurs if a substance
em its electrons when heat is applied. Metallic
substances conduct electricity as a result of
the motion of free electrons. At ordinary room
temperature, these free electrons cannot
escape the surface barrier of the metal. As
the metal is heated, the velocity of the free
electrons increases and they acquire greater
energy. When the electrons acquire enough
energy to overcome the surface barrier, they
escape the metal surface. The amount of
thermionic emission depends on the type and
temperature of the emitting material. Most
electron tubes use thermionic emission. The
ccnductor from which the electrons escape is
referred to as the emitter or CATHODE.

1-5. Thermionic emission from a solid is
similar to evaporation from a liquid. The
number of vapor molecules leaving the liquid,
or the rate of evaporation, increases as the
temperature of the liquid increases. The rate
at which electrons escape the emitter surface
likewise increases with an increase in
temperature.

1-6. Figure 1-1 shows a cloud of electrons,
called the space charge, surrounding a heated
metal emitter. The figure also shows elec-
trons leaving and returning to the emitter.
The negatively charged electrons being
emitted leave a positive charge on the emitter.
At the same time, the electrons occupying
the space charge region give that region a
negative charge. These negatively and posi-
tively charged regions create an electrostatic
field called the space charge field. This field
causes some of the emitted electrons to be
repelled back to the metal. An equilibrium
point is reached in which the number of elec-
trons returning to the emitter equals the
number leaving.

1-7. SECONDARY EMISSION. Secondary
emission occurs if a substance emits elec-.
trona when bombarded by atomic particles
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moving at high velocities. For instance,
suppose a conductor with a large positive
charge is placed near the emitted electrons
in figure 1-1. If these electrons are acceler-
ated so they strike the conductor with suf-
ficient energy, free electrons will be dis-
lodged from the surface of the positive con-
ductor. Thus, electrons are emitted into the
space surrounding the conductor as a result
of secondary emission creating another
space charge near the conductor.

1-8. The amount of secondary emission
depends upon the number and velocity of
the bombarding electrons and the substance
they strike. Secondary emission in electron
tubes is generally considered undesirable.
in special applications, however, such as
the photomultipliers, to be studied later,
secondary emission is desirable.

1-9. PHOTOELECTRIC EMISSION. Photo-
electric emission occurs if a substance
emits electrons when exposed to light. This
principle is widely used in such equipment
as TV cameras, automatic door openers,
ai.d street light controls. Electron tubes
utilizing photoelectric emission are discus-
sed in chapter 4. The amount of emission
depends upon the intensity and color of the
light and the type of emitting material.

1-10. FIELD EMISSION is electron emis-
sion produced by strong electric fields. If a
large difference of potential (voltage) exists
between two conductors, the electrons in the
negative conductor experience a strong
attraction toward the positive conductor.
When the voltage becomes large enough,
the force of attraction overcomes the surface
barrier of the negative conductor. Electrons
are thus emitted from the conductor. The
amount of emission depends on the value of
the voltage and the distance between the
conductors.

1-11. The Emitter.

1-12. MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS. The
material forming the emitter of an electron
tude must be capable of emitting large
quantities of electrons when heated. A good
thermionic emitter requires low energy to

transfer an electron from the emitter mate-
rial to the surrounding space charge. The
emitter must have good mechanical proper-
ties to withstand movement (shock). Also
its melting point must be higher than the
temperature necessary for emission.

1-13. One pure metal which fulfills these
requirements is tungsten, which requires a
very high temperature for proper emission.
Thorium oxide added to tungsten greatly
Unproven emission at temperatures lower
than those required by pure tungsten. Emit-
ters made of thorium and tungsten are known
as thoriated tungsten emitters.

1-14. Oxide-coated emitters operate at even
lower temperatures. The oxide-coated emit-
ter consists of a metal base -- nickel or plati-
num alloy--coated with a layer of alkaline
oxide, usually barium or strontium. Oxide-
coated emitters have a long We and high
emission efficiency. The chart in figure 1-2
illustrates the operational characteristics
of the three emitter materials.

1-15. PROVIDING THE ENVIRONMENT.
If an emitter were heated to its emission
temperature in air, the oxygen in the air
would oxidize the emitter and destroy its
emitting properties in a short time. For
this and other reasons, it is essential to
enclose the elements of an electron tube
in a controlled environment. Regarding
environment, there are two types of elec-
tron tubes: high vacuum and gas.

1-16. The high vacuum or HARD tubes have
their elements enclosed in a space where the
pressure has been greatly reduced by re-
moving most of the air.

1-2
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1-17. Without evacuation, the tube elements
would be surrounded by the millions of gas
molecules making up air. These molecules
move in random directions at random speeds.
Collisions between gas molecules and moving
free electrons would be numerous. In such a
situation, electron now through the tube
would be difficult. By reducing tim pressure,
the number of gas molecules is reduced
drastically. This insures that a collision
between a molecule of gas and a moving
electron is very unlikely.

1-18. In the manufacture of high-vacuum
tubes, many precautions are taken to insure
the removal of gas even from the walls and
electrodes within the tube. The electrodes
are thoroughly cleaned and then heated in an
atmosphere of hydrogen, which removes
oxygen and water vapor. After the tube is
assembled and connected to vacuum pumps,
the electrodes are again heated by high
frequency induction to remove Other gases.
Finally, the remaining gas is removed by the
use of a GETTER - an active chemical
substance such as barium, magnesium, alumi-
num, or tantalum in the form of a pellet
which has the property of combining with
gasses when it is vaporized. The pellet is
vaporized by means of an induction coil
and the result of this may be seen as a
dark spot on the inside surface of glass
tubes.

1-19. In gas or SOFT tubes, the air has been
replaced by a specific gas. The gas substan-
tially affects the electrical characteristics of
the tube, as will be discussed later.

1-20. The container enclosing the tube ele-
ments in this high vacuum or gas environ-
ment is called the envelope. The envelope
may be either glass, metal, or ceramic.

1-21. EMITTING ELEMENTS. The electron-
emitting devices (cathodes) of electron tubes
are divided into two general forms: directly
heated cathodes and indirectly heated
cathodes.

1-22. Figure 1-3 shows examples of directly
heated cathodes made of wires (filaments)
heated by the passage of electric current.

1-3
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Figure 1-3. Directly Heated Cathode

The heat causes electron emission to take
place directly from the wire. Since the heating
current flows through the wire, the voltage
drop across the wire is distributed along
its length. Because all points of the wire are
not at the same potential, the emission from
the filament is not uniform. When AC is
used to heat the filaments, alternating electro-
static fields and alternating voltages across
the filament may produce undesirable varia-
tions in emission current (hum).

1-23. Figure 1-4 illustrates indirectly
heated cathodes. A twisted (or folded loop
of insulated tungsten wire is inserted in a

CATHODE

REPO -1650

Figure 1-4. Indirectly Heated Cathode
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thin-walled, hollow, metal cylinder usually
made of nickel. An oxide coating on the out-
side of the cylinder emits electrons when
heated. Heat is supplied by passing current
through the tungsten wire (heater). Since no
heating currents flow in the cylinder, all
points on the cathode are at the same poten-
tial. The resulting emission current is then
free of hum. The heater's only function is to
heat the emitting material.

1-24. SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS. Figure 1-5
shows the schematic drawings for directly
and indirectly heated cathodes. Note that a
gas environment is indicated by a dot inside
the circle.

1-25. Diodes.

1-26. Electron tubes are classified accord-
ing to the number of electrodes they contain.
Therefore, a diode (c11-, meaning two; and -ode,
meaning electrode) tube, as its name implies,
is a two element tube. In a diode the two
electrodes are the plate (anode), which re-
ceives or collects the electrons, and the
cathode, which emits the electrons.

ENVELOPE

iGAS
FILAmENT

A. DIRECTLY HEATED
CATHODE

B. INDIRECTLY HEATED
CATHODE

ReP4-1641

Figure 1-5. Schematic Symbols

/
1-27. SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS. Figure
1-6A shows the symbol for a directly heated
cathode diode. Recall that the filament is both
the cathode (emitter) and the source of heat.
The indirectly heated cathode diode diagram
in figure 1-6B displays the heater as well as
the cathode. (The heater is not counted as one
of the two electrodes in a diode because it
only supplies heat.) For simplicity, the
heater is not shown in many schematic
diagrams.

1-25. PHYSICAL CONSTRUCTION. The
electron tube diode is normally constructed
in cylindrical form. Figure 1-7 shows this
type structure. The plate is a cylinder
placed around the cathode. Therefore, the
electrons moving away from the cathode are
in fact moving toward the plate.

1-29. OPERATION. The amount of cur-
rent flow from cathode to plate in an electron
tube depends on several factors. The most
obvious factors (and the only ones of con-
cern to the repairman) are the cathode
temperature and the voltage difference be-
tween plate and cathode.

1-4

A. DIRECTLY HEATED CODE

PLATE

HEATER
CATHODE

B. INDIRECTLY HEATED DIODE
REPO -1642

Figure 1-6. Diode Schematic Symbols
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PLATE

CATHODE

FILAMENT

A. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF
ELECTRICAL EQJIVALENT

5. PICTORIAL DIAGRAM OF
MECHANICAL STRUCTURE

12P44643

Figure 1-'1. Diode Construction

1 -30. The circuit in figure 1-8 is used to
measure current flow and determine the
effects of changing cathode temperature and
plate-to-cathode voltage. The amount of cur-
rent flow in a diode is known as the plate
current and is abbreviated Ip. Plate cur-
rent is measured by connecting an ammeter
in series with the plate lead of the tube. The
voltage between plate and cathode is known
as the plate voltage and is abbreviated Er
Plate voltage is measured by connecting a
voltmeter between plate and cathode. Note
that this voltage is not the same as the
applied voltage, Ea. Also, Ep is ordinarily
not the same as the plate-to-ground voltage
because E is from PLATE-TO-CATHODE.

NOTE. Ep, EP-k, and Ev are
synonymous.

141,4 -A640

Figure 1-8. Diode Measurement Circuit

1-31. Recall that the cathode emits elec-
trons and forms a space charge in the
region surrounding the cathode. If Ep is
negative, the plate reliels the electrons in
the space charge, and Ip is zero. This con-
dition wherein plate current does not flow
because the plate is negative with respect
to the cathode is called CUT OFF. If E is
positive, the plate atiracts electrons from
the space charge and plate current flows.
The number of electrons attracted to the
to the plate depends on the amount of attrac-
tion. As Ep increases in a positive direction,
the attraction of the plate increases, and Ip
increases.

1-32. The circuit in figure 1-8 can be used
to determine the manner in which E affects
IP. IP is measured for the different values of
E obtained by adjusting potentiometer RI.
The values of 113 and E

P
are then plotted in a

curve relating ip to Ep. This curve is called
an Ep - Ip curve.

1-33. Figure 1-9 is an example of an
E - In curve for an electron tube diode.
In region 1 to 2, curve A shows how 1p in-
creases as Ep increases. Notice however,
that In does not increase appreciably above
point 2 as Ep increases further. At point 2,
all the electrons are being attracted from
the space charge, and the space charge is
eliminated. The plate is attracting all the
electrons the cathode is capable of emitting.
Therefore, Ip cannot increase appreciably
as ED increases further. Region 2 to 3 is
called the PLATE SATURATION region be-
cause II does not increase noticeably as Ep
increases.

1-34. Curve B of figure 1-9 illustrates the
effects of reduced filament or heater voltage.
U this voltage is lower than the value speci-
fied by the manufacturer, the cathode tem-
perature is too low. Because the cathode
cannot emit as many electrons at the lower
temperature, the current and voltage values
for plate saturation are reduced in curve B.
The overall effect is then to reduce the
ability of the tube to pass large currents.
For this reason, the filament or heater
voltage must be correct for the tube to
function nroperly.

1-5
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1-35. The space charge of a diode does not
reach equilibrium midi the cathode reaches
its normal operating temperature after warm-
tip. Because the plate of a tube attracts
electrons from the space charge, the plate
current will not stabilize during warm-up.
Also, the cathode can be destroyed if a large
plate voltage is applied before the tube is
warmed up. Therefore, plate voltage is often
not applied until the tube is warmed up.

1-36. Electron Tube Limitations and Terms.

1-37. Every electron tube has certainoper-
ating characteristics and limitations partic-
ular to that individual tube. These charac-
teristics and limitations are normally pub-
lished by the manufacturer in the data for
the tube. A short description of selected
characteristics and limitations follows.

1-38. PEAK CURRENT RATING. This
limitation specifies the maximum instanta-
neous current a tube can pass in the normal
direction of current flow without damage.
The peak current rating is a function of the
electron emission available and the duration
of the pulses producing the peak currents.

1-39. THE PEAK VOLTAGE RATING is
the maximum instantaneous voltage that can
safely be applied to a tube in the normal
direction (plate positive with respect to the
cathode).

1-40. THE PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE
RATING lists the maximum instantaneous
voltage that can safely be applied to a tube
in the reverse direction. If the plate-to

-cathode voltage exceeds this value, arc-over
occurs, and the tube is damaged.

1-41. PLATE DISSIPATION RATING. When
electrons are attracted from the space charge
to the plate, the attracting force accelerates
them. This acceleration gives them velocity
and kinetic energy. As the electrons strike
the plate, their kinetic energy is converted
to heat in the plate. The amount of heat
(power) dissipated by the plate is the dif-
ference between the power supplied by the
plate voltage source and the power delivered
to the load. Plate dissipation power for a

tube is computed in the same manner as any
other power. That is, plate dissipation =
Ep x Ip. The maximum amount of power
that the plate can safely dissipate is called
the PLATE DISSIPATION RATING. If this
value is exceeded, the plate will overheat
and be damaged or destroyed.

1-42. TRANSIT TIME. Because electrons
have mass, they cannot be accelerated from
cathode to plate in zero time. The time re-
quired for an electron to travel from cathode
to plate is the TRANSIT TIME. If the transit
time is comparable to the period of an
applied signal, the tube no longer treats the
signal as it should. Therefore, the transit
time places a limit on the highest frequency
that can be successfully used in many elec-
tron tube circuits. Special tubes for use
only at high frequencies are presented later
in this course.

1-43. CUT OFF. Recall that when the
plate is negative compared to the cathode,
plate current is zero. A diode tube is said
to be CUT OFF any time Ip is zero because
Ep is negative with respect to the cathode.

1-44. SATURATION. When a further in-
crease in positive plate voltage fails to pro-
duce an increase in plate current, a tube is
said to be SATURATED.

1-45. DC PLATE RESISTANCE. The DC
plate resistance of a tube is the opposition
the tube offers to plate current when DC
voltage is applied. DC plate resistance, Rp
is the ratio of DC plate voltage to DC plate
current. That is, Rp 1: EpiIp. Since Rp
is calculated from DC values, it is known
as the STATIC resistance. The Ep - Ip
curve for a diode is used to determine Rp
for that diode. The Ep - Ip curve gives the
value of Ip if Ep is known or the value of
Ep if Ip is known. From these two quanti-
ties, the DC plate resistance canoe calculated.

1-6

1-46. DC plate resistance is computed easily
for the diode represented by figure 1-10. For
instance, at point M, Ep = 60 V and IR

n86 mA., Thus, Rp : 60 V/86 mA 1 700 .

Likewise at point N, Ep 2 100 V, Ip : 95
mA, and Rp 2 100 V/95 mA r- 1050 f/ .
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Notice that the DC plate resistance is not the
same for the two points. Because Rp is not
constant, plate current flow is not directly
proportional to plate voltage. Consequently,
an electron tube diode is a NONLINEAR
RESISTANCE. Tube diodes are nonlinear
resistances not only in that they conduct
current in only one direction, but also-in that
Rp is not constant during conduction.

1-47. Once deterMined, the value of Rp
for a diode in a circuit can be used to calcu-
late current and voltage values. For example,
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the total current, It, and the two voltage
drops, Ep and ER, can be computed for the
circuit in figure 1 -11.

Rt: Rp +R1 z 1.0 kcii-19 kciz 20 k

11 3 EA/Rt =200 V/20 k = 10 mA
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Figure 1-10. Ep 1p Curve Figure 1-11. Diode Circuit
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1-4a. Typical Diode Applications.

1-49. RECTIFICATION. As illustrated in
figure 1-12, an electron tube diode can
function as a rectifier. VI can rectify be-
cause it allows current to flow in only one
direction. Between times Ti and T2 in
figure 1-I2B, the plate of VI is more posi-
tive than the cathode. Therefore, the diode
conducts and allows current to flow as
indicated in figure I-12A. When current
flows in this direction, a positive voltage is
developed across Ri The voltage across
R1 thus follows the secondary voltage be-
tween T1 and T2. Between times T2 and T3,
the plate of V1 is negative compared to the
cathode. As a result, the diode does not
conduct, no current flows, and the voltage
across R1 is zero.

11

A

1-50. Recall that the action of this recti-
fier Is identical to the action of the solid
state half wave rectifier studied previously.
Similarly, electron tube diodes can he used
as full wave, bridge, three phase, and volt-
age doubler rectifiers.

1-51. Figure 1 -13 is an example of an
electron tube diode limiter. The operation
of this series positive limiter is almost the
same as the operation of the solid state
diode series positive limiter. Just as solid
state diodes were used for series or shunt
positive or negative limiters, electron tube
diodes are used for these same circuits.
1-52. CLAMPING. An electron tube nega-
tive damper is illustrated in figure 1-14.
This circuit functions in the same manner
as the solid state version. As expected. elec-
tron tube diodes may be used in positive
dampers also.

Ti

SECONDARY VOLTAGE--

11
T2 T3

300VpIt

VOLTAGE ACROSS RI

T4

Figure 1-12. Diode Rectifier and Waveforms
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Chapter 2

TRIODES

2-1. Diode electron tubes can be used as
rectifiers, clampers, etc.; however, they can
not be used to amplify electronic signals. A
third element must be introduced to allow
amplification in an electron tube. This new
element, called the control grid, controls tube
current and makes amplification possible
because a small change in voltage applied to
the grid causes a large change in tube cur-
rent. With the addition of this third active
electrode, the tube must now be called a
TRIODE.

2-2. The Control Grid.

2-3. The control grid is a wire mesh posi-
tioned around and close to the cathode. This
wire mesh is most often in the form of a
wire wrapped in a coil, or helix. Figure 21A
illustrates the physical construction of such a
wire coil. Other grid structures also exist,
such as the one shown in figure 2-1B. The
position of the grid with respect to the plate
and cathode is seen in figure 2-1C and 2-1D.

2-4. Figure 2-1D also shows the schematic
symbol used for a triode and the relation of
the parts of the symbol to the actual structure
of the tube. Notice that the plate and cathode
of the triode are represented in the same

ELLIPTICAL
HELIX

LADDER
TYPE

GRID

way as they are in adiode. The grid is repre-
sented by a dashed line located between plate
and cathode. Triodes employ directly or
indirectly heated cathodes and the schematic
diagram will so indicate. U a triode is gas
filled, a dot is placed inside the diagram to
identify the presence of the gas.

2-5. The operation of the triode electron
tube is basic to the operation of all other
electron tubes except diodes. For this rea-
son a clear understanding of the theory of
operation of triodes is essential.

2-6. Effect of the Control Grid.

2-7. The important thing to remember
about the control grid is that it is close to
the cathode and that the space between the
individual loops is relatively large. Being
close to the cathode gives the grid the
ability to control the electrons near the
cathode, and the space between the loops
permits the electrons to travel through the
grid to the plate. The function of the control
grid is to control the amount of current
flowing between cathode and plate. In order
to understand how the grid controls current
flow, the effect on the grid of the electrons
near the cathode must be studied.

PLATE

CATHODE

FILAMENT
LEADS

A

RZP4-I662

Figure 2-1. Physical Structure and Schematic Symbol for Triodes
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2-8. During the operation of a triode tube,
voltages are applied to the tube electrodes
with respect to each other and with respect
to a common reference (usually ground).
These voltages establish electrostatic fields
between the tube electrodes. The direction
and strength of these fields are governed
by the polarity and value of the applied
voltages. The behavior of the electrons
within the tube depends on the forces of
attraction or repulsion caused by these
electric fields.

2-9. A very important detail concerning
the operating voltages for triodes (as well
as other electron tubes) is the reference
point of the applied electrode voltages. All
electrode voltages are measured with respect
to the cathode. Thus, "the plate voltage is
200 volts," means that the plate is +200
volts with respect to the cathode. Likewise,
"grid voltage," means grid voltage meas-
ured with respect to to...1 cathode. If a DC
reference voltage is applied between the
grid and cathode, it is referred to as the,
"BIAS''.

2-10. An imaginary view of the electrodes
of a triode is shown in figure 2-2. Voltages
have not been applied to the plate or grid,
but the cathode is at emitting temperature.
The letter "K" designates the electron
emitting cathode, "G"-the control grid, and

P" the plate or anode. The separation
between the grid wires is large enough to
allow electrons to travel between the wires
toward the plate. The space charge (made
up of a cloud of electrons) is shown by
the tiny dots between the cathode and the
control grid.

2-11. With zero volts applied to all elec-
trodes, there are no electrostatic forces
on the electrons between the tube elements.
The electrons emitted from the heated
cathode form a space charge close to the
cathode surface. Since the emission velocity
of the electrons is low, few electrons have
sufficient energy to travel as far as the grid
or plate. For this reason, the greatest space
charge dentsity exists near the cathode.
2-12. In figure 2-2, note the physical loca-
tions of the control grid and the plate relative
to the space charge. The control grid is

43
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Figure 2-2. Triode Electrodes and
Space Charge

much closer to the space charge than the
plate. In fact, the entire space charge is
assumed to be located between the cathode
and the control grid. The electrons com-
prising the plate current of a triode must
flow between the grid wires. Therefore, the
voltages on both the grid and plate are
effective in controlling plate current. The
grid, however, being closer to the space
charge (and cathode), has more control over
plate current than does the plate. It is this
feature which produces amplification in a
triode electron tube.

2-13. ZERO GRID VOLTAGE. Explanation
of the effect of the control grid will begin
with the condition where grid voltage, Eg, is
held at zero volts while plate voltage (Er) is
varied. Consider the circuit of figure 2-3 in
which ammeter M1 is connected in series
with the plate to measure plate current (In).
Plate voltage is supplied by a variable
DC source which can be adjusted to any
desired value.

2-14. If Ep is adjusted to zero volts, all
the electrodes are at the same potential
(zero). Therefore, no electrostatic forces
affect the emitted electrons and the elec-
trons are neither attracted nor repelled by
any of the electrodes. As a result, Ml reads
zero, and a space charge builds up near the
cathode.

2-15. U the control grid is held at zero
volts while the plate voltage is increased
to +100 volts, an electrostatic field is estab-
lished between the plate and cathode. The
grid remains at zero volts go it has no

2-2
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Figure 2-3. Triode with E
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influence on the electrons. However, because
the plate is now positive, it exerts a force
of attraction on the electrons. Since the
electrons in the space charge are free to
move, the positive plate pulls the electrons
toward it. In doing so, the electrons pass
through the spaces between the control grid
wires and move toward the plate as shown
in figure 2-4.

2-16. For each electron removed from the
space charge by the positive plate, another
electron is supplied to the space charge by
the cathode. This action creates a continuous
current flow from the cathode to the plate,
through the DC source, and back to the cathode.
This current path forms a series circuit with
M1 indicating the amount of current flow.
Plate current, In, is the current flowing
between the plate and the DC source. Cathode
current, lk, flows between the DC source
and the cathode and is equal to the plate
current for this example.

2-17. So far, the action of the triode is like
that of a diode. The control grid, at cathode
potential, contributes very 'little to the be-
havior of the triode. It is important to know,
however, that a voltage applied to the control
grid can control the amount of plate current.
In the following discussion the effect of a
positive or negative voltage applied to the
grid is discussed.

2-1.8. NEGATIVE GRID VOLTAGE. Now,
if a negative voltage is applied to the grid,
it will exert a force on the electrons in the
space charge. The positively charged plate
tries to attract the electrons. The negatively
charged grid tries to repel the electrons back

2-3
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Figure 2-4. Electron Movement
with E

g
..: 0 V

toward the cathode. The relative strength of
these two forces detertnines the number of
electrons allowed to move through the open-
ings in the grid and on to the plate.

2-19. When a 1 volt battery is inse rted as in
figure 2-5, the grid becomes 1 volt negative
with respect to the cathode. The rest of the
circuit is identical to the circuit in figure
2-4. Compared to the case where Eg : 0,
the -1 volt negative grid acts to repel some
of the electrons back toward the cathode.
Since the plate's force of attraction has not
changed, fewer electrons travel to the plate.

G ELECTRONS

+

100 VDC
REP4 -1666

xil

Figure 2-5. Electron Movement
with E

g
r. -1 V
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Hence, plate current is reduced and M1
indicates a lower current reading than that
indicated when Eg 0.= 0 The resultant electron
paths are seen in figure 2-5.

2-20. From the simple relationshipbetween
numbers, it would seem that the +100 volts
on the plate would overpower the -1 volt on
the grid. However, this is not the case be-
cause the control grid is much closer to the
space charge than the plate. Therefore, a
small voltage on the grid can exert much
more force on the electrons than a large
voltage on the more distant plate.

2-21. As the grid is made increasingly
negative, it repels more and more electrons
back toward the cathode. As a result, plate
current decreases accordingly. Eventually, a
point is reached where the grid is sufficiently
negative to repel all the electrons back into
the space charge. When the grid reaches this
negative voltage and plate current ceases to
flow, the tube is said to be CUT OFF. The
negative grid voltage required to achieve this
condition is called the cut off voltage. Figure
2-6 illustrates the movement of electrons
when the grid voltage is equal to or greater
than the cut off voltage.

2-22. POSITIVE GRID VOLTAGE. The
voltage applied to the control grid is some-
times positive. Although it is not the most
common situation, an explanation is of value
because a positive grid is used in several
triode applications.
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REPO -1667

Figure 2-6. Electron Movement at
or Beyond Cut Off
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2-23. Reversing the polarity of the control
grid voltage reverses the direction of force
caused by the grid. Bftcause the grid is now
positive, it no longer repels the space charge
electrons but rather attracts electrons from
the space charge. The positive plate still
exerts the same force of attraction on the
electrons as before. Therefore, the total
force of attraction is larger, and the total
number of electrons attracted from the space
charge is larger. As a result, an increased
number of electrons pass through the grid
openings and travel to the plate. This situa-
tion is seen in figure 2-7. Because more
electrons are now moving from cathode to
plate, plate current is larger than in any
previous case.

2-24. As the positive grid voltage is in-
creased, plate current increases up to a
point. When a further increase in positive
grid voltage fails to produce an increase
in plate current, the tube is said to be
SATURATED.

2-25. It was mentioned earlier that positive
grid voltage is seldom used. Positive grid
voltage is avoided in most cases because grid
current flows when Eg is positive. With E
positive, the positive grid wires attract ana
intercept many of the electrons passing
through the grid openings. These intercepted
electrons flow out through the grid connection
of the tube and result in grid current. Grid
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Figure 2-7. Electron Movement with
E

g
= +1 V
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current is generally undesirable because
it dissipates wasted power in the grid cir-
cuit. Note that when grid current flows,
cathode current must equal the sum of the
grid current and the plate current.

2-26. When the grid is negative, the grid
wires intercept only an extremely small
number of electrons because most of the
electrons are repelled. Because only a few
electrons flow in the grid circuit, a tube
with negative Eg presents a high impedance
to the grid circuit. However, because many
electrons flow in the grid circuit, a tube
with a positive Eg presents a low input
impedance to the grid circuit. This low
impedance can easily cause signal distor-
tion, thus indicating another reason why
positive grid voltages are rare.

2-27. The extent to which a grid voltage
controls plate current is determined by
the design of the tube. The degree of control
provided by the grid depends on the spacing
of the grid wires and the position of the
grid with respect to the plate and cathode.
Changing the grid voltage by 1 volt may then
have the same effect on the plate current as
changing the plate voltage by 20, 50, or
even 100 volts.

2-28. It should be pointed out that the effect
of plate voltage on plate current for a triode
is similar to the effect for a diode. That is,

..if EP decreases, 1p decreases, etc.

2-29. Characteristic Curves.

2-30. The relationships between the volt-
ages applied to the triode and their effects
on the plate current are very important.
These relationships between grid voltage,
plate current, and plate voltage are expresse d
graphically with CHARACTERISTIC CURVES.
Characteristic curves illustrate the behavior
of an electron tube as the electrode voltages
are varied. in the case of the triode, there
are three possible sets of curves that can be
developed. These are the (I) grid family of

2-5

curves, (2) plate family of curves, and (3)

constant current family of curves. The plate
family of curves will be developed in this
chapter because these curves are the most
useful in analyzing electron tube circuits.
An understanding of these characteristic
curves and what they reveal about the triode
is necessary when studying triode circuits.

2-31. From this point forward, changes
in cathode temperature will be disregarded.
It will be assumed that the filament or
heater has the proper voltage applied. The
remaining basic factors contributing to varia-
tions in plate current are grid voltage and
plate voltage. The circuit in Figure 2-8
can be used to determine the effects of
these voltages and develop the characteristic
curves. Note that only DC voltages are
applied and that there is no resistor in the
plate circuit.

2-32. PLATE CHARACTERISTIC CURVES.
The plate curves for triodes are developed
by holding the grid voltage constant and
varying the plate voltage to determine its
effect on plate current. Since it is the
plate voltage that is varied, these curves
are called the PLATE CHARACTERISTIC
or E...

6,
- curves.

'P

2-33. The plate characteristic curves are
easily developed using the circuit in figure
2-8. To obtain the first curve (Eg = 0)

*EP4 -1669

Figure 2-8. Circuit for Plotting
Characteristic Curves
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shown in figure 2-9, the grid potential is
adjusted to zero volts. The plate voltage is
then increased in steps, starting at zero
volts, and the plate current is plotted for
each of the values of plate voltage. The
result is the curve labeled Eg = 0. The
second, third, etc., curves are plotted using
the same procedure with grid voltages of
-2 volts, -4 volts, etc. Notice that the curves
representing the more negative grid voltages
are displaced farther to the right along the
plate voltage axis.

2-34. Each of the curves represents a plot
of plate current (Is) against plate voltage
(E p). The individual curves can be compared
to the static E - 1p curves developed for
the diode in Chapter 1. The similarity be-
tween the diode E 1,6 curves and the
triode Es - Is curves Is quite apparent.
The curves are similar because when the
grid voltage of a triode is maintained at a
fixed value the grid contributes nothing to
the change of plate current. Under this con-
dition, the triode is essentially a DIODE
with the change of plate current being a
function of plate voltage only. Since the
shape and position of the curves depend on
internal construction, each different tube
type will have a different family of charac-
teristic curves.

2-35. Because the plate family of curves is
the most convenient to use, it is the one most
often published in tube manuals. It should be
noted that all three families of curves men-
tioned previously contain essentially the same
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Figure 2-9. A Family of Ep - I
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information. The two families not treated
herein can be derived from the Ep I
curves.

2-36. One use of the plate family of curves
can be shown by the following example..
Assume that it is necessary to deterinint:
the amount of plate current that would exisi
at a plate voltage of 100 volts and a grid
voltage of -2 volts. First, locate the vertical
line in figure 2-9 that represents 106 volts
plate voltage. Find the point where this line
intersects the -2 volt curve. Reading from
the plate current (Is) axis, this point ot
intersection represents a plate current of
6 rnA.

2-37. It is quite apparent that the family
of curves reveals much about the behavior
of an electron tube. As noted previously,
only DC voltages were applied to the tuba
and no components other than the tube wer.:
included in the circuit of figure 2-8. The
curves that were obtained under these con-
ditions are called STATIC CURVES. The
use of the word STATIC in connection with
the characteristic curves means that the
curve represents the tube behavior under
no-load conditions with only DC'. voltages
applied. When a load is inserted in the
circuit, DYNAMIC CURVES can be developed.

2-38. Triode Parameters.

2-39. The suitability of any particular triove
tube for a specific circuit application is
dependent on the behavior of that tube as
its electrode voltages are varied. The be-
havior of the plate current is a function of
the separation between the electrodes, thi
shape and size of the electrodes. and other
physical details. This behavior is expressed
by a series of electrical quantities known
as TUBE PARAMETERS. These quantities
may be referred to as CHARACTERISTICS
or COEFFICIENTS in other applicable litera-
ture. Tice tube parameters are simply speci-
fications which reveal the capabilities klad
limitations of a tube, the same as engine
specifications reveal the capabilities and
limitations of an automobile engine.

2-6
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2-40. The parameters of interest are the:
(1) amplification factor (p.), (2) AC plate
resistance (rp), and (3) transconductance
(gm). Notice that the parameters of a tube
determine the tube's behavior and that this
behavior is illustrated in the tube's charac-
teristic curves. Therefore, the tube param-
eters can be determined from the character-
istic curves developed previously.

2-41. AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. By defi-
nition, the amplification factor is the ratio
of a change in plate voltage to a change in
grid voltage, with plate current constant. It
iz an indication of the effectiveness of the
control grid voltage relative to the plate
voltage in controlling the plate current.
Expressed mathematically it is:

p. = a EP
(Ip constant)

a Eg

g (mu) is the amplification factor, ilEp is
the change in plate voltage, 0 Eg is the
change in grid voltage, and 1p is the plate
current.

2-42. The amplification factor is a number
without units. For example, assume a cer-
tain tube has a j.& of 20. This means that
if a change in grid voltage produces a certain
change in plate current, the change in plate
voltage required to return the plate current
to the original value is 20 times as large.
In other words, the grid voltage is 20 times
more effective than the plate voltage in its
influence upon the space charge and, con-
sequently, on the plate current.

2-43. To illustrate, suppose that a grid
change from -2.0 to -2.3 volts produces a
plate current change from 6 mA to 5 mA,
and that the plate voltage must be changed
from 100 to 109 volts to return the plate
current to 6 mA. Then:

A ;
E

za p : 109- 100_ 9V
A E g 2 .3 - 2 .0 0.3 V
1.1

(1
P

constant = 30 at 6mA)

2-7

Thus the amplification factor is 30.

Emphasis is placed on the fact that it is the
change in plate voltage and the change in grid
voltage that are important and not the indivi-
dual values of plate and grid voltage.

2-44. The amplification factor canbe deter-
mined from the plate family of characteristic
curves. The method used is now presented
using the E - In curves shown in figure
2-10. In this detirmination, a center point
is chosen on the characteristic curves, and
all parameter calculations are based on this
same reference point. For this example.
center point "A" is chosen because it is
located where the curves are nearly parallel
and equally spaced. The formula for Ft indi-
cates that current must be constant. The
horizontal 10.3 mA line is therefore chosen
because it passes through point "A". Two
points on the current (10.3 mA) line are now
chosen, usually at Er lines. Use the points
where the 10.3 mA line intersects the 0 volt
and -4 volt Eg lines.

2-45. The point where the 10.3 mA line
intersects Eg = 0 volts indicates that the
plate voltage will be 110 volts. Likewise,
the second point shows that the plate current
will remain at 10.3 mA if the grid voltage
changes to -4 volts and the plate voltage
changes to 190 volts. The change in plate
voltage (110 to 190) is 80 volts; the change
in grid voltage (0 to -4) is 4 volts. The
necessary values are substituted into the
formula, and the solution is as follows:

E
11 = --L ( i constant)

E P
g

p. = 190 - 110 a 80
4 - 0 4

ti = 20

2 -46. .TRANSCONDUCTANCE. Conductance
(G) is defined as the reciprocal of resistance
(R). The relationship is expressed as G 2 I

R
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where G is the conductance in MHOS and R
the resistance in OHMS. (Observe that

mho is ohm spelled backwards.) Conductance
may be calculated by dividing CURRENT BY
VOLTAGE ;list as resistance may be deter-
mined by dividing VOLTAGE BY CURRENT.
This relationship is expressed as G 2 -1
where G is conductance in mhos, I is cur-

in amperes, and E is voltage in volts.

2- 47, The term otransconductance" in elec-
tron tubes is used to express the ratio of
change in plate current to a change in grid
voltage. This grid-to-plate transconductance
m av be called the MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE
o: the tube in other applicable literature.

2-48. More accurately, transconductance is
the ratio of a change in plate current to the
cnange in grid voltage that produced it-with
plate Noltage remaining constant. The symbol
for transconductance is gm; the unit is the
mh). Since the mho is a relatively large unit,
transconductance is usually listed by manu-
fzctureres in terms of micromhos. This
parameter is calculated from the formula:

.._

ni
q A.7. "L (E constant)

A Eg
go, is the transconductance in mhos, A ip
is -he change in plate current in amperes,
G Eg is the change in grid voltage, and Ep
is the plate voltage.

p

2-49. Assume that a tube manual shows
that a certain tube has a g of 3000 micro-
mhe.s. The significance o this figure is
simply that a change of 1 volt on the grid
wit cause a change of 3 mA in the plate
curt ert.

2-50. Transconductance for a triode may
be calculated from the Ep 1p curves using
the got formula. Again, figure 2-10 will be
used to show the example. Because point A
was used as the center point for computing

it must also be used to compute gm. The
formula for gm indicates that plate voltage
miu4t remain constant. The vertical 150 volt
line is then chosen because it passes through

2-8

point A. Two points on the voltage line are
now chosen, usually at Eg lines. Use the
points where the 59 volt line intersects
the 0 and -4 volt Eg lines. fp is seen to be
15 mA and 6 mA respectively. gm is com-
puted as follows:

gm = E1611 (E constant)
A Eg

z 0.015 - 0.006A = 0.009A 0.00225 mho
4 - 0 V

gm = 0.00225 mho or 2,250 miCromhos

2-51. AC PLATE RESISTANCE. A third
parameter is AC plate resistance, whose
symbol is rp. The AC or dynamic resistance
(rp) is a measure of the opposition the tube
presents to a changing plate voltage. It is
defined as the ratio of a change in plate
voltage to the change it causes in plate
current, with grid voltage remaining con-
stant, rp is calculated from the static Ep
curve by the formula:

A Erp p (E constant)

a IP g

2-52. Figure 2-10 is again used for the
example. Also, point A is still the center
point for the computation. Since Eg must be
held constant, the -2 volt grid line is chosen.
Two additional points are chosen on this
line, such as those where Ep = 175 volts and
I = 13.2 mA and where E - 125 volts and
I = 7.6 mA. Applying the formula gives:

rp A Epp (E
g

constant)
Al

p

175 -125 V _ 50 V
13.2 - 7.6 mA 0.0056A 12 8,900n

rp 8,900 or 8.9 k

2-53. None of these parameters are fixed,
constant values within a given tube. Their
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2-57. The mathematical relationship exist-
ing between the three constants can now be
developed. Multiplying gm by rp gives:

I E Ex rr, = _E x _2 =
Eg A II, A Eg

Since u = Li Ep, it is seen that gal x rp =
Eg

2-58. Using gm = 2,250 micromhos and rp =
8,9001 from the previous example, the form-
ula predicts that:

g
m

x r
p

= 0.00225 x 8,900 = 20

which is the correct value.

2-59. The formula expresses the relation-
ship between the three tube parameters
derived from the static E

P
I
P

curves. It
may also be written as:

gm = µ or r
P

=

p gm

Thus, when any two of the parameters are
known, the third may be calculated.

2-60. DC PLATE RESISTANCE. The DC
resistance for triodes has exactly the same
meaning as for diodes. That is, Rp for triodes
is the opposition of the tube to DC plate cur-
rent flow. R is calculated in the same manner;
thus:

p

E

I
p

Point B in figure 2-10 is used as an example.
At point B, E = 150 V, I =15 mA, and E =
0 V. Then: P g

R
Ep = 150 V = 10 ki/

13 I 15 mA

2-61. R for triodes varies over a much
wider range than any of the previous para-
meters. This variation is demonstrated if Rp

is calculated at point C in figure 2. it/. Hate
voltage remains the same (150 1,) tot ;

0.2 mA and Eg = -10 V. Then,

Rp =
EP

= 150 V -
I 0 .2 roA

Notice that making the grid murk, r.11:tia
tive, while leaving the plate voltagt- $3nre,
has increased the DC plate resistan = gre;ttly
The grid voltage thus controls hip
current flow and the DC resistaw.t ist the
tube. As the grid is made mote Itegative,
plate current decreases and DC 1.1.:h! resist-
ance increases.

2-62. Graphical Analysis of a I with
Load.

2-63. Graphical analysis is %Mei-- used to
analyze electron tube circuits br-...use it is
one of the easiest and most univer,:ti methods
of analysis. Although a graphical iio:117/SIS is
quite easy to perform, it supplies .t wreat
deal of information. However, the analysis
is meaningful only if its basis is fuli under-
stood. A brief discussion of the 'lasts for
graphical analysis will now he presented.

2-64. Suppose, as an example. that the
individual voltage drops (E1 and E2) and
the total current (It) ) are to be determined
for the circuit of figure 2-11. A comentional
application of DC principles pri:i.ts that!

El = WO V, E2 = 200 V, and it J.3 mA

These same results can be obtained through
graphical analysis.

2-10

300

Figure 2-11. Series Circuit
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Figure 2-15. Non Linear Circuit

2-69. The upper set of voltage scale mark-
ings applied to R2 (60 k while the lower
set applies to RI (30 k ). The intersection
point of the fines is the graphical solution.
From the plots, the solution is

El = 100 V, E2 = 200 V, and It = 3.3 mA

This solution is seen to be identical to the
solution obtained using DC principles.

2-'70. The advantage of graphical analysis
is that it can also be used for circuits con-
taining nonlinear com ?onents, whereas DC
principles can not. For example, consider the
circuit in figure 2-15A. The current versus
voltage curve for the nonlinear component is
shown in figure 2-15B.

2-71. The graphical solution in figure 2-16
is obtained in the manner used previously.
Note that the reversed set of scale markings
has been left off. The reversed set is not
printed but always understood to be present
in any graphical analysis. The solution Is:

E I - 105 V, E2 = 195 V, and It = 3.5 mA

Recall that this solution can not be deter-
mined from DC principles because Z does
not obey Ohm's Law.

2-72. Quite naturally. a graphical solution
can also be obtained easily for a circuit
containing a triode electron tube. The char-
acteristic curves for the particular triodes
are used to represent the electrical behavior
of the tube in its circuit. Consider the circuit

2-12

o 3

390

RPi'4 -1

in figure 2-17. This circuit is merely a
triode tube with a resistor connected in
series with the DC power source. A variable
DC grid voltage is provided so that plate
current can be varied.

2-73. The graphical analysis for this circuit
appears in figure 2-18. The Line connecting
points A and B represents the 301t11 resistor
just as before. Recall that point A is deter-
mined by dividing Ea by RL (300 V/30kr...
10 mA). Remember also that, if Ea = 300 V,
0 volts for the resistor is in the same
location as 300 V for the tube. Therefore,
point B is placed such that zero current flow
for the resistor coninctdes with Ea for the
triode. E is read from the scale for plate
voltage. ER is found by reading to the Left
from point B and considering point B to be
zero volts.

2-74. If Eg is adjusted to -8 V, the charac-
teristic curve for Eg = -8 V is the curve
representing the tube's behavior. The

10
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300V
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REP4-2678

Figure 2-17. Triode Circuit

graphical solution is then ED = 200 V, ER =
100 V, and in = 3.3 mA. Point C, the solution
point is knoivni as the OPERATING POINT
because it establishes the DC voltage and
current levels when no signal is applied.
These levels are known as the QUIESCENT
levels. Any AC signals applied to the circuit
merely add to or subtract from the quiescent
DC levels. Because RL is called the PLATE
LOAD resistor for the triode, the line con-
necting points A and B is called the DC
LOAD LINE.

2-75. Notice that changing the grid voltage
makes a different curve represent the tube's
behavior. Thus, if Eg = -4 V, the operating
point is Ep = 140 V, ER .2 160 V, and ip =
5.2 mA. DC grid voltage, Ea, and Eti, there-
fore act together to determine the operating
point. Changing any one of the three will
move the operating point to a new location.

2-76. The grid voltage required to produce
SATURATION in figure 2-18 is seen to be 0
volts. At saturation in figure 2-18, E .2 80 V
and = 7.4 mA. If the grid is mane more
positive than 0 volts, plate current will not
increase appreciably. The grid voltage re-
quired to produce CUT OFF in figure 2-18 is
-18 volts. Any grid voltage equal to or more
negative than -19 volts will prevent plate
current flow. At cut off in figure 2-18, Ep =
Ea= 300 V and I 0.'

2-77. Biasing.

2-78. If an AC signal were applied to the
control grid of a triode amplifier as shown in

figure 2-19A, the signal would not be ampli-
fied correctly. (B+ is a standard symbol for
the positive DC plate voltage supply.) The
negative alternation of the input signal would
control plate current in the normal manner.
However, the positive alternations would
allow grid current to flow and cause the tube
to saturate. Due to the saturation, the output
signal would be highly distorted, as seen in
figure 2-198. Also, power would be wasted
in the grid circuit.

2-79. To prevent this undesirable situa-
tion, a DC voltage source is placed in series
with the AC signal. This DC voltage, called a
BIAS voltage, is a negative voltage large
enough to keep the grid from ever being
positive. Since the AC signal in figure 2-19
was 5 volts in amplitude, a negative voltage
of more than -5 volts must be used.

2-13
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2-80. Figure 2-20A illustrates the use of a
-6 V battery to maintain a negative voltage
on the grid at all times. Recall that since
the bias voltage and AC signal are in series,
the resultant grid voltage is the sum of the
bias and signal voltages. The input signal,
bias voltage, and resultant grid voltage are
shown in figure 2-20B. Notice that since the
grid is never positive, the plate current
waveform in figure 2-20C contains no satura-
tion distortion.

2-81. Because the bias voltage is not norm-
many obtained with a simple battery, a more
general definition of bias is needed. BIAS is
the AVERAGE DC VOLTAGE BETWEEN
GRID AND CATHODE and is used to estab-
lish the operating point. Recall that the DC
grid voltage establishes the operating point
on the load line for the circuit. U grid bias
is a negative voltage, an INCREASE in nega-
tive bias means that the grid is made MORE
NEGATIVE, and vice versa. Three basic
forms of bias exist: cathode self bias, fixed
bias, and grid leak bias.

2-82. CATHODE SELF BIAS. In figure
2-21, cathode self bias is present because
the tube current develops a voltage across
the cathode resistor. As the tube conducts, a
voltage lk x Rk is developed across Rk. For
example, if 2 mA of current is flowing in
the cathode circuit and Rk is 2 k fl , then 4
volts with respect to ground, and the DC grid
voltage is 0 volts. Therefore, the GRID TO
CATHODE voltage is -4 volts. Hence, the
grid bias is -4 volts.

2-83. The cathode self bias voltage regu-
lates the tube current. If the tube current
decreases, the voltage across Rk decreases.
This makes the grid less negative which
increases tube current. The end effect is that
the original decrease in current is nearly
cancelled. A tube can not bias itself to cut
off with cathode self bias because the bias
is developed only when the tube conducts.
The amount of bias is determined by the
amount of current and the value of Rk.

2-84. When a signal is applied as indicated
in figure 2-21, tube current increases on the
positive alternation of the input and decreases

on the negative alternation. These current
changes produce proportional changes in the
cathode self bias voltage. If the cathode
voltage varies up and down with the input
voltage, the full amplitude of the input signal
does not appear between the grid and cathode.
As an example, assume that the grid voltage
increases to 4.2 V. This increase causes the
tube current to increase, which increases
the cathode voltage by perhaps *1.5 V.
Since the GRID TO CATHODE voltage has
increased by only 4-0.5 V, it is readily seen
that the full 4.2 V change did not appear
between the grid and cathode. Tnis effect is
known as degeneration or negative feedback.

2-85. The effect of negative feedback is
reduced by placing a capacitor, Ck, across
the cathode resistor, as shown in figure 2-22.
The capacitor holds a steady DC voltage
across Rk by filtering out the AC changes.
Because the capacitor bypasses the AC sig-
nals to ground through its low AC reactance,
it is called the cathode bypass capacitor.
With Ck added, the full AC voltage changes
appear between the grid and cathode, and
the plate current varies by the expected
amount. Ck must be large enough so that
its reactance is low for the lowest frequency
present.

2-86. FIXED BIAS. If the bias voltage is
supplied by a battery or some other DC
voltage source, it is called fixed bias.
Examples of bias from batteries are shown
in figure 2-23. In figure 2-23A, the cathode
is at ground potential and the grid is made
negative by the battery voltage. A large
resistance is placed in series with the
battery, and the input signal is applied
between grid and ground. Without the resis-
tor, the input signal would be shorted to
ground through the low AC impedance of
the battery. In figure 2-23B, the grid is
at DC ground potential and the cathode is
made positive compared to ground. Once
again, a positive cathode establishes a nega-
tive GRID TO CATHODE voltage. The input
is applied to the grid and the large resistor
is connected between grid and ground. This
grid resistor provides a path to ground for
the very few electrons intercepted by the
grid mesh even when Eg is negative.

2-14
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Figure 2-21. Catpode Self Bias
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2-87. Examples of voltage divider bias,
another form of fixed bias, are shown in
figure 2-24. In figure 2-24A, a negative
grid voltage is obtained from the -10 V
source through a voltage divider. The amount
of bias is determined by the relative sizes
of RI and Rg . In figure 2-24B, a positive
cathode voltage is developed by current flow
through the voltage divider composed of RI
and Rk. The fixed bias provided by RI and
Rk may be less than the bias required to
cut off the tube. If this is the case, the
tube will conduct and the resulting tube
current will also flow through Rk. The
additional current through Rk adds a cathode
self bias voltage to the original fixed bias
voltage. Note that Ck will hold the cathode
voltage constant and reduce negative feedback.

2-88. GRID LEAK BIAS. A circuit employ-
ing the third form of bias, grid leak bias, is
illustrated in figure 2-25. This form of bias
depends upon the input signal and conduction
through the tune. Whqn an AC signal is
applied to the input, the grid draws current
on the positive half cycle. Cl charges through
the parallel resistance of the large grid
resistor, RI, and the small grid-to-cathode
resistance. Because the grid - to-cathode

. a
PCP4.iff,

Figure 2-24. Fixed Bias Using
Voltage Dividers

mmoCHARGE
---DMCHARGE

RICP4-1616

Figure 2-25. Grid Leak Bias

resistance is very small, the grid goes only
slightly positive and the capacitor charges
quickly. As the input swings in a negative
direction, Cl discharges through the grid
resistor, RI, and produces a negative grid
voltage. Due to the large value of RI, the
discharge current is small and Cl discharges
s lowly.

2-89. The effect has been to clamp the grid
signal so that the most positive voltage is
nearly zero volts. Therefore, the average
grid voltage is negative; the average nega-
tive value of the grid voltage establishes
the grid leak bias. Because the average nega-
tive grid voltage is a function of the input
signal amplitude, the amount of grid leak
bias depends on the amplitude of the input.
The RI-C1 discharge time constant and the
frequency of the input also affect the amount
of bias.

2-X0. CLASS OF OPERATION. The
amount of forward bias for a transistor
determnas its operating point and, there-
fore, its class of operation. Likewise, the
grid bias for a tube will determine its
class of operation for a given input signal.
Tha definitions of the various classes of
opsratioa are identical to the definitions
35ect in transistor circuits. If plate current
in a tube flows for 360 degrees of each
input cycle (the tube is never cut off),
thc tube is operating Class A. Grid bias
for class A must be such that the grid
ta.i never reach the cutoff voltage. If
plate current flows for more than 780 but
less than 360 degrees of each input cycle,
the class of operation is AB. For class AB,

2-16
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tilt negative grid bias voltage must be less
than the cutoff voltage, but yet negative
enough tel cause the tube to cut off for some
portion of each input cycle. For class B
operitinii, plate current flows for 180 degrees

lnrn cycle. Negative grid bias for
ta.!:!-. /3 mu;,* be equal to the cut off voltage.

t nperation occurs if plate current
Clow s for less than 180 degrees of each input
cycle . Negative grid bias must be greater
than the nit off voltage for class C operation.

2. 91. B..sic Triode Amplifier.

2-92. -Vie schematic in figure 2-26 illus-
trate-5 a simple triode amplifier. The plate
load is 40 k Si and the cathode self bias
resistor is 2.5 kQ . If the plate current is
4.0 mA, what are the voltage drops across
ill- tube .1.:131 and the load resistor (ER )?

-Ir R1 = 4.0 rnA x 40 k =160V

1.1R k 4,0 mA x 2.5 k = 10 V

r-
s$GNA1

400V

40K st

635

p = 20

REP4 -1687

Figur( 2-26. Basic Triode Amplifier
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Figure 2-27, Computing Circuit Gain

E = B+ - ER -ER
k

= 400 V - 160 V -
L

10 V = 230 V

Note that the PLATE-TO-GROUND voltage
would be 240 V.

2-93. GAIN. An AC signal of 8 V peak-
to-peak amplitude is applied to the input of
the circuit in figure 2-26. Figure 2-27
demonstrates the method used to determine
the voltage gain of the circuit. The 8 V peak-
to-peak input signal is drawn along the Eg
lines and centered on the operating point.
The resulting plate voltage changes are read
on the plate voltage scale. When the input
signal is zero, the grid to cathode voltage
is -10 V and E 240 V. When the input
signal swings to its maximum +4 V value,
Eg becomes -6 V and E drops to 180 V.
When the input signal swings to its - 4 V

value, E, becomes -14 V and E increases
to 300 V7Voltage gain, Av , is:

eout 300 - 180 120 V
Av e. 14- 6 8 V 2 15

in

Since an 8 V peak-to-peak grid signal has
caused a 120 V peak-to-peak plate signal,
the tube has clearly amplified the input.
Notice that Av is smaller than 12. Av will
always be smaller than p. but will approach
ji as RL is made larger.

2-17
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2-94. AC LOAD LINE. For many cir-
cuits, the AC plate load of a tube is not the
same value as the DC plate load. Figure
2-28 shows an example of a circuit where the
AC load is smaller than the DC load. Ri
represents the input impedance of the circuit
connected to the output of this amplifier.
The DC load is 40 k just as before. How-
ever, the AC load consists of RL in parallel
with Ri (the reactance of Cc is assumed to
be small for AC signals). Since Ri = 40 kr) ,
the AC load value, ZL, is:

R x R.z L 40 x 40 1600 n
L RL Ri -40 + 40 60 'I'

2-95. The AC load line in figure 2-29 is
constructed by drawing a line through two
points. One point is the DC operating point,
and the other point (point A) is the plate
voltage intercept. Point A is determined
from the formula:

Point A = Ep
p

x Z L)

where E = quiescent plate voltage

I = quiescent plate current

400V

40K

6C5

SIGNAL
INPUT

1:40 K

RiP4 -1689

Figure 2-28. Amplifier with AC Load
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Figure 2-29. AC and DC Load Lines

For this example,

point A = 240 V + (4 mAx 20 k 240 V +
80 V . 320 V. If the same 8 V peak-to-peak
AC signal is applied, the plate voltage swings
from 190 V to 290 V. The gain is then:

Ay eout 290 - 190 100 12.5
14 - 6 8ein

2-96. Notice that since the AC load imped-
ance is smaller than the DC load impedance,
the voltage gain has been reduced. A general
rule relating voltage gain to load impedance
can now be stated. A LARGER LOAD
IMPEDANCE (flatter load line) will always
yield MORE VOLTAGE GAIN than a SMAL-
LER LOAD IMPEDANCE (steeper load line),
and vice versa.

2-97. PHASE COMPARISONS. A simple
AC amplifier appears in figure 2-30A. The
waveforms in figure 2-30B for grid voltage
and plate current are in phase because as
the grid goes more positive, plate current
increases, etc. However, plate current and
plate voltage are 180 degrees out of phase.
As plate current increases, the voltage
dropped across RL increases. But, since
EP- . - ER , the increase in ER causes134

plate voltage to decrease. The end result is

2-18
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A.

Figure 2-30. AC Amplifier

that the plate voltage waveform, ep , is 180
degrees out of phase with the grid voltage
waveform, eg . Note that the AC signals lt,
and E

P
vary above and below the DC

quiescent levels I
P

and Ep.

2-98. AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS. Re-
call that transistor amplifiers could exist in
either common emitter, common base, or
emitter follower configurations. As is ex-
pected, triodes may be used in similar con-
figurations - namely, common cathode, com-
mon grid, or cathode follower. The common
cathode configuration has been shown in all
previous examples due to its widespread
usage. Cathode followers are treated in a
succeeding chapter. The same general Imped-
ance, gain and phase relationships that held
for the various transistor configurations also
hold for the corresponding electron tube
configurations.

2-99. APPLICATIONS. Triodes are utilized
in just as wide a variety of circuit applica-
tions as transistors. Thus, triodes may be
found in oscillator, amplifier, multivibrator,
switching, impedance matching, phase-split-
ting, and waveshaping circuits. A triode
amplifier may be a power, voltage, push-
pull, wideband, narrowband, or DC amplifier.
Quite naturally, the same considerations
that were necessary for transistor circuits
are required for triode circuits. For example,
AC plate resistance, rp , must equal AC load
impedance, ZL , for maximum power transfer.

B.
REP4-1491

2-100. INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCE.
Capacitance exists between any two con-
ductors separated by a dielectric. The amount
of capacitance is dependent upon the size of
the conductors, the distance between them,
and the type of dielectric. The electrodes of
an electron tube exhibit a characteristic
known as interelectrode capacitance, illus-
trated schematically for a triode in figure
2-31. The direct capacitances that exist in a
triode are the grid-to-cathode (Cgk), the
grid-to-plate (Cgp ), and the plate-to-cathode
(Cpk ) capacitances.

2-19
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Figure 2-31. Interelectrode Capacitance
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2-101. The input capacitance, Ci , of a tube
is a larger value than would normally be
expected just from the sizes of Cgp, Cgk,
and CI*. The input capacitance of an operat-
ing triode may be many times the expected
value due to the influence of the plate voltage
on the grid to plate capacitance. Ci depends
not only on Cgk , but also on Cgp and Ay , the
gain of the amplifier. The following formula
specifies this relationship:

Ci = Cgk + Cgp (1 f Av )

This dependency of the input capacitance on
the gain of the amplifier is called the Miller
Effect. To illustrate ;his effect, assume a
tube with Cgk = 3.2 pF and Cgp = 1.6 pF is
used in an amplifier with Ar = 50. Instead
of Ci being 4.8 pF, the sum of Cgk and Cgp,
Ci is 84.8 pF, a considerable increase. A
method of avoiding this limitation is pre-
sented in the next chapter. The high fre-
quency response of triode amplifiers is
limited by these interelectrode capacitances.

2-20
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Chapter 3

MULTIGRID ELECTRON TUBES

1-1. Although triode electron tubes are found
iu CI wide variety of applications, they have
oe again unavoidable disadvantages. These in-
lude pour performance as IF or RF ampli-
fiers. This poor performance can be traced
to the capacitive coupling that exists between
the plate and grid. The relatively low gain
of a triode amplifier also places the triode
at disadvantage. Tetrode and pentode tubes
wi re developed to overcome these basic
disadvantages.

3 -?. Tntrodes.

-ti. ,A method for reducing the capacitive
,..unpling in a triode is to place an electro-
static shield inside the tube, between the
c,:itrot grid and the plate. This shield is

:tilled the "screen grid" (02). Figure 3-1
slv-Pws' the screen grid inserted between the
oontrol grid and plate of the tube. This tube
tws four electrode s and is therefore called a
tetrode.

FUNCTION OF THE SCREEN GRID.
The= primary purpose of the screen grid is
to art as an electrostatic shield between the

..;e1.01 grid and the plate.

Normally the screen grid is operated
:it positive voltage with respect to the
:arc: hip. \s a result of this, most of the

HEATER

------ PLATE

Ol ROL
GRID

SCREEN GRID

LCATHODE

electrostatic forces within the tube are set up
between the screen grid and space charge.
The plate is able to supply only a small
amount of force to the electrons of the space
charge. It is therefore the screen grid volt-
age that attracts electrons toward the plate.

3-6. Since the plate exerts only a small
force on the electrons in the space charge,
changes in plate voltage have little effect on
the number of electrons leaving the space
charge and the cathode. This makes the
number of electrons striking the plate (plate
current) nearly independent of plate voltage.
Due to the shielding effect of the screengrid,
the plate becomes merely a collector of
electrons.

3-7. Like any other positive element in a
vacuum tube the screen grid draws a certain
amount of current. This current is called
screen grid current (lag). Since most of the
electrons traveling toward the plate pass
through the openings in the screen grid and
strike the plate, screen grid current is
normally much less than plate current. The
cathode current must now be the sum of the
screen current and the plate current.

3-8. The reason why the screen grid is
positive must be throughly understood. In a
tetrode without positive screen grid voltage,

CONTROL GRID

PLATE

SCREEN GRID

CATHODE -HEATER

Figure 3-1. Tetrode Tube Construction and Schematic Symbol

3-1
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Nt,

plate current will b9 essentially zero. The
screen grid must have a positive voltage to
attract electrons toward the plate. The screen
grid is usually less positive than the plate.
The positive screen grid voltage can be
obtained from the same 8+ supply which
provides voltage for the plate. The screen
is merely connected to the 8+ supply
through a voltage dropping resistor, N.

3-9. As shown in figure 3-2, the voltage-
dropping resistor Rsg (also called the
screen-dropping resistor) is connected be-
tween the screen grid and B+. That part of
the cathode current which flows to the screen
grid (Isg) returns to the B+ supply through
Rsg. The screen grid voltage is less than
the B+ voltage by the amount dropped across
Rsg; Esg r. (19-8-) - (Isg Rs). For this ex-
ample, the voltage across Rsg is 200 volts
and 94- is 300 V, so the screen grid voltage
(Esg) is 100V.

3-10. The screen grid bypass capacitor,
Csg, is connected between the screen grid
and ground for two reasons. First, Csg
maintains a constant DC voltage on the
screen grid. This eliminates the unwanted
changes in plate current that would result
from AC voltage appearing on the screen
grid. Second, the effectiveness of the electro-
static shield in reducing the control grid to
plate capacitance is increased when the

INPUT
VOLTAGE

--- -b. 1p = 1214A
OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

IN.

LRK
L

1 sg = 4MA

...

Es = 100V

n

1 Rsg
50K

TCsg

I--

1:46
9300v

I_
....

REPO -777

Figure 3-2. Tetrode Amplifier
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3-2

screen grid is connected to an AC ground.
Obviously this cannot be a direct connection
since the screen grid must be at a positive
DC voltage for propey operation of the tube.
The screen capacitor, because of its very
low AC reactance, bypasses all AC signals
to ground. Thus, the screen grid is placed at
AC ground potential, and the control grid to
plate eapanitance is greatly reduced. M an
example, Cgp is reduced to 0.1 13F or less
for tetrodes. Csg have sufficient capaci-
tance to present a very low reactance to the
lowest frequency present.

3-11. Ep-Ip CHARACTERISTIC CURVES.
The conventional method used to analyze the
operation of an electron tube is to use
characteristic curves. Figure 3-3 shows a
tetrode circuit with voltages labeled and the
resulting characteristic curves. Normally,
the screen grid voltage is less than the
plate supply voltage.

3-12. To plot the characteristic curves in
figure 3-38, the control grid voltage is fixed
at a constant -3 volts and the screen grid
voltage is fixed at a constant +100 volts.
The plate voltage is then increased from
zero to some positive voltage indicated as Ep.

3-13. With the plate at zero volts, the
positive screen grid attracts electrons from
the .space charge. Since the screen grid is
an open mesh, most of the electrons pass
through it. The electrons that pass through
the screen grid and travel to the plate form
the plate current, 1p. The electrons inter-
cepted by the positive screen grid form the
screen current, Isg.

3-14. With the control grid and screen grid
voltages held constant, the plate voltage is
increased to the small positive value indi-
cated by point A in figure 3-3B. The slightly
positive plate causes more of the electrons
approaching the screen grid to pass through
the screen and move to the plate. Thus, Ip
increases and Isg decreases, as seen at
point A in figure 3-3B.

3-15. When the plate voltage increases from
point A to point B, an unusual effect is
noticed -- plate current DECREASES rather
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Figure 3-3. Tetrode Characteristics

than increases. With plate voltage at this
higher value, the combined attractions of
the screen and plate are large enough to
give the electrons traveling to the plate
sufficient velocity to cause secondary emis-
sion at the plate. Recall that secondary
emission results when 'high velocity elec-
trons bombard a material and dislodge elec-
trons from the material. Many of the second-
ary electrons are attracted to the screen
because it is more positive than the plate. As
plate voltage increases from point A to point
B, the amount of secondary emission in-
creases. Thus, 1p decreases and Isa in-
creases until point B is reached in figure
3-3B.

3-16. Secondary emission may occur in
diodes or triodes if the electrons reaching
the plate have sufficient speed. However,
because the plate is the only element which
can attract the secondary electrons, they
end up being attracted back to the plate.
Consequently, the secondary electrons form
part of the regular plate current and the
effect is not noticed. The introduction of the
positive screen grid in tetrodes causes the
secondary electrons to be attracted to it,
thuS reducing the plate current.

3-3

REP4-778

3-17. The downward sloping line from X
to Y represents the region in which ip de-
creases as Ep increases. Because an fN-
CREASE IN VOLTAGE in this area pro-
duces a DECREASE IN CURRENT, the region
is known as a NEGATIVE RESISTANCE
region.

3-18. Increasing the plate voltage above
point H makes the plate sufficiently positive
to attract an increasing number ofthe second-
ary electrons. Thus, plate current increases
and screen current decreases until point Z
is reached. At point 2, all of the secondary
electrons are returned to the plate.

3-19. Beyond point Z, plate current does
not increase appreciably with additional in-
creases in plate voltage. This is due to the
positive voltage on the screen grid. The
plate is only able to attract those electrons
that were initially attracted by the screen
grid. The screen grid shields the cathode
and space charge from the plate voltage.
The screen voltage has more effect on the
plate current than does the plate voltage.
This has the advantage of making the plate
current essentially independent of plate
voltage.

E4



3-20. Figure 3-4 illustrates the family of
characteristic curves for a tetrode tube. The
normal operating point of the tetrode is to
the right of point Z. The bend in any given
plate current curve, nearpoint Z for instance,
is known as the KNEE of that curve.

3-21. AC PLATE RESISTANCE. The AC
plate resistance, rp of a tetrode is com-
puted in the exact same manner that was
used for triodes. Figure 3.5 shows that,
with the control grid held constant at -3V, a
change in ED of 200V causes a change in 1p

Thus,of 0.5 m9. us,

r = a Ep (E constant)
II)

r a 200 V = 400 k
0.5 mAp

3-22. Note that the value of the AC plate
resistance for a tetrode is considerably
higher than that for a triode. Since the
screen grid functions as an electrostatic
shield between the plate and the space
charge, a large change in Ep produces
only a small change in 1p. Therefore, the
AC plate resistance is quite large.

100 200 300

Ep (VOLTS)
400 500

REP4-779

Figure 3-4. Tetrode Ep -lp Characteristics
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Figure 3-5. Computing AC Plate
Resistance (r )

3-23. TRANSCONDUCTANCE. The pro-
cedure for computing gm is likewise identi-
cal to the one used for triodes. From figure
3-6, with E constant at 250 V, a change in
plate current of 3.6 mA. Thus,

7

6

5

4

3

2

gm a Q Ip (E constant)
Eg P

gm a 3.6 mA = 1200 micromhos
3.0V

1

vi

65
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E
92

- 90v

v

200 300

Ep(VOL TS)

-4. v

-6v

400 506

AEF4-.761

Figure 3-6. Computing Trans-
conductance (gm)



3-24. AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. The Eg
lines in figures 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6 would need
to be extended to allow g to be determined
graphically. Therefore, g must be computea
from gm and rp. IA a gm x rp (1200
micromhos) x (400 k fl) x 480..

3-25. Thus, g for a tetrode is seen to be
much higher than g was for atriode. Whereas
A may range from 5 to 100fortriodes, it may
be as high as 600 for tetrodes. A change in
the grid voltage of a tetrode can then pro-
duce a very large change in plate voltage.
As a result, a tetrode amplifier can have a
much higher gain than a triode amplifier.

3-26. Pentodes.

3-27. In tetrodes, secondary emission from
the plate may reduce the overall amplifica-
tion or cause unwanted oscillations. Also,
the secondary emission region limits the
useful plate voltage swing available in tet-
rodes. To overcome the effects of secondary
emission in tetrodes, a third grid is inserted
between the plate and the screen grid.

3 -28. This grid, called a "suppressor" grid
(G3), is connected to a voltage that is nega-
tive with respect to the plate. Secondary
electrons are thus repelled and forced to
return to the plate. This third grid is called
the .suppressor grid because it suppresses
or eliminates the flow of electrons from the
plate to the screen grid. Because the effects
of secondary emission are eliminated, the
negative resistance region of the tetrode is
eliminated. Note that it is not the secondary
emission that has been eliminated, but rather
the EFFECTS of secondary emission. The
secondary electrons still exist; however,
they are returned to the plate so their
effects are not observable.

3-29. The physical construction of the sup-
pressor grid is similar to that of qther
grids. When the third grid is added, making a
total of five active elements, the tube is
called a PENTODE. Schematic symbols for
the pentode are shown in figure 3-7. Note
that two symbols are shown. One shows an
external suppressor connection and the other
has the suppressor grid connected to the
cathode inside the tube.

PLATE

SUPPRESSOR GRID

-01---SCREEN GRID

CONTROL GRID

CATHODE

HEATER

EXTERNAL
SUPPRESSOR
CONNECTION

Figure 3-7. Pentode Schematic Symbols
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3-30. ;rip CURVES. Because the effects
of secondary emission are eliminated by the
action of the suppressor grid, the shape of
the characteristic curves for a pentode dif-
fers considerably from that for a tetrode. A
family of plate characteristic curves for a
pentode is shown in figure 3-8.

3-31. Notice that the negative resistance
is absent, and that the plate potential can be
changed several hundred volts without caus-
ing a substantial change in plate current.
This results from the high degree of electro-
static shielding provided by the screen and
suppressor grids. Since changes in plate
voltage have little effect on plate current,
the amplification factor and plate resistance
of a typical pentode are high. When com-
pared to a triode or tetrode, the pentode
has a larger output signal with a given input
signal.

3-32. AC PLATE RESISTANCE. The AC
plate resistance of a pentode is computed
in exactly the same manner as for tetrodes
and triodes. From the curve in figure 3-9, a
change in plate voltage of 300 volts is seen
to cause a ct.ange in plate current of 0.5
mA. Then,

18-

16-

14-

12-
Z
a 10
li.

8-

6

4 -

2-

0

r
p

rp

A E
ELA

(EIp g
constant)

300V = BOO k s'i
0.5 mA

3-33. TRANSCONDUCTANCE. gm is com-
puted exactly as before. From the curve in
figure 3-10, a change of 2 volts on the grid
causes a change of 8 mA in the plate cur-
rent. Hence,

gm

gm

A I: w p (E., constant)
A Eg 11

8 mA = 4,000 micromhos
2V

3-34. AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. The grid
voltage lines would have to be greatly ex-
tended in order to determine A from the
curves. Therefore, A is computed from the
equation relating A to gm and rp. Thus,

K z gm x 5 2 (4,000 micromhos)

(600 k n) 2 2400

Ov

E92 . 100v
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Figure 3-8. Pentode Ep-lp Curves
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Figure 3-9. Determining AC Plate Resistance

3-35. This amplification factor is seen to
be quite large for this pentode. For this
reason a small control grid voltage change
will produce a much larger plate voltage
change in a pentode than in a triode. Due to

18-

16 -

14

12

10

8

the extensive electrostatic shielding, the
input capacitance is very low for pentodes.
These two advantages, high It and low Ci,
enable pentodes to be used extensively as
high gain, high frequency amplifiers.
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Figure 3-10. Computing Transconductance
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3-36. PENTODE GRIDS. Pentodes are
often classified according to their grid
characteristics. Two classes exist: sharp
cutoff pentodes and remote cutoff pentodes.
Figure 3-11 illustrates the grid structures
for these two classes. A sharp cutoff tube
has control grid wires that are evenly spaced
as shown in figure 3-11A. Figure 3-11B
illustrates how the control grid wires are
unevenly spaced for a remote cutoff plitoter---
14utice that the grid wires for The rumfate.
cutoff tube are closely spaced near,,tlit a, rds
of the structure but widely spilSed at..ese

stoocenter.

......

moo'
3-37. This sharp and remote cutoff
are related to the manner in v.thich-01nritt-
voltages affect the plate current. As the
negative bias of a remote .-cutoff tube is
1,12creaseci, a rfeitr-is reached where the
electrostatic field between the closely spaced
end grid wires cuts off plate-current through

.,....w

.116EINIEN.

et,

SHARP
CUTOFF

A.

er

REMOTE
CUTOFF

REP47115°

MM.

YE.

the ends of the grid. At this point, plate
current still flows through the widely spaced
center of the grid. As bias increases further,
the cutoff region will move closer and closer
to the center. A point is finally reached
where even the center is cut off, thus cutting
off all plate current. Because a LARGE
NEGATIVE BIAS VOLTAGE is required
for complete plate current cutoff, this type

- grid structure is called REMOTE- CUTOFF.
- . .

''3 ::38: In contrast, only a SMALL NEGA-
-. TIVE BIAS VOLTAGE is required to cut
0.41.15.- plate current through the entire uniform

and closely spaced grid structure of the
SHARP CUTOFF tube. The difference be-

tio.0.414:1-armr:va..then is that, as nega-
tive. bias is increased, thaftsharp cutoff tube
reaches cutairlaiickly while the remote
cutiarc,Aube ..reaches cutoff gradually with
much more bias voltage required.

3-39. When a remote cutoff grid is biased
so thattmen4-flae".-tradef. the grid have cut
off plate current, plate 'current still flows
througb the- -24.-rietr.- --The --grid -wires are
widely spaced in the center of the grid.
Hence the center daer..o.Qt-have as much
control over plate-current as the ends. Con-
sequently, the la 'the tube is lower Whec...0e
thu.tenter o;Pthe grid allows plate current.
As bia; increases-and the_ cutoff regions
increase In Up, and gain decrease taxoz,.
gressiveiy. BeCItttsetheta-, tor remote cutoff
pentodes changes., from high to low, these

are a}so known as VARIABLE MUtubes
tubes.

Nomommo4mos4:001.

Figure 3-11. Sharp and Remote Cutoff
Grid Structures

3-8

Beam Power Tubes.

3-41)- 'Power -araplat.r nirouits nornTal-r--
ut e vacuum tubes which are specifically
designed for power amplification. One such
tube is the "fireir-ri*Vilubc-P. Its special
design gives it the ability to handle high

tarra-01--current. The plate characteristics
of a beam power tube are- similar to the
charactasistics TA.f. w uentede tube. The pri-
mary difference betWeen the the two tubes is
that in the beam power tube the electrons
are concentrated into beams by a set of
beam:forming plates located inside the
tube.
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3-42. The location and shape of all ele-
ments of a beam power tube are shown in
figure 3-12. The cathode is flat to provide a
large emitting surface. The plate is usually
corrugated to increase the effective plate
area, thereby increasing its power dissipa-
tion capability.

3-43. Another basic difference in the beam
tube is the way in which the grids are wound.
In the beam power tube, the screen grid is
wound directly in line with the control grid.
This reduces the likelihood of electrons
striking the screen grid oo their way to the
plate. Figure 3-13A shows how the ordinary
tetrode. control grid and screen grid wires
determine the electron paths. The tetrode
grids are out of alignment, so that many of
the electrons which pass through the control

REPS -787

Figure 3-12. Beam Power Tube
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grid strike the screen grid. This produces a
high screen current, which reduces the plate
current. The need for a very large plate cur-
rent in power tubes makes this character-
istic undesirable.

3-44. In figure 3-13B, the screen gridwires
are directly in line with the control grid wires
so that-the screen grid is "shaded" from the
electron stream. As a result, the screengrid
intercepts fewer electrons. This results in a
lower value of screen grid current.

3-45. Another important function of the
beam-forming plates is the suppression of
secondary electrons from the plate. Figures
3-12 and 3-14 show how the electrons pass
through the control grid and screen grid,
past the ends of the beam- forming plates,
and to the plate.

PLATE

CATHODE
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GRID

BEAM FORMING
PLATE

ELECTRON
STREAM

CONTROL
GRID

REPO -789

Figure 3-14. Top View of a
Beam Power Tube
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Figure, 3-13. Electron Movement in Tetrode and Beam Power Tubes
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3-46. The beam-forming plates are con-
nected to the cathode, making them negative
with respect to the plate. Because of this, the
beam-forming plates produce a space charge
in the area between the screen and the plate.
Its effect is to repel the secondary electrons
emitted from the plate and prevent them from
reaching the screen grid. In regular pentodes,
the suppressor grid achieves this same effect.

3-47. In a beam power tube, beam-forming
plates are added, the screen grid is shaded,
and a corrugated plate is used. Therefore,
this tube can handle a substantial amount of
electrical power without a great deal of
distortion. The plate and control grid of a
beam power tube are electrically isolated
because the screen grid provides shielding.
Compared to a pentode used for a voltage
amplifier, a beam power tubehas high plate
current, low screen current, and relatively
low plate resistance. The schematic symbol
for a beam power tube is the same as the
one for a pentode. This is because the effects
of secondary emission are eliminated just
as if a suppressor grid were present.

3-48. Multielectrode and Multiunit Tubes.

3-49. For certain special applications, more
grids may be added to achieve special effects.
If four grids are used, the tube is a hexode.
If five grids are used, the tube is a heptode
or a pentagrid tube. Likewise, if a tube has
six grids, it is an octode.

3-50. In many circuit applications, space
and weight must be conserved. For this
reason, many tubes have beer designed in
which two or more complete electrode sys-
tems are enclosed within the same envelope.
For instance, a tube may contain both a
triode and a pentode. Nearly any combination
of units may be found within the same
envelope. However, the number and type of
units are limited by the envelope size and
the number of connections available.

3-51. Generally, an electron tube does not
have a long life expectancy. To provide for
easy removal and replacement, the base of a
tube is constructed in the form of a connector
(plug) which is inserted into a receptacle
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Figure 3-15. Tube Base and Socket
of an Octal Type Tube

(socket). This plug-socket arrangement pro-
vides the mechanical support for the tube
and the electrical connections between the
tube eiements and the circuit. The metal
connectors on the tube are usually referred
to as PINS. An example of this plug-socket
and pin arrangement appears in figure 3-15.

3-52. Figure 3-16 shows a schematic dia-
gram of an electron tube. The numbers shown
around the outside illustrate that a certain
pin is connected to a certain tube element. In
figure 3-16, the plate is connected to pin #3.

However, because each tube type has its own
particular schematic diagram, the plate may
be connected to pin #5 in another tube.

REP4 -791

Figure 3-16. Socket Schematic Diagram
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3-53. In order to measure voltages, observe
waveshapes, and measure resistances, a
particular pin must be found. The tube base
and socket are constructed so that the tube
may be inserted into the socket in only one
way. This is to assure that the tube elec-
trodes are connected to the circuit properly.
This is accomplished by the use of a key or
pin arrangement such as those shown in
figure 3-17.

3-54. Regardless of the type of pin-socket
a rrangement, the method of locating or count-
ing the pins is as follows. When looking at
the BOTTOM of the tube or tube socket, the
pins are numbered in sequence in a CLOCK -
WISE direction beginning at the key, the first
pin past the space, or the lastlarge pin. When
looking down on the top of the tube socket,
count counterclockwise from the starting
point.

2

4 PIN

6

5

0

3 7

2 8
I

OCTAL

3-45. Many tube types are given numbers
such as 5Y3, 6AK5, or 12SN7 by the manu-
fanturer. The number, ornumbers, preceding
the letters indicates the approximate filament
voltage required for the particular tube. Thus,
the filament voltages for the above tube are
5.0, 6.3, and 12.6 volts respectively. The
number, or numbers, following the letters
often indicates the number of elements
employed. The heater may be included in
this count. The 5Y3 is a dual diode with
common cathode (3 elements heater excluded); .

the 6AK5 is a pentode (5 elements-heater ex-
cluded); and the 12SN7 is a dual triode (7 ele-
ments heater included):Tre lette rs themselves
may reveal information regarding the type
of tube. If the letters are a single U, V, W,
X, or Y, the tube may be a diode rectifier.
As has been implied, this tube numbering
system has not been standardized.

1 7

7 PIN MINIATURE

6 PIN

3 oa 7

2 a0

I 9

9 PIN MINIATURE
REPO -792

Figure 3-17. Base Types and Numbering Systems
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Chapter 4

SPECIAL PURPOSE ELECTRON TUBES

4-1. Many electron tubes exist that are not
just simple diodes, triodes, pentodes, etc.
These tubes have been designed to fulfill
circuit requirements that can not be met by
the tubes discussed previously. The special
purpose tubes presented herein are gas tubes,
phototubes, and cathode ray tubes.

4-2. Gas Tubes.

4-3. The envelopes of gas tubes are first
completely evacuated and then filled with a
gas under low pressure. The most frequently
used gases are argon, neon, xenon, and
mercury vapor. Gas filled tubes are often
referred to as SOFT tubes in contrast to the
HARD or high vacuum tubes. Two basictypes
of gas tubes exist: hot cathode and cold
cathode. In the hot cathode type, the cathode
is heated in the normal manner to provide
thermionic emission. In the cold cathode
type, no external heat is supplied; however,
the cathode may become hot because of gas
ion bombardment.

4-4. COLD CATHODE GAS TUBES. Since
the cathodes of these tubes are not supplied
with heat, thermionically emitted electrons
are not present. However, if a positive volt-
age is applied between the plate and cathode,
plate current flows.

4-5. The reason for current flow in the
absence of thermionic electrons may be
explained as follows: A few ions and free
electrons are always present in gases in
their normal state. When a voltage is applied
between the tube's two electrodes, the free
electrons drift toward the positive electrode
while the positive ions move toward the nega-
tive electrode. As the charged particles move,
collisions occur between the particles and
have sufficient speed, electrons are dislodged
from the neutral atoms. (The neutral atoms
are IONIZED.) This then increases the number
of electrons and positive ions which can move
toward the electrodes. With more particles
moving, the likelihood of further collisions
increases. Thus, the number of charged
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particles increases further and the current
increases. This entire process of causing
current to flow because gas atoms are
ionized is called IONIZATION.

4-6. The effect of ionization may be ob-
served by measuring current flow as the
electrode voltage is varied. Plotting the
values of current against the correspond-
ing values of voltage yields a curve similar
to the one appearing in figure 4-1. An
analysis of the curve produces information
about the process of ionization. Several
points on the curve are lettered to identify
specific regions.

47. Region A-B. In this region, the
applied voltage causes the charged parti-
cles (electrons and ions) to drift through
the gas. Because the particles do not have
sufficient speed, few collisions produce
more charged particles. As a result only a
small ,amount of current flows. This current
is often referred to as the DARK CUR-
RENT and is about one microampere.

4-8. Region B-C. As the voltage is
increased, the number of atoms ionized
increases, but they are neutralized as
quickly as they are formed. This accounts
for the failure of current to Increase over
most of this region. However, at some
voltage near C, the velocity of the charged
particles is sufficient to ionize the gas to a

e-z
U.1
Ce
ce

a
B

A
e*"

G

E

0- -37C

VOLTAGE
REP4 -1722

Figure 4-1. Cold Cathode Gas Tube
Characteristic Curve
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greater extent, and current rises sharply.
The current at point C, the threshold current,
is about one or two microamperes. This
voltage at which the degree of ionization
becomes noticeable is the FIRING POINT of
the tube.

4-9. Region C-D. At point C, the large
increase in the arnountof ionizationdecreases
the resistance of the tube greatly. As a result,
the voltage drop 0 x R) across the tube
decreases abruptly, as shown by the dashed
line from C to D.

4-10. Region D-E. Throughout this region,
the voltage drop across the tube remains
constant as the current increases. This is
the region most frequently used and is
referred to as the OPERATING REGION or
CURRENT RANGE. This region exists be-
cause as the current increases, the amount
of ionization increases, and the resistance of
the tube decreases. Therefore, the value of
1 x R (the voltage) remains constant. The
ionization of the gas and the resulting elec-
tron flow cause a glow within the tube, the
color of which is characteristic of the gas
used. A cold cathode gas tube is therefore,
called a glow tube; the current flow is called
the glow-discharge.

4-11. Region E-F. In this region, an
increase in current produces a noticeable
increase in voltage drop.

4-12. Region F-G. The voltage reached at
point F is so high that an excessive number
of positive ions are produced. The heavy
ions strike the negative electrode with great
velocity because of the higher voltage. The
resulting bombardment heats the electrode
to a high temperature so that it emits elec-
trons thermionically. The addition of these
electrons reduces the resistance of the tube
sharply, and the voltage drops abruptly to
point G.

4-13. Region G-H. The increase in elec-
tron emission and ionization is cumulative,
and the current continues to increase until
the tube is destroyed. This intense current
flow is called an ARC DISCHARGE in com-
parison to the glow discharge of the operating

region. The voltage AT POINT F, at which
the arc discharge is started, in the BREAK-
DOWN VOLTAGE of the tube.

4-14. The characteristics of cold cathode
gas tubes are thus seen to be much dif-
ferent than those of high vacuum thermionic
diodes. For gas tubes, the voltage drop
across the tube remains essentially constant
for any current change within the operating
region. However, recall that the voltage
across a vacuum tube diode always changes
as the current changes.

4-15. Two examples of cold cathode gas
tubes are shown in figure 4-2. The voltage
regulator diode consists of a normal plate
and a cathode that is not heated. In order
to have current flow, the plate of the diode
must be made positive with respect to the
cathode. However, the neon glow tube in
figure 4-2B can pass current in either direc-
tion. As the schematic symbol shows, the
two electrodes are identical. Either one can
function as the plate or the cathode. For this
reason, the tube exhibits the characteristics
of figure 4-1 regardless of which way the
voltage is applied.

4-2

4-16. Because the gasses are ionized, these
tubes produce a small amount of light in the
region of the negative electrode during con-
duction. The co'ir of the light depends upon
the type of ga:-:, in the tube. Since the light
is produced near the negative electrode, only
one electrode of a neon tube will glow when

A

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
DIODE

B

NEON GLOW TUBE

Figure 4-2. Cold Cathode
Tube Symbols
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DC is applied. However, both electrodes will
glow when AC is applied because each elec-
trode is negative during one half of each AC
cycle.

4-17. VOLTAGE REGULATORS. The char-
acteristics of cold cathode gas diodes are
used in voltage regulation (VR). Some typical
VR tubes are the VR- 75 -30, VR- 105 -30, and
VR-150-30. The designation for these tubes
indicates the following:

VR = voltage regulator

75,105,150 = operating voltage in volts

30 r. maximum current in mA (Minimum
current for proper regulation is 5 mA.)

4-18. The circuit in figure 4-3A is used to
determine the characteristic curve shown in
figure 4-3B for a VR-75-30 tube. As the
potentiometer in the circuit is varied, the
resulting values of plate current and plate
voltage are plotted to form the curve. After
the voltage and current have been increased
to point E, they are decreased from point E
to points D, C, and F. Notice that the path
does not return to point B, but rather goes

A. CIRCUIT

to point F. This is because the voltage and
current are not large enough to keep the tube
ionized below point C. When point F is
reached, the tube deionfzes and current drops
to the original low value that existed before
the tube ionized. The voltage at point F is
known as the EXTINCTION VOLTAGE or
the DEIONIZATION VOLTAGE.

4-19. The following information is obtained
from the characteristic curve in figure 4-313.

Firing potential

Operating voltage

Current range

Break. wn voltage = 90 V

Deionization voltage = 68 V

= 82 V

= 75 V

= 5 to 30 niA

4-20. The purpose of a voltage regulator
tube is to maintain a constant voltage applied
to the load connected across the tube. The
regulator tube is capable of maintaining a
constant voltage when the input voltage and
load resistance vary within certain limits.
If the input voltage increases for instance,
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Figure 4-3. VR-75-30 Voltage Regulator
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more current wil! flow through the tube but
the output voltage will not change. This is
because voltage is essentially constant
throughout the operating range of the tube.
If the load resistance decreases, more cur-
rent flows through the load, and less current
flows through the tube. However, the output
voltage will not change because the voltage
across the tube remains the same when the
current decreases.

4-21. HOT CATHODE DIODES. Where
Large currents must be rectified, gas-filled
diodes with thermionic cathodes are used in
preference to high vacuum thermionic diodes.
The gas used in such tubes may be any of
those mentioned previously. However, mer-
cury vapor is used most often for this appli-
cation. The heated therm ionic filament vapor-
izes the mercury and the plate voltage ionizes
the vapor. Because the gas is ionized during
conduction and the rmionic electrons are pres-
ent, a hot cathode gas diode has a low con-
ducting resistance.

4-22. The ability of mercury vapor tubes
to pass large currents results from the low
voltage drop across the tube. The power
dissipated by a diode is = Ep x ip. There-
fore, the power dissipated for a given value
of current is proportional to the voltage drop
across the tube. Because the conducting
resistance of a gas diode is low, the voltage
dropped across the tube is small. Less
power is then dissipated for the given value
of current. Consequently, more current may
flow before the power dissipated by the tube
becomes excessive and the tube overheats.
High vacuum diodes normally conduct cur-
rents of less than one ampere. However,
some mercury vapor diodes are capable of
conducting several hundred amperes of
current.

4-23. THYRATRONS. The addition of a
control grid to a hot cathode gas diode
yields a gas filled triode known as a thyra-
tron tube. Mercury vapor, argon, helium, or
any other inert gas may be used inthyratrons.

4-24. The schematic representation and
physical construction of a thyratron appear
in figure 4-4. The grid structure is a metal

4-4
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Figure 4-4. Thyratron Construction and
Schematic Symbol

cylinder with a small vertical slot. The
control grid acts as an electrostatic shield
between the cathode and plate. The size of
the slot in the grid and the voltage on the
grid determine how many of the electrons
emitted by the cathode enter the space be-
tween the grid and the plate. The number
of electrons in this space and the plate volt-
age determine whether or not the gas will
ionize. Just as with high vacuum triodes, a
small negative voltage on the grid is capable
of cancelling the effects of a much larger
positive voltage on the plate.

4-25. When the grid and plate voltages are
such that the gas becomes ionized, the tube
conducts, and current flows. The amount of
current depends only on the impedance of the
external circuit because the grid loses con-
trol. This loss of control by the grid may be
explained as follows.

4-26. The positive ions produced when the
gas ionizes are attracted to the negative grid.
Because the positive ions form a sheath
around the grid, the negative voltage on the
grid is neutralized. If the grid voltage is
made more negative, additional positive ions
are attracted to it, and the grid remains
neutral. Once ionization occurs, the thyra-
tron thus conducts like a hot cathode gas
diode. That is, the voltage drop across the
tube will be low, and large currents may
flow. Since the grid loses control over
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current flow when the tube ionizes, it can
not be used to cut off the tube or reduce the
flow of current. The plate voltage must be
reduced to a value below the deionization
voltage in order to deionize the gas and stop
the flow of current.

4-27. The grid voltage of a thyratron
determines the firing point of the tube. If
the grid is made more negative, the plate
voltage necessary to ionize the tube will be
greater. The effect of grid voltage on the
firing point of a thyratron appears in figure
4-5.

4-28. Since the plot in figure 4-5 is nearly a
straight line, a simple relationship exists
between a change in grid voltage and the
resulting change in firing point. The ratio
of a change in firing point to a change in
grid voltage is called the CONTROL RATIO.
If the grid voltage in figure 4-5 changes
from -2 to -4 volts, the firing pointincreases
from 250 to 470 volts. Thus,

Control Ratio - 470 - 250 V 220
4 - 2 V 110

The control ratio of 110 in this example
means that if the grid is made 1 volt more
negative the firing point will increase by
110 volts. Because the grid of a thyratron is
capable of controlling the firing point, thyra-
trons find many important applications in all
fields of electronics. They are used as
electronic switches in a wide variety of
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Figure 4-5. Thyratron Firing Point as a
Function of Grid Voltage
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circuits--such as, counting, control, sweep
and modulator circuits, to list only a
few.

4-29. Photoelectric Tubes.

4-30. Recall that certain materials are
capable of emitting electrons when exposed
to light. The emission that occurs is termed
photoelectric emission and is used in photo-
electric electron tubes (phototubes). The
actual number of electrons emitted depends
on the intensity and color of the light, the
size of the cathode, and the type of cathode
material.

4-31. The construction of a phototube is
similar to that of a conventional thermionic
diode. However, the envelope is made of
carefully selected glass, the cathode is inthe
form of a half cylinder, and the plate (anode)
is in the form of a slender wire or rod. The
physical construction of a typical phototube
appears in figure 4-6 along with the sche-
matic symbol for a phototube. In order to
allow the maximum amount of light to strike
the cathode, the plate is designed to cast as
little shadow as possible on the cathode. A
filament or heater is not used in phototubes
because thermionic electrons are not neces-
sary or even desirable.

4-5

4-32. The plate of a phototube is made
positive with respect to the cathode so that
the emitted electrons are attracted to the
plate. The amount of photoelectric emission
is directly proportional to the intensity of
the light falling on the cathode. Therefore,
as the light intensity varies, the amount of
current in the phototube circuit varies accord-
ingly. The result is that a phototube is a
device which converts variations of light
intensity into variations of current. The
effect of light intensity on current flow is
shown in figure 4-7. As the light intensity
increases from zero to level 1 to level 4,
the current increases linearly.

4-33. The amount of photoelectric emis-
sion for a particular material depends on
the color of light used. Hence, phototubes
can be designed to respond to a particular
color or a range of colors. U a phototube
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Figure 4-6. Phototube Diode

is to respond to only a single color, a
material is used for the cathode which
emits electrons only when excited by the
desired color. If a phototube is to respond
to a range of colors, a material or com-
bination of materials is used that will emit
electrons throughout the range of colors.

4-34. As seen in figure 4-7, the amount
of current produced by a phototube is
extremely small--so small that A is meas-
ured in MICROAMPERES. Certain applica-
tions may require that more current is
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Figure 4-7. Phototube Characteristic
Curves

4-6

produced for low levels of light intensity, U
this is the case, the amount of current flow
may be increased in two ways. One method
is to put a small amount of gas in the tube.
When emission occurs, the total current is
larger because the gas ionizes. The other
method is to use a photomultiplier tube, the
principles of which are discussed in the
following section.

4-35. PkIOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES. In
photomultiplier tubes, the total number of
electrons available at the anode is greatly
increased because of intentional secondary
emission within the tube. Several additional
electrodes, known as DYNODES, are added to
produce the secondary emission. The physi-
cal location of the dynodes for one type of
photomultiplier tube appears in figure 4-8A.
Figure 4-8B shows the schematic symbol
for photomultipliers in general.

4-36. As shown in figure 4-9, each dynode
is connected so that it is more positive than
the preceding electrode. Also, the anode is
positive with respect to the last dynode.
Since dynode #1 is made sufficiently positive,
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the electrons striking it
from the cathode pro-
duce secondary emis-
sion at the dynode. Be-
cause dynode #2 is more
positive than dynode #1,
the secondary electrons
from dynode #1 are
attracted to dynode #2.
Secondary emission alsc
occurs at dynode #2.
so an even_ greater num-
ber of electrons are
available to travel to
dynode #3, etc. The dy-
nodes are specifically
designed to produce a
large number of sec-
ondary electrons. As a
result, the number of
electrons finally reach-
ing the anode is many
times larger than the
number that left the
cathode. When several
dynodes are used in a
photomultiplier, a mul-
tiplication factor of
SEVERAL THOUSAND
is achieved. In some
photomultipliers, a fo-
cusing electrode is added
to guide the emitted elec-
trons along the desired
path.

4-37. Cathode Ray
Tubes.

4-38. The cathode ray
tube (CRT) is a spe-
cial electron tube in
which a beam of elec-
trons strikes a phos-
phor coated screen which
produces light. Moving
the beam over the phos-
phor screen produces
patterns of light which
are a visual represen-
tation of the signals pro-
ducing the movement.
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Figure 4-8. Photomultiplier Tubes

Figure 4-9. Photomultiplier Circuit
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Thus, the voltage waveforms existing at
one point in a circuit can be displayed

in the screen.

4-39. The oscilloscope used thus far to
analyze voltage waveforms has a cathode
ray tube with supporting circuitry. The
oscilloscope is used to observe waveforms
and measure voltage, frequency, phase, and
time. The versatility of the oscilloscope
arises from its ability to visually display a
,.vaveform on the CRT. The electron beam
can be deflected almost instantaneously, per-
mitting the observation of very high fre-
quencies and pulse waveforms of short dura-
tion. If the light intensity produced by the
:)earn is varied, the cathode ray tube is
capable of displaying pictures. Hence, the
(.:111* is used as the picture tube in television
sets.

4-40. CRT CONSTRUCTION. The envelope
of a cathode ray tube consists of a large
glass vessel, shaped as shown in figure 4-10.
The long, cylindrical glass portion between
.he base and the tapered section is called
he NECK. The front of the CRT is called

-he FACEPLATE, and a phosphor screen is
leposited on the internal surface of the face-
. late to form the viewing screen.

-it. The electrodes which shape and
.Lcelernte the electron beam make up the

ecti..ni called the ELECTRON GUN. The
IQ( troll gun assembly is in the neck of the

.i!.)1 and receives its operating voltages
-li rmIlt the pins on the base. Cathode ray
::..e.: are classified as either ELECTRO-

N -r.., i'IC or ELECTROMAGNETIC depending

on the method used to deflect the electron
beam. U electrostatic deflection is used as
in figure 4-10, the electron beam is moved
by electric fields. Two pairs of DEFLEC-
TION PLATES within the CRT establish
the fields necessary to move the electron
beam horizontally and vertically. U electro-
magnetic deflection is used, magnetic fields
are used to move the electron beam. The
magnetic fields are established by passing
current through coils of wire placed around
the neck of the CRT.

4-42. The inside surface of the tapered
portion of a CRT is covered with a conduc-
tive graphite coating. As shown in figure
4-10, this coating is called aquadag. Since it
is conductive, the coating shields the elec-
tron beam from unwanted electric fields.
The aquadag also prevents light from strik-
ing the back of the phosphor screen and
gathers the secondary electrons emitted from
the screen. The aquadag may also provide
additional acceleration to the electron beam
by applying a high positive voltage to it to
give a brighter screen image.

4-43. Once the electron beam is formed by
the gun assembly, the electrons must travel
some distance before reaching the screen.
Even a small number of collisions between
the moving electrons and air molecules would
hinder the operation of the CRT. Hence, the
tube is highly evacuated. The high vacuum
and large surface area of the tube make the
tube especially vulnerable to DANGEROUS
IMPLOSIONS OF TREMENDOUS FORCE.
In many cases, sudden jarring or slight
nicks or scratches in the glass-are sufficient

Figure 4-10. Cathode Ray Tube Construction
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to cause implosion. Therefore, great care
should be exercised when handling cathode
ray tubes. Do not attempt to install or remove
these tubes WITHOUT THE PROTECTION
OF SAFETY GOGGLES AND HEAVY
GLOVES. When servicing equipment contain-
ink; cathode ray tubes, take care that the tube
is not bumped or scratched by tools.

4-44. The phosphor screen converts the
kinetic energy of the moving electrons into
light. The color of light emitted by the phos-
phor screen may range from ultraviolet to
infrared. Thus, both light and heat are given
off by the screen. If too many electrons bom-
bard the screen, the phosphor coating will
overheat and the screen will be burned. Once
burned, the screen is permanently damaged
and cannot produce light from the burned
area. When using a CRT, the intensity of the
beam should never be greater than that
required to produce a usable amount of light.

4-45. The characteristics of the phosphor
screen depend upon its basic chemical com-
position. Phosphor screens are classified
according to the color of light produced and
the length of time light is released. Alter the
excitation has been removed, the length of
time required for the light intensity to decay
to 1% of its maximum vaiue is termed the
PERSISTENCY of the phosphor. Depending on
the decay time, the persistency is said to be
long, modium, or short. Table 4-I lists four

typical screen coatings and their character-
istics. Notice that the coatings are identified
by the letter P followed by a number.

4-46. ELECTROSTATIC FORCES. An elec-
trostatic field exerts a force with both mag-
nitude and direction on any charged body within
the field. Consequently, an electrostatic field
will determine the path taken by an electron
placed in the field. The actual path followed
by the electron will depend on the initial move-
ment of the electron and the force exerted on
the electron by the field.

4-47. Recall that electrostatic fields are
represented graphically by lines. The lines
leave the positive charge and terminate at
the negative charge, as shown in figure 4-11.
Because electrons are negatively charged,

ELECTROSTA l'IC FIELD
/ / F

r
LINES\

IA2
rr

t I P
, 1 III ,,,.. ,,

ReP4-177.2

Figure 4-11. Electrostatic Force on alt
Electron

Table 4-1

CRT Screen Coatings

COATING , APPLICATION PERSISTANCE DECAY TIME
FLUORES-

CENCE
PHOSPHORES-

CENCE
s----

P1

P4

P5

P7
L

General Oscil-
loscope

Television

High Speed
Photography

Radar, sonar

Medium

Medium

Very Short

Long

30 ms

60 ms

35 ps

3 s

Green

White

Blue

Greenish-
Yellow

Green

White

Blue

Blue
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the forte on them is parallel to the field
lines but in the opposite direction. Thus,
an electron placed at point A in figure 4-11
would experience the force, F, toward the
positive plate as shown. Electrostatic forces
are used to both shape and deflect the
electron beam in cathode ray tubes.

4-48. ELECTRON GUNS. Depending on the
use of the CRT, the electron gun will have
from four to six elements placed end-to-end
within the neck of the tube. The arrangement
of elements in four, five, and six element
guns is shown in figure 4-12. The four
element gun in figure 4-12A is used in
cathode ray tubes which employ electro-
magnetic beam shaping. However, the five
or six element guns of figures 4-12B and
4-12C are used when beam shaping is
electrostatic.

4-49. Since the gun assembly must shape
the electron stream into a fine beam, the
electrodes are shaped like cylinders. Disc-
shaped baffle plates, containing a small hole
at their centers are placed within the various
cylinders. These baffle plates intercept all
electrons except those traveling down the
center of the gun. The heater is not shaped
like a cylinder because its only function is
to heat the indirectly heated cathode.

4-50. The cathode is a nickel cylinder with
one flat end. The emitting oxides are placed
on only the end of the cylinder. Thus, the
emitted electrons are moving in the proper
direction when they leave the cathode.

HEATER BAFFLE
CATHODE LATE

PINS

BASE

KEY CONTROL
ACCELERATINGGRID

ANODE

HEATER
-CATHODE

PINS

71

4-51. The control grid Is cylindrical with
one flat end and almost completely encloses
the cathode. A small hole in the center of
the flat end allows electrons to travel from
the cathode to the screen. Just as in con-
ventional tubes, the control grid determines
the number of electrons allowed to leave the
cathode region, if the grid is made more nega-
tive, fewer electrons are allowed to pass
through the hole in the grid. This decreases the
density of electrons in the beam and de-
creases the amount of light produced on the
screen. The intensity control of an oscillo-
scope adjusts the grid voltage to vary the
amount of light produced. If the grid is made
sufficiently negative, electron flow through
the grid is stopped. The CRT is then cut off,
and no light is produced on the screen.

4-52. The accelerating anode has a large
positive voltage applied to it. Therefore, it
exerts a strong force of attraction on the
electrons coming through the hole in the
control grid. This strong attraction accel-
erates the electrons to a high velocity. Thus,
the electrons pass on through the accelerat-
ing anode and travel to the screen. The
baffle plate in the accelerating anode pre-
vents off-axis electrons from reaching the
screen and keeps the electron beam narrow.

4-53. ELECTROSTATIC FOCUSING. A
CRT must display intricate waveforms with-
out masking or losing fine details. In order
to accomplish this, the electron beam must
be shaped, or focused, until only a small
dot of light is produced on the screen.

PREACCELERATINGBAFFLE HEATER ANODEPLATE CATHODE BAFFLE
PINS PLATE

BASE FOCUSING
ANODE

KEY CONTROL
ACCEL ERATINGGRID

ANODE

BASE FOCUSING
ANODE

KEY
CONTROL ACCELERATING

GRID ANODE

PEP4-1 723

Figure 4-12. Electron Gun Element Arrangements
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Eleetrostatic fields can be used to focus the
beam by adding one or two anodes to the
electron gun. Figures 4-12B and 4-12C illus-
trate electron guns which provide electro-
static focusing.

4-54. The focusing anode is operated at a
positive voltage much lower than the voltage
applied to the accelerating anode. Because a
large voltage difference exists between these
anodes, an electrostatic field is established
between them. The shape of the field forces
all electrons toward the center of the beam.
The field thus converges the electron beam
and makes It form a small spot on the screen.

4-55. If the voltage difference between the
anodes is varied, the shape of the fig id and
the focus are controlled. The FOCUS control
on an oscilloscope adjusts the focusing anode
voltage and controls the size of the dot. The
control should be adjusted until the beam
forms the smallest spot possible.

4-56. The preaccelerating anode in figure
4-12C is often added to improve the sharp-
ness of focus of the electron gull. Rio usually
connected, either externally or internally, to
the accelerating anode. The resulting electro-
static fields converge the beam more com-
pletely and produce a sharper dot on the
screen.

4-57. ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTION. In
order to display a waveform On the CRT
screen, the electron beam must move in
accordance with the signals to be observed.
The electron beam (moving negative charges)
can be bent, or deflected, by either electric
fields or magnetic fields. By passing the
beam through either of these fields, the beam
can be made to strike the screen at any point.
Nearly all oscilloscope cathode ray tubes
utilize electrostatic deflection.

4-58. In electrostatic deflection, the beam
is deflected by applying a voltage between
two parallel metal plates. The DEFLECTION
plates are positioned near the end of the
electron gun assembly, as shown in figure
4-13. Thus, the beam can be bent to strike
the screen at any point along the vertical
line passing through the center of the screen.

Figure 4-13. Electrostatic Deflection

4-59. When no difference in voltage exists
between the deflection plates, the beam is
not bent. Therefore, it passes directly down
the center of the tube and strikes the screen
at point A. However, when a voltage is
applied between the plates, the area between
the plates contains an electrostatic field. For
the example shown in figure 4-13, the top
plate is positive with respect to the bottom
plate. An electron moving in the space
between the plates is attracted by the top
plate and repelled by the bottom plate.
Thus, the electron is deflected in an upward
direction.

4-60. Since each electron in the beam passes
between the deflection plates, each electron
is deflected by the force exerted by the
electric field. Therefore, the entire electron
beam is deflected upward during the time it
is within the influence of the plates. After
leaving the plates, the beam travels in a
straight line, striking the screen at point B.

4-61. The amount of upward deflection de-
pends on the value of the voltage between
the deflection plates. An increase in the
voltage between the plates causes more force
to be exerted on the beam. Thus, the amount
of deflection increases, and the beam strikes
the screen farther from the center.

4-62. To deflect the beam downward from
the center of the screen, the polarity of the
voltage applied between the plates is re-
versed. The upper plate then repels the beam

4-11
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Figure 4-14. CRT Deflection Plates

and the lower plate attracts it. Since the up
and down movement of the beam is vertical
deflection, the plates causing this movement
are called the vertical deflection plates. Do
not be confused by the fact that the plates,
themselves, are horizontal.

4-63. A second pair of plates, just beyond
the vertical deflection plates, moves the
beam horizontally. The beam in a CRT thus
passes through the two pairs of plates in
succession, as a shown in figure 4-14.

4-64. The horizontal deflection plates (X
and XI) are mounted so that side-to-side
motion of the beam is produced. The beam
can be moved to any point on the screen by
applying the voltages between both pairs of
plates at the same time.

4-65. Deflection Sensitivity. Deflection
sensitivity is a constant which indicates how
far the spot on the screen moves for each
volt applied between the deflection plates.
For example, assume that a given CRT has a
deflection sensitivity of 0.2 millimeter per
volt (mm/v). This means that every volt
applied between the plates causes the dot to
move 0.2 mm from its undeflected position.

4-66. In figure 4-15, an AC signal is applied
to the vertical deflection plates. The 4.20
volt peak of the signal is seen to move the
spot 10 mm on the screen. The deflection
sensitivity for this CRT is then:

Sensitivity = 10 mm/20 v = 0.5 mm /v

+20V

OV

-20V

(tON

--
ELECT

BEAN

DEFLECTION
PLATES

...... AB pm....... c em.

SCREEN
REP4-1726

Figure 4-15

Deflection Sensitivity = 0.5 mm /v

4-67. MAGNETIC FORCE. Magnetic fields
are represented graphically by lines with
arrows indicating the directioh of the fields.
Recall that magnetic fields exist around any
moving charge; hence, a moving electron is
surrounded by magnetic fields. When a moving
electron encounters an external magnetic
field, interaction occurs between the two
fields, as shown in figure 4-16.

4-68. Assume that the electron is moving
away from the observer (into the page) and
through the indicated magnetic field. The left-
hand rule shows that the electron's magnetic
field is counterclockwise since it is moving
away. Because the two magnetic fields are
in the same direction above the electron,
the electron is repelled downward. Likewise,
the two fields below the electron are opposite,
which attracts the electron downward. The
result is that both sets of fields act to force
the electron downward.

NE.,...
LINES OF MAGNETIC FLUX

41:10"jr;all---..,
ELECTRON MOVING INTO PAGE

4 -12

FORCE
RtP4-1727

Figure 4-16. Force on a Moving Electron
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4-69. The effect of this downward force can
be seen by viewing the situation in figure
4-16 from a different position. lithe situation
is viewed so that the electron moves to the
right instead of away, the situation appears
as in figure 4-17. The magnetic field is now
directed away from the observer (into the
page).

4-70. If the electron were not affected by
the magnetic field, it would follow the path
indicated by the dashed line. However, the
electron experiences a downward force as it
passes through the magnetic field. It is,
therefore, deflected downward, as shown by
the solid line, as it moves to the right in
the magnetic field. The amount of deflection
is determined by the strength of the magnetic
field. Just as with electrostatic fields, the
electron follows a straight path when it leaves
the magnetic field. An electron beam is com-
posed of individual electrons. Thus, an elec-
tron beam is deflected in exactly the same
manner as a single electron.

4-71. It should be noted that an electron
must be traveling at some angle to the mag-
netic field in order to experience a force and
be deflected. In other words, if an electron
travels parallel to the magnetic field, it will
not experience a force and will not be
deflected.

4-72. ELECTROMAGNETIC DEFLECTION.
Electromagnetic deflection systems use mag-
netic fields to move the spot to the desired
position oh the screen. The magnetic fields
are produced by passing current through coils
o: wire placed next to the neck of the CRT.

MAGNETIC FIELD 0 0 0 0
e e 0 9 0

----a-4§---"
O 00000000

LECTROH PATH

RCPT -1728

Figure 4-17. Magnetic Electron Deflection

A. POSITION OF COILS.

1:::::--"--- ---rS.-- -----:.

B. MAGNETIC FIELD
REP4-.1 729

Figure 4-18. Electromagnetic Deflection

The coils, as shown in figure 4I8A, are
connected to produce a magnetic fieldthrough
the neck of the CRT, as shown in figure 4-I8B.

4-73. Since the magnetic field produced by
the set of deflection coils in figure 4-18

is horizontal, the beam is deflected vertically.
(Recall figures 4-16 and 4-17.) The amount
and direction of deflection depends on the
strength and direction of the magnetic field,
which in turn depends on the value anddirec-
tion of current flow through the coils. These
coils produce vertical deflection; thus, they
are called the vertical deflection coils. In a
similar manner, coils placed above and below
the neck produce horizontal deflection.

4-13
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4-74. in practice, the deflection coils are
usually shaped to conform to the neck of the
tube, as in figure 4-19. The horizontal and
7ertical deflection coils are mounted around
:he neck in one assembly called the YOKE.
the yoke is located next to the tapered
section of the CRT envelope.

4-75. The amount of deflection produced is
directly proportional to the intensity of the
magnetic field. Also, the intensity of the
magnetic field is directly proportional to the
amount of current flowing in the coils. Thus,
the amount of deflection varies directly with
the value of curren! in the coils. As a result,
if the dot is to move at a constant rate on the
screen, the current in the coils must change
at a constant rate. U the dot is to SWEEP
across the screen repeatedly, the current
waveform must be a sawtooth.

4-76. As is expected, the deflection coils
exhibit inductance because of their physical
construction. Therefore, a trapezoidal voltage
must be applied to the deflection coils to
produce a sawtooth current. Recall the trape-
zoidal waveform generators studied pre-
viously. The size of the JUMP voltage will
depend on the inductance and resistance of
the coils.

P

A
OBLIQUE VIEW SIDE VIEW

END VIEW

HORIZONTAL
DEFLECTION

COILS

VERTICAL
DEFL ECTION

COILS

REPO -1 730

Figure 4-19. Electromagnetic Deflection
Yoke

4-77. ELECTROMAGNETIC' FOCUSING.
To accomplish electromagnetic focusing, a
coil is placed around the neck of the CRT,
as shown in figure 4-WA. When the coil is
connected as in figure 4 -20B, the magnetic
field produced is parallel to the electron
beam.

4-78. Remember, that if an electron travels
parallel to a magnetic field, it experiences
no force from the field. For this reason, an
electron traveling straight down the desired
path toward the screen is not acted upon by
the field. However, any electron traveling
away from the desired path moves at some
angle to the magnetic field. Thus, the straying
electron experiences a force which causes
it to return to the path and strike the screen

A. LOCATION OF FOCUS COIL

FOCUS COIL

4-14

B. EFFECT ON ELECTRON BEAU
RISP4.1 731

Figure 4-20. Electromagnetic Focusing
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at the desired spot. The net effect is that
all electrons entering the magnetic field
strike the same spot, resulting in a focused
beam.

4-79. Voltage is applied to the focus coil
in a manner similar to the one indicated in
figure 4-20B. Varying the voltage adjusts
the current in the coil, the intensity of the

magnetic field, and the amount of force
exerted on the electrons. The FOCUS CON-
TROL is adjusted until the smallest possible
dot is formed on the screen. Notice that the
aquadag coating in figure 4-203 is connected
to a high, positive voltage. In electro-
magnetic systems, the aquadag is often
used in this manner as the final accelerat-
ing anode.

4-15
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Chapter 5

ELECTRON TUBE AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

5-1. Because they find such wide applica-
tion, electron tube audio amplifiers are
analyzed in detail at this point. Two circuits
have been chosen for discussion because
they closely resemble a great number of
practical ci r cuit applications. An RC coupled
triode audio amplifier is presented to deter-
mine the effects of changes in component
values within the circuit. An RC coupled
pentode audio amplifier is used as the
example in determining the effects of faulty
circuit components (troubleshooting).

5-2. Effects of Component Value Changes.

5-3. The schematic diagram of the circuit
selected for study is seen in figure 5-1.
The components shown have been discussed
previously but will be reviewed at this time.

5-4. Purpose of Components.

Cc - Couple the AC input signal to the
grid and block any DC voltage
from the input.

Ck - Maintain a constant DC voltage on
the cathode by filtering out the AC
cathode signals. Prevents nega-
tive (degenerative) feedback.

R
g

Provide a DC path to ground for
the small number of electrons
intercepted by the control grid.

Rk Develop cathode self bias voltage.

RL Develop the output voltage of the
triode.

V1 - Provide amplification.

5-5. CIRCUIT OPERATION. The input
signal, ei, is applied (through Cc) to the
grid of VI. VI aml3lifies the signal at its
grid and produces the amplified signal at
its plate. The output signal, e0, is taken
from the plate of VI.

REP4-1706

Figure 5-1. RC Coupled Triode
Audio Amplifier

5-6. As discussed earlier, the plate voltage
waveform is 180° out of phase with the grid
voltage waveform. The plate voltage signal
and e0 are then 180° out of phase with ei.

5-7. FACTORS AFFECTING AMPLIFIER
GAIN. The gain of the amplifier is primarily
determined by (I) the u of V1, (2) Rk, and
(3) RL. Quite naturally, a tube with a higher
A will produce more amplification than one
with a lower u. Rk has an effect on gain
because it determines the grid bias. For any
given load line, the il of most tubes ,de-
creases as the negative bias increases. Thus,
Rk affects i2 and therefore, gain. If Rk
increases, negative grid bias increases, g
decreases, and gain decreases.

5-8. As presented in Load Line Analysis,
in Chapter 2, as the value Of.RL increases, gain
increases. This effect is readily seen in the

5-1 88
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AVERAGE PLATE CHARACTERISTICS
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Figure 5-2. Effect of RL on Gain

example of figure 5-2. Assume that initially
RL is 25 k n , and Rk develops -6 volts of
grid bias. The operating point is then the
point indicated on the load line A. If a 2 volt
peak-to-peak signal is applies:, the plate volt-
age swing is 30 volts for a gain of 15. If RL
is increased to 75 kn., Rk develops only
-3 volts grid bias hecause with the larger
RL less current flows through VI. The
operating point Is now seen on load line C.
If the same 2 volt peak-to-peak signal is now
applied, the plate voltage swing is 35 volts
for a gain of 17.5. As a result of increasing
RL, the gain of the amplifier has clearly
increased.

5-9. The value of B+ may also affect gain.
However, if B+ changes, the direction of the
effect will depend on whether the operating
point moves in a region of higherm or lower 4.

5-10. The load connected to the plate of VI
will also affect the gain. Recall the con-
sideration of AC load lines in Chapter 2.
As the impedance of the load decreases,
the impedance of the parallel combination
of RL and the load decreases. Thus, the
AC load line becomes steeper, and gain
decreases.

5-11. The effects of A , Rk, and RL on
amplifier gain are summarized in Table
5-1.

5-12. Because of certain circuit limitations,
the amplifier of figure 5-1 will not amplify
all frequencies applied to its input. The

5-2

Table 5 -I

FACTORS AFFECTING GAIN

FACTOR CAI::

U it 4

Rk S 4

RL 4 4
_,

FREQUENCY RESPONSE of the amplifier
indicates the range of frequencies which will
be amplified properly. The circuit limitations
prevent frequencies outside this range from
being amplified to a usable level. A typical
amplifier frequency response curve is seen
in figure 5-3.

5-13. The amplifier gain discussed in the
preceding paragraphs applies to the gain for
medium frequencies in figure 5-3. The gain
for low and high frequencies is limited by
various circuit components. The lowest fre-
quency for which the voltage gain is at least
70.7% of maximum is called the lower half-
power frequency (f1 ). Likewise, the fre-
quency at the upper 70.7% gain point is the
upper half-power frequency (f2).

5-14. An increase in lowfrequency response
means that more low frequencies are ampli-
fied to a usable level. That is, if low fre-
quency response increases, the lower half-
power frequency moves to the LEFT in
figure 5-3. (The value of f1 decreases.)
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Similarly, if the high frequency response
increases, the upper half-power frequency
moves to the RIGHT. (The value of f2
increases.)

5-15. FACTORS AFFECTING LOW FRE-
QUENCY RESPONSE. The primary factors
affecting low frequency response are Cc,
Rg , Ck , and Rk . The input coupling network
for 1/1 is composed of Cc and Rg Cc and
Rg effectively form a voltage divider net-
work with the voltage developed across Rg
applied to VI. For medium and high fre-
quencies, XC is much smaller than the
value of Rg. Eonsequently, the entire input
signal for these frequencies is developed
across Rg However, decreasing the input
frequency into the low frequency range
causes XCc to increase. For sufficiently
low frequencies, XCc becomes large enough

to drop a portion of the input voltage. Thus,
the voltage across Rg decreases as the
frequency decreases within the low fre-
quency range. As a result, the output volt-
age of the amplifier is not as large for the
same input voltage.

5-16. Increasing the value of either Rr or
Cc improves the low frequency response.
This results from the voltage divider action
of XCc and Rg . If Rg increases in value, it

develops a larger percentage of the input
voltage. Thus, the input frequency can be
decreased to a lower value before the volt-
age across Rg becomes too small.

5-17. increasing the value of Cc decreases
Xcc With Xc smaller, the input frequency
an decrease to a lower value before too

much voltage is dropped across Cc . Thus,
the low frequency response is improved.

5-18. Unfortunately, a limit exists as to
the maximum values of Cc and Rg. U the
value of Cc is made too large, Cc may be
too large physically, or the amplifier may
tend to as i 1 late at a very low frequency

if the value of RE is made too
the pc path to ground for the grid of

t. 1 is inadequate. This results in unstable
grid bias and possible distortion. In practice,
X is designed to equal 1/10 the resistanceCc

5-3

of Rg at the lowest frequency to be amplified.
The minimum value of Re is limited by the
maximum amount of loading the preceding
circuit can tolerate.

5-19. The cathode bias network consists of
Rk and Ck . Xck is very small compared to
the value of R for medium and high fre-
quencies. This bypasses all AC signals and
prevents any reduction in gain caused by
negative feedback. For sufficiently low fre-
quencies, however, XCk becomes larger and

fails to bypass Rk. U bypassing is not com-
plete, negative feedback occurs, and gain is
reduced. Low frequency response is limited
to those frequencies for which bypassing is
nearly complete.

5-20. If Ck is increased in value, XCk de-
creases. This allows the input frequency to
decrease to a lower value before XCk becomes
large enough to allow any reduction in gain.
Low frequency response is thus improved.
If Rk increases in value, Ck is more effective
in bypassing Rk This is because XCk is
comparatively smaller when Rk is larger.
Low frequency response is thus improved
because the input frequency can decrease
to a lower value and still have complete
bypassing. In practice, XCk is designed to
equal I/10 the resistance of Rk at the lowest
operating frequency.

5-21. The effects of Cc, Rg, and :tk on low
frequency response are presented in table 5-2.

Table 5-2

Factors Affecting Low Frequency Response

FACTOR
LOW FREQUENCY

RESPONSE

Cc f
4

1

ck 4 4

R g 4 i

Rk 4
4
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5-22. FACTORS AFFECTING HIGH FRE-
QUENCY RESPONSE. The high frequency
response of any amplifier is limited by three
forms of shunt capacitance. These capaci-
tances exist between various points in the
circuit and electrical ground, as shown in
figure 5-4.

5-23. One of these capacitances is the input
capacitance of the tube, Ci. Recall from
Chapter 2 that C; = Cgk Cgp (1 + A).
Both the physical capacitances of the tube
and the gain of the amplifier contribute to
the final value of Ci Another shunt capaci-
tance, Cd, represents the stray capaci-
tance between all of the circuit wiring and
the metal chassis. The third shunt capaci-
tance is Co, the output capacitance of Vl.
Co is considered co be equal to the plate-to-
cathode capacitance of the tube.

5-24. The high frequency response of the
amplifier circuit is limited by the shunting
effect of the above listed capacitances. Elec-
trically, these capacitances appear in parallel
with either the plate load or Rg As the fre-
quency of the input signal increases, the
reactances of these capacitances decreases
accordingly. For sufficiently high frequen-
ieS Rg and the plate load are effectively
shorted out. This effectively shorts the grid
and plate of VI to ground, resulting in lower
gain. Thus, the high frequency response is
limited to those frequencies for which gain
does not go below '70.7% because of the
shinning effect.

Figure 5 -4. Location of Shunt Capacitances

5-25. Any increase in the values of these
shunt capacitances will decrease their react-
ances. The resulting increase in shunting
will clearly decrease the high frequency
response. In addition to the physical values
of capacitance, the amplifier gain alsoaffects
high frequency response. As indicated in para-
graph 5-23, gain has a direct effect on C1. if
gain increases, ci increases, and once again
high frequency response decreases. The fac-
tors affecting high frequency response are
shown in table 5-3.

5-26. The preceding discussion of factors
affecting gain and frequency response con-
siders only those components within the
amplifier. The circuitry before or after the
amplifier may also affect either gain or
frequency response or both.

5-27. Another factor which affects the over-
all operation and utility of an amplifier is
unintentional feedback. The feedback of con-
cern is that which occurs between plate and
grid through Cgp . This feedback can be
negative (out of -phase), and reduce the gain
for certain frequencies as discussed pre-
viously. However, it can also be positive (in
phase) and cause unwanted oscillations. The
phase relationship of the feedback depends
upon the following: frequency of the input
signal, impedance of the grid circuit, transit
time, value of Cgp, and the type of loading
on the amplifier.

Table 5-3

FACTORS AFFECTING HIGH
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

FACTOR
1.1 EMI FREQUENCY

RES PONS !:

GAtN (Au) f
IF

Cgk OR Cgp Ili 4

Co OR Cd f I
-

5-4
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5-28. If positive feedback produces unde-
sirable effects, the amplifier must be
NUETRALIZED. Neutralization is the process
of cancelling the voltage fed back through
Cgp with a voltage of equal amplitude but
opposite polarity. Figure 5-5 illustrates a
neutralized amplifier.

5-29. The voltage at point B is opposite in
polarity to the voltage at point A. Therefore,
the polarity of the signal fed back through
Cn (the neutralizing capacitor) is opposite
in polarity to the signal fed back through
Cgp. If Cn has the correct value, both feed-
back signals have the same amplitude. As a
result, the undesired feedback through Cgp
is cancelled, and the amplifier is neutralized.

5-30 Troubleshooting a Pentode Audio
Amplifier.

5-31. Because pentodes also find wide
usage, a pentode audio amplifier is used as
the troubleshooting example. The RC coupled
pentode audio amplifier circuit selected as
the example is seen in figure 5-6.

5-32. FAULTY COMPONENTS ANY) CIR-
CUIT SYMPTOMS. If Cc shorts, whatever
DC voltage exists at point A is applied to the
grid. Depending on the polarity and value of
the DC voltage, VI may be cut off, saturated,
or not appreciably affected. If the grid bias
is affected, signal distortion is probable. U
Cc opens, the input is not coupled to the grid,
and there is no output. All DC voltages are
normal since Cc has no effect on the operat-
ing point.

.1-1.4 1 71r

Figure 5-5. Neutralization

5-5

e,

B 1310i1)

.......

FtEr'4-2 71:

Figure 5-6. RC Coupled Pentode Audio
Amplifier with Electrode Voltages

5-33. U Rg shorts, the grid is shorted to
ground. AU DC voltages remain unchanged,
but there is no output because the input to
VI is shorted. U Rg opens, the DC path to
ground for the grid is broken. With no DC
path, the grid may not stay at zero volts,
and grid bias may be unstable. Signal dis-
tortion results any time the grid bias be-
comes unstable.

5-34. If Ck shorts, the cathode resistor is
shorted out, and grid bias drops to zero
(Ek F. 0), saturating the tube. Signal distor-
tion results if the input amplitude is large
enough to cause grid current on the positive
alternations. U Ck opens, Rk is not bypassed.
The resulting negative feedback reduces gain
and output amplitude.

5-35. U Rk shorts, cathode self bias is
eliminated, Ek = 0, and VI saturates. U the
input signal amplitude is sufficient, distor-
tion occurs on the positive alternations. if
Rk opens, no path exists from ground to
cathode for plate and screen current flow.
Without current flow, voltage is not devel-
oped across RL and Rs , so Ep and Es equal
B+ . An output signal is not possible without
current flow through RL .

9 °4
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5-36. If RL shorts, it is not capable of
developing a voltage. As a result, the plate
of Vl is shorted to and Ep = B+. Since
RL can not develop a voltage from the plate
current variations, no output signal is pos-
sible. If RL opens, the path for plate current
is opened between the plate and B+. Thus,
E

P
= 0. Since current can not flow through

RL* an output signal is not developed.

5-37. Up to this point, the purpose of each
component in the pentode amplifier has been
identical to the purpose of the corresponding
component in the triode amplifier. However,
Rs and Cs were not present in the triode
amplifier because the triode did not contains
screen grid. In the pentode amplifier, the
purpose of Rs is to provide a DC screen
voltage that is lowerthan ES-1-. In this example,
the screen current causes a 175 volt drop
across R5, so that E, = 125 V (B+ = 300 V).

Cs bypasses Rs in order that all AC varia-
tions are filtered out. With a constant DC
voltage on the screen grid, negative feedback
does not occur, and gain is normal.

IS"

Table 5-4

5-38. If Rs shorts, the screen is connected
directly to 8+ so Es = 13+. The higher volt-
age on the screen grid may produce signal
distortion as the output. If Rs opens, the
screen has no connection to a positive volt-
age source; thus, E5 = 0. Without the attrac-
tion of the screen, electrons are not attracted
from the space charge, and plate current
does not flow. Without plate current, no
output signal is possible.

5-39. If Cs shorts, the screen is shorted to
ground. Thus, Es = 0, and the screen once
again does not attract electrons from the
space charge. The resulting lack of plate
current prevents an output signal from being
developed. If Cs opens, Rs is not bypassed..
Thus, negative feedback occurs which re-
duces gain and output signal amplitude,

5-40. The results of the preceding trouble-
shooting analysis are summarized in table
5-4. As expected, different circuit configura-
tions may produce symptoms other than those
discussed herein.

SYMPTOMS OF FAULTY COMPONENTS

COMPONENT FAULT

?PINUP DC ..

VOLTAGE
SUMPS

?MARY OUTPUT
SIGNAL SYMPTOMS

C
6

SHORTED g - t
6

probable Distortion

OPEN
-I

All Voltages
Correct

No Output

Rg

SNORTED All Voltages
Convict

No Output

OPEN
ES 7

-

Possible Distottion

SHORTED Ek 0 Ptobabla Distottion

OPEN All Voltages
Correct

Reduced Amplitude

Flt

SHORTED gk - 0 probable Distortion

OPEN go 0+ Es If No Output

El
SNORTED El, Ds- No Output

OPEN EP - 0

.

No Output

Re

SNORTED gi g+ Possible Distortion

OPEN to 0

.

No Output

I

Cs
SNORTED Es 0 No Output

OPEN
Cor
All

re
Voltages
ct

Reduced Amplitude

5-6
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Chapter 6

ELECTRON TUBE RF AMPLIFIERS, CATHODE FOLLOWERS,
DC AMPLIFIERS, AND TRIODE LIMITERS

6-1. Pentode RF Amplifiers.

6-2. Radio-frequency (RF)amplifiers can be
classed as voltage or power amplifiers. RF
voltage amplifiers are used in radio receivers
to increase the amplitude of the received
signal, whereas RF power amplifiers are
used in radio transmitters.

6-3. As was explained in chapter 3 of this
module, triode tubes used in amplifier cir-
cuits have certain disadvantages. These dis-
advantages are poor performance at higher
frequencies and low gain. For these reasons a
pentode tube is normally usedinan RFampli-
tier circuit. The screen grid and suppressor
grid in a pentode tube decrease interelectrode
capacitance and increase the gain. This higher
gain is very desirable when an RF amplifier
is used to amplify the very small input si,gnal
voltage to a receiver.

6-4. FUNCTION OF COMPONENTS. The
only real difference between the auctioampli-
fier and the RF amplifier using the pentode
tube are the value of the components and the
type of coupling used for the input and output
signal. The audio amplifier uses RC coupling
which is efficient for audio frequencies (20to
20,000 hertz). The RF amplifier is designed
to amplify a small band of frequencies within
the radio frequency band. To select this small
band of frequencies to be amplified, tuned
circuits are used in the input and output. The
input and output tank circuits may be tuned to
the same frequency for high selectivity
(narrow bandwidth), or they may be stagger-
tuned to provide less selectivity (wide band-
width).

6-5. Frequency response of the RF ampli-
fier is Also affected by the Q of the tanks.
Since narrow frequency response may
distort the signal, Q is very important. The
circuit can be made so selective that the
bandwidth will pass only a portion of the
desired frequencies and therefore the output
signal not be a true reproduction of the
input signi1.

6-6. The function of each component of the
pentode RF amplifier shown in figure 6-1 is
listed below.

Figure 6-1. Pentode RF Amplifier

Tl-RF transformer couples the Input signal
into the circuit.

SECONDARY OF TI and CI-Tuned circuit
to select the desired signal to be coupled
to the grid.

VI-Amplifier

Ill-Develops cathode self bias.

C2-Cathode by-pass capacitor. Prevents AC
signal from affecting bias.

C3-Screen grid by-pass capacitor. Prevents
AC signal from affecting screen grid voltage.

R3-Screen grid voltage dropping resistor.

PRIMARY OF T2 and CS-Tuned circuit to
develop the desired output signal.

T2-Transformer couples the output signal to
the next stage.

R2 and C4-Decoupling network. Keeps the AC
signal out of the B+ power supply.

6-1 9



6-7. CIRCUIT OPERATION. The circuit
in figure 6-1 will be used to explain the
operation of the pentode RF amplifier. The
input signal, which could be any frequency
in the radio frequency band, is transformer
coupled from the primary to the secondary
of Tl. Cl and the secondary of T1 forms a
tuned circuit that is resonant at the desired
frequency. The Q of the tuned tank will
determine the selectivity of the amplifier. A
high Q tuned circuit is usually desired and is
normally produced by using powdered iron
cores in the transformers.

6-8. RI is used to develop cat ide self
bias for class A operation of the tube.
Class A operation is necessary so that the
input signal will not be distorted. Also the
grid-to-cathode resistance is very high
during class A operation. If the grid was
ever allowed to draw current, the grid-to-
cathode resistance would become very small.
This decreased resistance results in a de-
creased Q and an increased bandwidth.
This can be seen by the following formulas:

".1

R
XL and BW = fr

This formula for Q is used when there is a
resistance in parallel with the tuned tank.
As can be seen by the formula, when the
resistance decreases, the Q decreases. The
formula for bandwidth shows that BW is
inversely proportional to Q when the Q
decreases, BW increases. Extensive BW
results in amplifying unwanted frequencies.

6-9. C2 is a cathode by-pass capacitor
which is used to keep. a constant voltage on
the cathode and short AC variations to
ground. C3 serves the same purpose for the
screen grid. Any voltage variations on the
cathode or screen grid would cause de-
generative feedback and would decrease the
gain of the circuit.

6-10. R3 is a screen grid voltage dropping
resistor and its size determines the amount
of DC voltage that will be on the screen grid.
This positive DC voltage on the screen grid
determines plate current.

6-2

6-11. R? and C4 are called a decoupling
network. They are used to keep any AC volt-
age variations that appear on the tuned tank
of C5 and the primary' of T2 from going to
the power supply. C4 acts as a short circuit
to RF variations and will by-pass them to
ground. This keeps a relatively constant DC
potential on the top of R2.

6-12. The signal that is developed by the
tuned tank circuit of Cl and the secondary
to T1 is felt on the control grid of the pentode
tube Vl. This signal is amplified by VI and
developed across the tuned tank of C5 and the
primary of T2. The plate circuit is tuned to
the same frequency as the control grid circuit
and offers a very high impedance to the
desired frequency. This high impedance will
cause maximum voltage to be developed
across the tuned tank at the desired frequency.
This voltage will be transformer coupled to
the secondary of T2. All other frequencies
that may bo present would be filtered out at
the tuned tank and would be shorted to ground
through C4.

6-13. PARAMETER CHANGES. The RF
amplifier that has been discussed here could
be used as an intermediate frequency (IF)
amplifier if the Q of the tuned tank circuits
were very high and both tuned tanks were
tuned to the same frequency. An 1P amplifier
is used to amplify only one frequency in the
radio frequency band. An RF amplifier is
usually used to amplify a small band of fre-
quencies in the radio frequency band. Thus,
to use this circuit as an RF amplifier the Q
of the tuned tanks could be lowered slightly
or the tuned tanks could be tuned to different
frequencies (stagger-tuned). Both of these
methods would widen the bandwidth and
allow a band of frequencies to be passed.

6-14. Capacitors Cl and C5 are tunable so
that the tanks can be tuned to be at resonance
at the desired frequency. If they are tuned so
that both tanks are resonant at the same fre-
quency, the amplitude of the output signal
will be high and the bandwidth will be narrow.
If they are stagger-tuned the bandwidth will
be wider and the amplitude of the output
signal will be less. This can be seen in tho
response curve shown in figure 6-2. The
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Figure 6-2. Frequency Response Curve

response curve labeled A is for the tuned
tank in the grid circuit of the RF amplifier
in figure 6-1. The response curve labeled B
is for the tuned tank in the plate circuit and
the response curve labeled C is the resultant
response curve obtained by stagger-tuning
the two tanks.

Notice that the bandwidth at the half-power
points is 600 kHz for each of the tuned tanks.
By stagger-tuning, the bandwidth isincreased
to 700 kHz. Also notice that the amplitude
decreases considerably.

6-15. In paragraph 6-8 it was shown that a
resistance in parallel with the tuned tank will
affect the bandwidth and amplitude by affecting
the Q of the tank. This has to be considered
for the tuned tank in the plate circuit as well
as the one in the grid circuit. The load in the
secondary of a transformer reflects an imped-
ance back to the primary winding. The load
for the secondary winding of T2 in figure 6-1

6-3

would be the grid circuit of the next amplifier.
This impedance has to be kept very high so
that a high impedance will be reflected back
to the primary. This is to insure that the @
of the tuned tank remains high.

6- 1 6 . Cathode Follower.

6-17. USE OF THE CATHODE FOL-
LOWER. It is necessary at times to trans-
fer a wide band of frequencies from a high
impedance circuit to a low impedance cir-
cuit with maximum power transfer. Recall
that maximum power transfer occurs when
the impedances are matched. We provide
thi_ mpedance matching and wide frequency
response with a cathode follower.

6-18. A cathode follower amplifier is a
single-stage degenerative amplifier in which
the output is taken from across the cathode
resistor. Its voltage output is always less
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than the input voltage, but it is capable of
power amplification. A cathode follower is
shown in figure 6-3.

6-10. CIRCUIT COMPARISON. Comparing
this circuit to that of a conventional ampli-
fier, we find that the input may employ RC
coupling. The load resistor is not in the plate
circuit, but in the cathode circuit. Notice
that the cathode resistor is unbypassed.

6-20. Operation. A positive input signal
applied to the grid causes tube current to
increase. This current increases the voltage
drop across Rk and makes the top of Rk
more positive. As the signal goes negative,
tube current decreases and the voltage drop
across Rk decreases. The cathode voltage
"follow?' the input voltage.

6-21. The bias for the cathode follower is
provided by the cathode resistor, Rk. Aside
from the quiescent bias, the tube current is
determined by the signal voltage that exists
between the cathode and grid. This voltage
will be the difference between the grid-to-
ground and the cathode-to-ground voltages.
The cathode resistor is common to both
input and output. Being unbypassed, the
cathode voltage follows the input voltage.
This as you recall is called negative or
degenerative feedback. This feedback sub-
tracts from the input voltage, resulting in
the signal voltage between grid and cathode
to be less than the original input signal.
Because the output voltage subtracts from
the input signal, the output can never be
equal to the input. The gain of a cathode
follower will always t 3 less than one. By
increasing the value of Rk, the gain will
approach but never equal unity.

6-22. OUTPUT IMPEDANCE. The output
impedance of a cathode follower is low and
is determined by the value of rp and Rk.
The output is taken across Rk, but since
rp and Rk are in parallel, the value of the
output impedance is less than Rk. In select-
ing the proper size cathode resistor, it is
possible to match the output impedance to
the load. This van be seen by the formula
for output impedance,

6-4

s.

VI

Ph

QUiESCEer CANODE
LT AGE

Figure 6-3. Cathode Follower

tout

R r
K P

17.+ Rk 0.4 + 1)
p k

Below is a list of values that we can insert
in this formula so that you can see what
happens to the output impedance as Rk
changes in value.

rp . 30 k R

Rk = 20 k Q

g = 40

Z
out

30 x 103 +20 x 10'3 (40+ 1)
20 x 103 30 x 103

600 x 106--3---30 x 10 + 820 x 10
-3'

600 x 106_

850 x 10

= 706 0

Thus we find that with a cathode resistor of
20 kn we have an output impedance of
706Q . By changing the cathode resistor
to 10 kQ and inserting this value in the
formula we have:
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Z _
out 30 x 103+10 x 103 (40 + 1)

10 x 103 . 30 x 103

300 x 106

30 x 103 + 10 x 103(40 +1)

300 x 106

30 x 103 + 410 x 103

300 x 106

440 x 10
3

= 682)

You can see from this example that the out-
put impedance decreases as you make Rk
smaller. To increase the output impedance,
a

k
would have to be made larger.

6-23. GAIN OF CATHODE FOLLOWER.
il Elk

(A . r + + 1) )

you can see that the size of Rk determines
the gain. From the above example when a
20 S-2 resistance was used for Rk the gain
would be .94 and it would decrease to .47
when we used the 10 K fl resistor. Usually
it is desirable to have high gain and also
have the proper output impedance so care
has to be taken in selecting a tube with ar.
rP' that when used with the proper size Rk,
will fill both of these requirements,

Using the formula for gain

6-24. INPUT IMPEDANCE. The input im-
pedance of a cathode follower is high com-
pared to that of a conventional amplifier.
The input impedance of a tube is primarily
the capacitive reactance offered by the input
capacitance. Since there is no gain in the
plate circuit, the plate-to-grid capacitance
is small. The grid-to-cathode capacitance
is effectively made smaller because it is
only charging to a fraction of the applied
signal. This accounts for the low input
capacitance of the cathode follower, which
gives us a higher input impedance than the
conventional amplifier.

6-5

6-25. Since the input capacitance of an
amplifier determines the high frequency
response, the cathode follower has a wide
frequency handling capability. The tti-gznive
feedback accounts for minimum tisiortion in
the cathode follower. The output is fed h.ulc
to the input and what little distotiuti 1:, is
the output is combined with the input signal,
resulting in a decrease in overall .listortion.

6-26. DC AMPLIFIERS.

6-27. Direct current amplifiers are used
to amplify DC or low frequency AC. A simple
DC amplifier consists of a single tube with a
grid resistor across the input tertnittAio., ..id
with the load in the plate circuit. The l ..%,1 nnt
be some sort of mechanical device sni.11 .ts a
relay or a meter, orthe output voltai.,e ta:.,. 1.e
used to control the gain of another anaAiiie..

6-28. The voltage to be amplified must he
applied directly to the grid of the DC ampl:-
fier tube. For this reason, only direct cou-
pling can be used in the amplifier inpit
circuit. For a comparison of capacitor-input
and direct-input see figure 6-4 and figu re 6-5.
The graphs above the circuits show the sigii..1
voltage, grid voltage, and plate voltagt .

6-29. INPUT CIRCUIT COMPARISON. T1 e
graphs above the capacitor-input circuit ii
figure 6-4 indicate how the capacitor bloel,s
the DC signal. The applied DC signal charges
the capacitor, and momentarily the voitat.e
drop across Rg equals the applied volt:lg.!:
the voltage at this time is felt on the grid .if
the tube. However, when the capacitor is
charged to the value of the DC input voltat.,
the current stops flowing through Rg and the
grid reverts to its original value, that of
the bias voltage. Thus, except for the original
surge of plate current,' which occurs wl,en
the capacitor is charging, there is no
increase in voltage across rtL , and hence
no amplification.

6-30. OPERATION. The input signal ap-
plied to the direct-input circuit illustr,ited
in figure 6-5 is the same as that of the
capacitor-input circuit but he re the Silala la ray
ends. With no input signal the negative bias
voltage is present on the grid of the tube,
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J and a steady value of plate current flows.
This action causes a fixed voltage drop
across Rt. When a direct voltage of the
polarity indicated is applied across the input
terminals, there is no blocking action by
the capacitor. Instead, the applied signal
continues as a steady voltage drop across
au, canceling a portion of the negative bias.
The net bias then drops to the new value
indicated in the grid-voltage graph. This
reduction in grid bias causes a greater
current flow in the plate circuit, and a
greater voltage drop across Rt. Thus, the
increase in plate current is sustained as
long as the input signal voltage exists.

6-31. In a DC amplifier, the plate of one
tube is connected directly to the grid of the
next tube without going through a capacitor, a
transformer, or any similar coupling device.
This arrangement presents a problem of
voltage distribution. Since the plate of a tube
must have a positive voltage with respect to
its cathode, and the grid of the next tube
must have a negative voltage with respect
to its cathode, therefore the two cathodes
cannot operate at the same potential. Proper
voltage distribution, is obtained by connecting
each succeeding cathode to a source of

..... voltage more positive than the plate of the
preceding tube.

6-32. When the tube voltages are properly
adjusted to give class A operation, the circuit
serves as a distortionless amplifier whose
response is uniform over a wide frequency
range. This type of amplifier is especially
effective at the lower frequencies because
the impedance of the coupling elements does
not vary with the frequency. Thus, a DC
amplifier may be used to amplify very low
frequency variations or DC voltages.

6-33. Figure 6-6 shows a comparison of
the frequency response curves for an audio
frequency amplifier and a direct current
amplifier. Notice that response curve A,
which is the response curve for the audio
frequency amplifier, does not amplify down
t., zero frequency, therefore, it could not be
tied to amplify DC voltage.

6-34. Response curve B, which is the fre-
quenry response curve for the DC amplifier,
starts at zero frequency and goes up through

6-6
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the audio frequency range. Although the DC
aniplifter can be used to amplify audio fre-
quendes, it is not prictical because of tue
large supply voltages required if more than
one stage is used.

6-35. TRIODE LIMITERS.

6-36. Limiters. The triode limiter is the
vacuum tube equivalent of the transistor
limiter. The vacuum tube amplifier, like the
transistor amplifier, can be operated at cut-
off or at saturation. Therefore, using these
two extremes, either the positive or the
negative alternations of the input signal can
be limited.

6-37. METHODS OF ACCOMPLISHING
LIMITING. There are four general methods
of accomplishing limiting action, depending
upon the desired application. The first method
is "grid limiting"; this method limits the
positive peaks of the input signal to a constant
level, but because of the grid-to-plate phase
inversion, it is the negative peaks that are
limited in the output voltage. The second
method is "cutoff limiting": this method
limits the positiVe peaks of the output volt-
age by making use of the plate current cut-
off characteristics of the tube. The third
method is "saturation limiting": this method
limits the negative peaks of the output volt-
age. The fourth method employs an "over-
driven amplifier "; this method limits both
positive and negative peaks of the output
voltage.

6-38. GRID LIMITING. When a large limit-
ing resistor is connected in series with the
grid of a triode, the grid-to-cathode circuit
may be used as a limiter circuit in exactly
the same manner as the plate-to-cathode
circuit of a shunt-diode limiter. What this
means is that when the grid is positive with
respect to the cathode,, the grid will attract
electrons Just as does the plate in a diode.

6-39. The triode limiter circuit in figure
6-7 is normally held at zero bias. During
the positive portion of the input signal the
grid tries to swing positive. Due to grid
current flowing when the grid is positive
with respect to the cathode, the input signal

- t ,
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Figure 6-5. Direct-Input

Figure 6-6, Frequency Response Curve Comparison of an Audio Frequency

voltage is divided between Rg and the grid-
to-cathode resistance. Rg is a very large
resistor in comparison to the grid-to-cathode
resistance, the refore, most of the input signal
voltage will be dropped across RE and very
little of it will appear on the grid -to- cathode
resistance. This very small positive voltage
felt on the grid-to-cathode resistance causes
only a small increase in plate current which
causes just a small decrease inplate voltage.
This can be seen by the output voltage wave-
shapes eo in figure 6-7.

0

0-

6-7

Figure 6-7. Triode Limiter Used
for Grid Limiting
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6-40. The ratio of Rg to the grid-to-cathode
resistance determines the amount of the
positive portion of the input signal voltage
that will be felt on the grid-to-cathode
resistance and, therefore, determines the
amplitude of the negative portion of the
output signal voltage. The higher the ratio,
the more limiting that will occur. The amount
of limiting can also be controlled by the
amount of negative bias that is applied to
the tube. The more the negative bias the less
the limiting action that will occur.

6-41. The amount of limiting is not affected
by changes in the amplitude of the input
signal. When grid current flows, the grid-
to-cathode resistance decreases to a lower
value: the more positive the grid is driven,
the lower the value of the grid-to-cathode
resistance. This increases the ratio of Rg
to the grid-to-cathode resistance whichkeeps
the voltage drop from grid-to-cathode rela-
tively constant.

6-42. Notice in figure 6-7 that the positive
portion of the output signal voltage, which
was obtained when the input signal voltage
went negative, has not been limited. The
negative portion of the input signal voltage

...., was not high enough in amplitude to cut the
tube off, therefore; the politive portion of
the output signal voltage has notbeen limited.
It was however, increased in amplitude be-
cause of the amplifying characteristics of
the circuit.

6-43. SATURATION LIMITING. Limiting
of the positive half of an input signal voltage
can be accomplished by saturation limiting
as well as grid limiting. Saturation limiting
occurs when an increase in positive gild
signal causes no further increase in plate
current. If there is no increase in plate
current then there can be no decrease in
plate voltage. Thus, the negative portion of
the output signal voltage will be limited.

6-44. Saturation limiting results from the
operation of a triode tube at a very low plate
voltage. The grid resistor is eliminated from
the circuit. (See figure 6-8). Under these
conditions, as the control grid is made
increasingly positive, the plate current

8-8
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se,

Figure 6-8. Triode Limiter used for
Saturation Limiting

approaches the value Biiiii . However,
since a small plate voltage must remain
across the tube to produce plate current, the
plate current cannot become equal to B +! R1 ,
no matter how positive the control grid is
driven. Instead, the plate current reaches
its maximum at a certain value of control
gild voltage, and this maximum determines
the lowest value to which the plate voltage
can fall. Further increases in control grid
voltage will produce no further change in the
plate current; therefore, the negative half
cycle of the output signal voltage will be
flattened, or limited.

6-45. Notice that the positive portion of the
output signal voltage in figure 6-8 was not
limited. Just as in the grid limiter, the nega-
tive portion of the input signal was not high
enough in amplitude to cut the tube off, so
the positive portion of the output signal volt-
age was not limited but was amplified.

6-46. CUTOFF LIMITING. Biasing the
tube near cutoff will also produce limiter
action. When the grid of a tube is driven to
cutoff, the plate current is reduced to zero
and remains at zero as long as the grid is
below the cutoff value. Since there is no plate
current when the tube is cutoff, there is no
voltage drop across the plate load resistor
and the plate voltage is at the full value of
the plate-supply voltage. The effect of this
limiting of current by the grid being driven
negative beyond cutoff is a flattening of the
positive portion of the output signal voltage.

fln11.* : .. ,,,e ,...
.1.,.... ',... t . / ,,,.,1-...i.t4-64,,c
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6-47. OVERDRIVEN AMPLIFIER LIM-
ITER. The overdriven amplifier limiter
uses a combination of saturation limiting
and cutoff limiting to cause the input
voltage to be converted into essentially a

..
square-wave in the output. The input signal
must be large enough to saturate the tube
during the positive alternation and cut the

tube off during the negative alternation.
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Chapter 7

TH1eRATRON SAWTOOTH GENERATOR, PHANTASTRON, AND ELECTRON
TUBE SERIES VOLTAGE REGULATOR

7-1. Thyratron Sawtooth Generator.

7 -2. Sawtooth generators, as was explained
in Chapter 6 of Volume VI, are used to
develop a current or voltage waveshape
resembling a tooth in a saw. Hence, the
name sawtooth. One of the uses of this saw-
tooth waveshape is to move the electron
beam across the face of an oscilloscope.

7-3. BASIC CIRCUITS. The thyratron saw-
tooth generator is composed of two basic
parts, each being an integral part of the
other. The first is a resistance-capacitance
circuit to actually shape the wave and the
second is a switch circuit which is used to
discharge the capacitor. The sawtooth wave-
shape is the voltage developed across the
capacitor while the capacitor is charging
through the resistor and discharging through
the switch, which is the thyratron tube.

7-4. PRODUCING SAWTOOTH WAVE-
FORM. Figure 7-1 illustrates the use of
resistance and capacitance to produce a
sawtooth waveform. When the switch is in
position 1, the series combination of the
capacitor and resistor are connectedacross a
200-volt source. The instant the switch is
closed, the capacitor will begin to charge at
an exponential rate. This will produce the
voltage rise of the sawtooth waveform. In
order to have a nearly linear rise, only a
small portion of the exponential curve is
used. Notice that figure 7-1 uses only the
very beginning of the capacitors charge curve.

7-5. If the manual switch were replaced by
an electronic device which would perform the
same function, a continuous sawtooth wave
could be generated. The thy ratron tube is
just such a device.

6-6. IONIZATION AND DEIONiZATION
POTENTIALS. The thyratron tube presents
an almost infinite impedance when it is
deionized. However, once ionized, the tube
has a low impedance. The tube can be

7-1
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Figure 7-1. Generation of a Sawtooth
Voltage Waveform

consider .d as a switch which is open whet
the tube is not ionized and closed when it is
ionized.

7-7. When the switch in figure 7-1 is re-
placed with a thyratron tube, the circuit
becomes a simple thyratron sawtooth genera-
tor. The manner in which the thy ratron saw-
tooth generator creates a sawtooth waveform
is illustrated in figure 7-2.

7-8. OPERATION OF THE THY RATRON
SAWTOOTH GENERATOR. When a constant
voltage is applied to the circuit in figure 7-2.
the voltage across the capacitor rises from
zero, approaching the full supply voltage
along a normal RC charging curve (figure
7-3). The charge path of the capacitor ii,1
through the relatively large value resistor,
R. The voltage across the thy ratron is the
same as the voltage across the capacitor
because these components are in parallel.

ISAW TOOTH
VOLTAGE

C M/1/1
iOUTPUT

REPS-lee.;

Figure 7-2. Simple Thy ratron
Sawtooth Generator
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The thyratron tube acts as an open switch
until the voltage across it reaches the firing
point. At the firing potential, the thyratron
tube ionizes and provides a discharge path
for the capacitor. The capacitor discharges
very rapidly until the voltage falls to the
deionizing potential of the thyratron tube, at
.vhich time, the tube conduction stops and the
tube becomes an open switch again. Notice
in figure 7-3 that the capacitor did not dis-
charge down to zero volts. This is because
the thyratron tube deionized before the plate
voltage reached zero volts. This leaves a
small charge on the capacitor. When the next
c)cle starts the capacitor starts charging
from this value.

7-9. The amplitude of the voltage rise on
the capacitor is controlled by the negative
bias on the grid of the thyratron tube. This
bia.; is supplied by a voltage divider. The
amplitude and frequency of the output saw-
tooth waveform is determined by the negative
potential on the grid of the thyratron. This
is s:iown in figure 7-3.

7-10. Note that when bias is increased,
firing potential increases and amplitude
increases, but frequency decreases, because
the ,zapacitor takes longer to reach the higher
firing potential. This higher firing potential
was explained in Chapter IV, paragraphs
4 -2 and 4-28. Also, the output has a less
linear voltage rise when the amplitude is
increased because a larger portion of the
charge curve is used.

7-11. METHODS OF CONTROLLING FRE-
QUENCY. In addition to the effect the grid
has on the frequency of a thyratron sawtooth
generator, the frequency also may be varied
by changing the value of the resiettor, the
value of the capacitor, or the magnitude of
the supply voltage. Since the resistor and
capacitor form a time-constant circuit, an
increase in the value of either component
increases the charge time. Therefore, a
lower frequency may be expected with
increased capacitance or resistance. This
condition is shown in figure 7-4.

7-12. Very often the thy ratron sawtooth
generator will have two controls for varying
the RC time constant and, therefore, varying

7-2

the frequency. This is shoivn in figure 7-5.
The switch which changes the capacitance
is called the course frequency control. The
variable resistor is the fine frequency con-
trol. By using a variation in the value of R
and C to change the frequency, the linearity
of the output sawtooth voltage is not affected.
This is true because the linearity is deter-
mined by the percent or the amount of the
charge curve that is used. The percentage
of the charge curve used when the capacitor
charges can be changed only by changing B+,
changing the ionization potential, or chang-
ing the deionization potential of the thyratron
tube. In other words if the capacitor in the
thyratron sawtooth generator charges to 63%
of the B+ value before the tube ionizes, it
will be this same 63% of the charge curve
regardless of changes in the value of R or
C. Thus the linearity of the voltage rise time
will not change when R or C are varied, even
though the duration of the rise time and the
frequency will change.

7-13. The frequency of the thyratron saw-
tooth generator may also be changed by
varying the supply voltage (13+). If the supply
voltage is increased, the capacitorcan charge
to the firing potential of the tube faster
because the firing potential is a smaller
portion or percent of the new supply voltage.
Thus, the output frequency increases when
the supply voltage is increased as shown in
figure 7-6. Because the firing potential is a
smaller percent of the supply voltage, a
smaller portion of the charge curve is used
and, thus, linearity has been increased.
7-14. You can see in figure 7-6 that in
order to produce a linear rise in the saw-
tooth waveform, the firing potential of the
thyratron tube must be kept very low with
reference to the B+ value. Thus, a smaller
part of the charge curve can be used. The
internal resistance of the thyratron tube,
when ionized, is very low so that the capaci-
tor can discharge quickly, keeping fall time
very short.

7-15. SYNCHRONIZATION. The thyratron
sawtooth generator is not very stable in
frequency. Any slight change in R, C, B+,
or the firing potential, will cause the fre-
quency to change.

MI
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7 -t6. The thyratron sawtooth generator,
however, can be synchronized. We can
accomplish this by coupling a signal of the
desired frequency and proper amplitude to
the grid of the thyratron rather than a DC
signal as in figure 7-5.

7-17. The waveforms of a synchronized
thyratron sawtooth generator are shown in
figure 7-7. The free-running frequency
(shown dotted) is adjusted to a value slightly
lower than the desired output frequency. The
desired output frequency for example is 500
Hz. The free-running frequency is set to 490
Hz and a 500 Hz AC sync signal is applied to
the grid. The frequency of the sync signal is
the exact desired output frequency. You can
see by the dotted sawtooth wave in figure
7-7 that, without synchronization, the thyra-
tron would fire at point A. However, with
synchronization, it fires at point B. The
thyratron is "triggered" by the positive
alternation of the sync signal. At the bottom
of figure 7-7 we have the sync signal riding
the fixed bias. The fixed bias, being a nega-
tive voltage, is decreased each time a posi-
tive alternation of the sync signal is present.
At the top of the sawtooth waveform in
figure 7-7 you can see that the firing poten-
tial decreases each time the positive alter-
nation of a sync signal decreases the bias.
This causes the thyratron to fire slightly
ahead of time (point B). The time of each
cycle of the sawtooth waveform is thus
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reduced and the thyratron sawtooth generator
is now locked to the frequency of the syn-
chronizing signal.

7-18. SYNCHRONIZATION WITH A MUL-
TIPLE FREQUENCY. The thy ratron saw-
tooth generator can also be operated at a
submultiple of the synchronizing frequency.
Assume, for example, that two cycles of a
given signal are to be viewed on the screen
of an oscilloscope and that the horizontal
sweep voltages are generated with a thyra-
tron sawtooth oscillator. In order for two
cycles to appear on the trace, each cycle of
the sawtooth sweep voltage must last twice
as long as each cycle of the signal to be
viewed. In terms of frequency, the sweep
frequency must be one half the frequency
of the signal frequency. The sweep generator
can be triggered by every second cycle of
the signal voltage as shown in figure 7-8.

7-19. In this illustration, the signal to be
viewed has a frequency of 1000 Hz. When
used as a sync, this signal causes the firing
potential of the thyratron to rise and fall at
the rate of 1000 Hz.

7-20. By adjusting the time constant of the
sawtooth-forming capacitor so that the free-
running frequency of the sweep is 490 Hz,
every other positive alternation of the signal
will lower the firing potential of the tube
slightly ahead of the point at which the tube
would have fired without sync. This forces
the sawtooth generator to lock in at a fre-
quency of 500 Hz, one-half the signal
frequency.

7 -21, IMPROPER SYNC AMPLITUDES.
Due to the operating features of, the thyratron
sawtooth generator, it is possible to apply
too little or too much synchronizing voltage
to the tube. If too small a synchronizing
signal is applied, the firing potential will not
be lowered sufficiently to induce reliable
t ritz-,erinv, on each sweep, thereby causing*
!it-4 r ,*1 tiii- -weep pattern.

7-22. If too large a sync voltage is applied
to the thyratron, severe distortion of the
screen pattern can result. The reason for
this is shown in figure 7-9. The first cycle

7-4

of operation shows normal conditions and
proper sync amplitude. The remaining cycles
illustrate the effects of over-synchronization.
Notice, that as the sync amplitude is in-
creased, the firing potential is lowered to
such an extent as to cause the tube to fire
twice during the same alternation of sync
voltage. Thus, as the positive alternation
of the sync signal begins, the thy ratron is
triggered, causing the sweep to commence.
Before the sweep can trace very far across
the screen, the firing potential is reached
again, initiating retrace and the start of a
second and longer sweep during the same
alternation of the sync signal.

7-23. To properly set the level of the sync
voltage, the sawtooth generator should be
adjusted to a frequency slightly lower than
the desired' sweep frequency with no sync
applied. Then, just enough sync should be
applied to lock in the pattern.

7-24. PARAMETER CHANGES. A param-
eter change chart has been included to aid
in summarizing the characteristics of the
thyratron sawtooth generator. For example,
the chart in figure 7-10 shows that an
increase in B+ (plate supply voltage) causes
an increase in sawtooth generator frequency,
no change in sawtooth amplitude, and im-
proved linearity.

7-25. Phantastron.

7-26. INTRODUCTION. The phantastron
is a relaxation type oscillator, free-running
or triggered, which produces a variety of
waveforms. The major characteristics of the
phantastron are its insensitivity to fluctua-
tions in supply voltage and an extremely
linear plate waveform. Also, the output dura-
tion can be made a linear function of a DC
control voltage. The highly linear plate wave-
form in the phantastron is developed by the
use of a "Miller Sweep" or "Miller Inte-
grator." The Miller Sweep, in turn, makes
use of a phenomenon called "Miller Effect."
The phantastron may be free running or
triggered but we will only discuss it as a
Miller Integrator set up for one shot ope ration.
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7-27. MILLER EFFECT. "Miller Effect"
is the effect of stage gain on the input
capacitance of an amplifier. The input capaci-
tance of an amplifier is that capacitance
which is "seen" by a signal being applied to

7-5
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Figure 7-10. Parameter Change Chart

the grid of an amplifier. The input capacitance
is a combination of the grid-to-cathode and
grid-to-plate capacitance of the tube and
is affected by the amount of gain of the
stage.
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Figure 7-11. Formulation of Vacuum Tube Input Capacitance

7-28. Figure 7-11A shows a triode ampli-
fier with the grid to cathode (Co) and grid
to plate (Cgp) capacitance dotted in. Figure
7-11B shows the same interelectrode capaci-
tances but with the gain of the amplifiertaken
into account. The grid to plate capacitance
is now multiplied by a factor equal to 1 plus
the gain of the stage. U an amplifier has a
gain of 20, the grid to plate capacitance is
21 times that shown in the tube manual. The
total input capacitance (C1), seen by a signal
is shown in figure 7-11C. This input capaci-
tance is the sum of the grid-to-cathode and
the grid -to plate capacitance multiplied by
one plus the stage gain, or Cl = Cgk + Cgp
(1+M.

7-29. The reason for the large effect of
gain on the grid-to-plate capacitance is shown
in the equivalent circuit of figure 7-12. The
signal voltage, eg, represents an AC signal
applied to the grid of an amplifier, and en is
the amplified version of the grid signal. The
grid-to-cathode capacitance has been omitted
since it is not affected by the gain. As in any
amplifier with a purely resistive load, the
grid and plate signals are 180 degrees out of
phaze (using the cathode as a reference);
however, in the series circuit consisting of
Cgp And e, the plate and grid voltages are
in series aiding. The sum of eg and ep is
acting between plate and grid, that is, across
Cgp . The greater the gain, the greater the
sum of e g + e p , and the greater the current.
The greater the current, the greater the
apparent capacitance between grid and plate.

7-6

7-30. The source of the grid signal must
furnish the current which flows into and out
of C , and for this reason the Miller effectP-is undesirable (although unavoidable) from
the standpoint of a standard amplifier. We
can however, make use of the effect to
generate a linear sweep voltage, gate, or
timing pulse in a circuit called a Miller
integrator, Miller sweep, or phantastron.

7-31. MILLER INTEGRATOR. We said
earlier the effective grid-to-plate capaci-
tance of an amplifier is dependent on the
gain of the stage. If we put an actual capaci-
tor between the grid and plate of an ampli-
fier, the effective capacitance would be
C(1 + A) just as before. If C were part of
an RC circuit its time constant would be
RC (1 + A) while the tube was conducting

REPO -1815

Figure 7-12. Equivalent Circuit
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and amplifying and simply RC when the tube
was cutoff. This is one of the key factors in
the Miller integrator. A simplified Millar
integrator circuit is shown in figure 7-13.

7-32. The block marked A represents an
amplifier. RL is the plate load, Cp is the
capacitor connected between plate and grid
of the amplifier, and Rg is the grid resistor.

7-33. With S1 in position A no current flows
through the amplifier; however, Cp can
charge to Ea through RL in a time equal to 5
RL C. Prior to time To,Cfb is charged to
EaC.
7-34. Lets assume that the amplifier in
figure 7-13 has a gain of 25. Also assume
that at T0, S1 is moved to position B.

7-35. The instant S1 is placed in position B,
plate current starts to flow and plate voltage
drops sharply. The drop is shownonthe graph
between point A and B and is labeled ej . The
amount of jump will depend on Ea and RL
and the amplifier characteristics. The jump
occurs almost instantaneously and Cm will
be a short circuit to the sudden change. The
jump appears across Rg, driving the grid of
the amplifier negative by the amount of
jump but is not large enough to cut the tube
off. The grid controls the plate current, and
the tube is now in a condition to amplify.

7-36. A voltage change appears across Cp
and it attempts to discharge an amount equal
to the jump. As Cp discharges, the bottom
of Rg goes in a positive direction from its
most negative point, and since the bottom of
Rg is connected to the grid, it also goes in a
positive direction. The plate current is under
control of grid voltage at this time and the
tube is amplifying with a gain of 25. This
means that the discharge current from Cfb
will change at a rate which is inversely
proportional to Rg Cfb (1 + 25). The grid,
therefore, is going positive at the rate the
discharge current decreases, and as the grid
goes positive, plate current increases and
causes plate voltage to drop. For each volt
the grid goes positive, the plate drops by 25
volts since the tube has a gain of 25. It is
easy to see, then, that the plate voltage is

7-7
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Figure 7-13. Simplified Miller Integrator

changing 25 times as fast as the grid volt-
age. The plate voltage change is shown be-
tween points B and C on the graph in figure
7-13. This change is known as the "plate
rundown."

7-37. Consider for a moment what is hap-
pening between points B C on figure
7-13. Cfb is discharging through Rg and the
decreasing discharge current allows the grid
to go in a positive direction which, in turn,
causes plate current to increase. The increase
in plate current causes the plate voltage to
drop. This determines the rate at which the
discharge current will decrease. The de-
creasing discharge current allows the grid
voltage to continue in a positive direction,
but at a slower rate. These actions will
occur at two different rates. The capacitive
discharge current will change at a rate
which is inversely proportional to Rg Cm
(1 + 25), and the grid voltage will change at

001 177f t
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this same rate. At the same time the plate
will change at a rate which is gain times as
fast. The voltage change in the plate is only a
small percentage of the discharge curve of
Cfb and is therefore linear, as the drop be-
tween points B and C on the curve indicates.

7-38. At time T1, assume that we change
Si back to position A. Plate current stops
flowing and the plate voltage will rise at an
exponential rate controlled by the time con-
stant of Rt. C. This is shown between
points C and D on the curve.

7-39. Lets review the circuit action a
moment. Prior to time Tot Cfb has charged.
At To, Si is placed in position B. Plate cur-
rent flows and a sharp drop in plate voltage
occurs. This drop is coupled to the grid,
driving it negative. Cfb starts to discharge
at point B the start of the linear rundown
of plate voltage between points B and C. The
plate rundown is linear because it only
amounts to a small percentage of the dis-
charge curve of C. This is true because
the amplifier gain causes Cfb to disCharge
as though it were much larger than it actually
is. At T1 , Si is placed back in position A
and plate voltage returns to Ea at a rate
determined by the time constant of RL Cfb.

INPUT
TRIGGER Cl0-1

33 pf

7-40. The circuit is called a Miller inte-
grator because it uses Miller effect to form a
long time constant RC circuit. The Miller
integrator and the phantastron are almost
the same circuit. The phantastron is self
gating and may be started by a trigger.

7-41. Figure 7-14 is the schematic of a
phantastron and figure 7-15 shows the various
waveshapes of the circuit. Before going into
the circuit lets compare this circuit with
the Miller integrator we talked about earlier.
In the circuit of figure 7-13 we used a
mechanical switch to change the tube from
an amplifying to a non-amplifying condition.
Mechanical switching is not practical so it
must be done electronically. In the phanta-
stron,,switching is done by the application
of,,a trigger from an external source. Lets
Identify the circuit components in figure 7-15,

then we will discuss circuit operation.

7-42. RI and R2 form a voltage divider
network. The quiescent suppressor grid (G3)

voltage comes from this voltage divider.
R3 is the control grid (Cl) bias resistor
tied to B+. C2 couples feedback from plate
to grid and, along with R3, forms the RC
network which helps to control the output
duration. R4 is the plate load, R5 is the

out

Figure 7-14 . Phantastron
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Figure 7-15. Phantastron Waveshapes

cathode resistor, and R6 is the screen grid
resistor. Cl couples the positive trigger to
the suppressor grid. V1 is a sharp cutoff
pentode.

7-43. We will talk about static conditions
first, then see what happens when a trigger
is applied. No plate current flows when the
circuit is quiescent, but screen grid (G2)

current is allowed to flow. The voltage
divider network is arranged so that +10
volts is applied to the suppressor grid.
Screen grid current and control grid cur-
rent through R5 place the cathode at +30V.
The suppressor grid is at +10 volts and the
difference of potential between it and the
cathode is -20 volts, enough to cut plate
current off. The control grid is returned
to B+ through R3 and with grid current C2
charges through R5, the grid to cathode
resistance of the tube, and R4. The flow Of
grid current maintains the grid slightly
positive with respect to the cathodes` +30

7-9

111

/3
volts because of the grid to cathode resist-
ance. Screen grid current through R6 places
the screen grid at +80 volts.

7-44. These conditions exist prior to the
time a trigger is applied: Screen grid and
control grid currents are flowing, the cathode
is positive and the control grid is at approxi-
mately the same potential. No plate current
is flowing due to the bias between suppressor
grid and cathode. C2 has charged in a time
proportional to R5 X R4 X C2 because the
tube is non-amplifying and there is no Miller
effect. We now have the same conditions as
when S1 was in position A in figure 7-1.3.

7-45. At time To in figure 7-15, a positive
trigger is applied to the suppressor grid
through C1. The positive trigger causes plate
current to flow. The instant plate current
flows, the plate voltage drops. C2 couples
this plate change to the grid which goes in a
negative direction by the amount of change.
The drop in grid voltage causes a decrease
in total tube current and, therefore, the
cathode voltage drops. The drop in cathode
voltage reduces the difference between sup-
pressor grid and cathode voltages, which
causes an increase in plate current. This
is a regenerative action which continues
until the Jump point is reached (point A,
figure 7-15). In this circuit the jump is 25

volts. Notice that the control grid also
changes by 25 volts.

7-46. The decrease in total tube current
causes the cathode to drop to +1.0 volts at
point A. This means that there is zero volts
difference between suppressor grid and
cathode. C2 discharges because of the 25

volts change at the plate, and the plate run-
down begins. Since plate current is flowing,
the tube is amplifying, and the change in C2's

discharge current is at a rate which is
inversely proportional to R3C2 (1 + A). The
plate change is gain times as fast as the
grid. As C2 discharges, the grid goes posi-
tive gradually as the rate of discharge
decreases. As the grid goes positive, plate
current increases, causing plate voltage to
drop even further. The drop in plate voltage
slows the rate at which the discharge cur-
rent decreases. Notice the linearity of the
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plate rundown. This is because the plate
rundown time amounts to a small percentage
of the capacitors discharge rurve. The C2
discharge current decrease is at a rate
inversely proportional to R3C2 (1 + A), and

the plate potential drops at R3C2 volts perEa
C2

second. The plate swing (figure 7-13) is
fixed by such constants as plate load, tube
characteristics, and applied voltage. In figure
7-15, the plate swing is 160 volts and is

changing at R3C2 volts per second. At thisEa
C2

rate, it takes approximately 700 microsec-
onds for the plate to drop 160 volts.

7-47. During the plate rundown, the grid of
VI gradually goes positive. This increases
plate current but also increases screen grid
current and, thus, total tube current. As tube
current increases, the cathode gradually
goes more positive and the screen grid less
positive. The plate, control grid, screen grid,
and cathode voltages continue to change dur-
ing the rundown until the plate "bottoms"
(point B, figure 7-15). This is the point
where plate voltage can no longer change,
even with an increase in grid voltage.

7-48. When point B is reached, the plate
can drop no further, and the tube stops
amplifying. With no amplification, C2 dis-
charges at a rate determined by C2 and R3
because there is no feedback.

7-49. The fact that there is no feedback
causes the grid to go rapidly positive, which
increases the difference between the suppres-
sor grid and cathode. This cuts plate current
off. As plate current stops, control grid
current starts to flow, and C2 rapidly
charges. The charging current of C2 flowing
through R4 prevents the plate from reaching
B+ instantaneously. At point C of figure
7-15, all voltages have reached quiescence,
and another trigger arrives. C2 does not
charge to B+ because of the quiescent grid
voltage.

7-50. PARAMETER CHANGES. The run-
down time of the phantastron can be varied
by changing the control grid resistance (R3)
or feedback capacitance (C2) or both. An
increase in R or C will increase rundown

time. A change in R3 affegts only rundown
time but a change in C2 would affect both
rundown and recovery time.

7-51. A variation in B+ would change all
voltages proportionally so very little change
in duration would occur.

7-52. Changing the plate swing of the tube
is an effective way to vary the rundown time.
Changing the plate swing changes rundown
time but does not affect recovery time.

7-53. There are two ways to change plate
swing. One way is to change the plate load
resistor. This changes the rundown time, but
it also affects the jump voltage, recovery
time, and total tube current. A much more
effective way to change the plate swing is to
hold the plate at a lower starting level than
B+. This changes nothing but rundown time.

7-54. PHANTASTRON WITH DISCONNECT
DIODE. A way to control the starting plate
voltage without affecting other circuit paran.-
eters i3 shown in figure 7-16 and the asso-
dated waveshapes in figure 7-17. The actual
phantastron circuit has not been changed. Cl
and R8 have been added to differentiate the
positive gate at the screen grid so that a
variable delay trigger can be available at Eo.
The only other changes are the addition of the
potentiometer RI and diode V2. RI is in the
suppressor grid voltage divider network, but
the total resistance is the same as before so
that +10 volts is maintainedat the suppressor
grid. V2 is called a "disconnect" or "plate-
catching" diode. Its purpose, along with fil,
is to control the starting plate voltage of VI.
It isolates the plate circuit from the voltage
divider during plate rundown. Controlling
starting plate voltage controls plate swing
and rundown time. Lets see how this is
accomplished..

7-55. Assume, for a moment, that we have
no trigger. Without V2, the circuit would be
static with 1/1 cut off and its plate at +200
volts. The plate of V2 iS now connected to
the plate of VI so it would be at +200 volts.
If we place the cathode resistor of V2 at
position A, the cathode is at +200 volts as
well as the plate, and V2 does not conduct.
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If triggers were applied to VI, the circuit
would operate as in figure 7-14. The plate
swing would be 160 volts and the output
duration 700 microseconds as before. This
is shown in figure 7-17A.

7-56. Now, placing RI at position B puts the
cathode of V2 at +150 volts, and V2 will con-
duct sine; its plate is returned to 200 volts
through R4. When V2 conducts its resistance
is low, so the plates of V2 and VI are at +150
volts. Now when a trigger arrives, the plate
of VI starts its rundown from 150 volts,
rather than 200 volts. The plate swing will be
110 volts instead of 160 volts because B+,
the RC network, and the bottom point of the
plate rundown have not changed. The rundown
time decreases to 480 microseconds. At
trigger time, when the plate jump of VI
occurs, the plate voltage of V2 drops below
its cathode potential and it cuts off until VI
plate current cuts off again. At the end of
the gate, the plate of VI attempts to rise to
200 volts, but when it reaches 150 volts V2
conducts and "catches" the plate at that
point. The resultant waveshapes are shown
in figure 7-17B.

7-57. If RI is placed at position C, the start-
ing plate voltage will be 100 volts, the plate
swing will be 60 volts, and the rundown time
260 microseconds, as shown in figure 7-17C.
The voltage changes and rundown times shown
are approximate, and are given to illustrate
the principles of operation.

7-59. Controlling the starting plate voltage
of VI is a very effective way to control run-
down time. Since only DC voltage isinvolved,
the duration control (RI) can be changed
remotely without the use of coaxial cable.

7-59. In our discussion we have used posi-
tive triggers applied to the suppressor grid
to start the plate rundown. The trigger can
also be applied to other elements of the tube
to start the plate rundown. Any trigger that
will reduce the difference of potential be-
tween suppressor grid and cathode can be
used. A negative trigger appliedtothe control
grid or the cathode will reduce this dif-
ference of potential.

7-12

7-60. The frequency of the input triggers
will determine the spacing between the out-
put pulses. As we decrease the plate run-
down time, the spacing between the output
pulses will increase if the frequency of the
input triggers remains the same.

7..61. Eiectron Tube Series Voltage
Regulator.

7-62. NEED FOR VOLTAGE REGULA-
TION. All devices used to supply DC power
to a load have internal resistance. If current
varies through this internal resistance, the
output voltage will also vary. Typical devices
used to supply DC power to a load are
batteries, DC generators, and electronic
power supplies.

7-63. Figure 7-18 shows a battery with
internal resistance (Ri) connected to a vari-
able load resistance. If RL, decreases, the
circuit current increases causing an in-
creased voltage drop across the internal
resistance of the battery. This reduces the
voltage (Et) ) to the load resistance. Con-
versely if EL, increases in resistance, Et
increases. It would be desirable to have no
internal resistance within the battery, result-
ing in a constant voltage across the ioad
regardless of current variations.

7-64. Due to the resistance of the wire used
in the construction of DC generators, such
devices also have internal resistance. The
effects of current variations through this
internal resistance are the same as those
explained for a battery circuit.

7-65. An electronic power supply has in-
ternal resistance which is a combination
of the diode tube resistance, transformer

REP4-14122

Figure 7-18. Battery with N. in Series
with Variable RL
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secondary winding resistance, and filter choke
resistance. Again, variations in current
through this internal resistance will cause
changes of voltage at the output of the power
supply.

7-66. The output voltage of a power supply
is also dependent on the amount of input
voltage to the power supply. Since neither
changes in the input voltage nor internal
power supply resistance can be eliminated,
some means of reducing their effects is
desirable. A nearly constant output voltage
can be achieved through the use of a series
or shunt voltage regulator.

7-67. One method used to provide a regu-
lated or constant voltage across the load will
be discussed. This method of voltage regula-
tion can be illustrated by a variable resistor
connected in series with the load. This
method of voltage regulation is called
SERIES REGULATION.

7-68. METHODS OF VOLTAGE REGULA-
TION. Since the series regulator compen-
sates for variations in either line voltage
or load resistance, its discussion will be
considered in two steps. Figure 7-19 will be
used to explain series regulation for varia-
tions in line voltage, while figure 7-20 will
be explained to show how regulation is
accomplished when load resistance varies.

7-69. In figure 7-19, the DC power supply
is represented as a variable battery having
internal resistance. Rt., represents a constant
load resistance, RR the series regulating
resistance, and Ri the internal resistance of
the power supply.

7-70. If we desire to have a constant 80 V
across Rt..' the resistance of RR would have

A04142.1

Figure 7-19. Basic Series Regulator

7-13

to be adjusted so the voltage drop across it
and Ri would be 20 V. Assume RL to be 20 k
ohms. Ri is 1 k ohm, to have 4 mA of cur-
rent in the circuit RR would have to be
adjusted to 4 k ohms.

7-71. If the battery voltage increased to
110 V, RR would have to be increased to
6.5 k ohms to limit the current to 4 niA.
Under this condition 80 V is still developed
across the load resistance. We can see, in
this case, that RR provides voltage regula-
tion by maintaining a constant current
through the load.

7-72. In figure 7-20, the DC power supply
is shown as a constant potential battery
having internal resistance. RR is the series
regulating resistor and RL is shown as a
variable load resistance. In this circuit, RR
will compensate for variations in load
resistance.

7-73. With a load resistance of 20 k ohms,
the constant potential of 100 V developed by
the battery will cause 80 V to be felt across
the load if RR has a value of 4 k ohms. If
RI, were to decrease to 10 k ohms, RR must
decrease its value to 1.5 k ohms to maintain
80 V across the load resistance Since this
is a series circuit, 8 mA will be the total
current in the circuit. With a total voltage of
100 V, total resistance is found to be 12.5 k
ohms. The values of Ri and RL are known,
leaving only RR to be computed. Since resist-
ance is additive in a series circuit, RR is
found by subtracting the sum of RI, and Ri
from total resistance. This gives a value of
1.5 k ohms for RR. Through the use of a
variable series resistance, a constant poten-
tial may be maintained despite variations in
load resistance.
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7-74. In many electronic systems a volt-
age regulator circuit is included between
the power supply and the load. This is
necessary due to changes in load current
and variations in B+. One method of regula-
tion is the electron tube voltage regulator.

7-75. ELECTRON TUBE VOLTAGE REGU-
LATOR. The first electron tube regulator
considered *.zere is a simple series regulator
circuit using a triode as the regulating ele-
ment. The circuit is illustratedinfigure 7-21.

7-76. An electron tube acts as a variable
resistor. With DC current flow from cathode
to plate, the DC plate resistance (Rp) of the
tube is equal to En/In. Since 1p can be
controlled by Eg, clVanees in bias will cause
changes in Rp. This variable resistance
characteristic can be used to control the
voltage applied to the load.

7-77. The input voltage to this circuit is
taken from the filter section of the power
supply. Triode VI acts as the regulating
element and is connected in series with the
load. Potentiometer R2 and battery Ecc
supply grid bias for VI. RI is included to
limit grid current.

7-78. Refer to figure 7-21. In this example,
assume that R2 has been adjusted so that the
load voltage equals 100 V. Cathode voltage
(Ek) of VI. Is equal to the load voltage. Since
the input is 200 V, this gives a difference of
potential of 100 V between the plate and
cathode. The grid-to-ground voltage is +90 V.
The bias is equal to the difference between
grid and cathode or 90 V- 100 V equals -10 V
bias. Note that VI is in series with the load.

FILTERED OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

FROu RECTIFIER

pspd-ins

Figure 7-21. Series Regulator with
Controllable Bias

7-79. If an increase in power supply vcltage
occurs, the load voltage will tend to incmase,
causing an increase in the cathode potAntial
of VI. Rp of the tube increases due to the
increase in bias, and the voltage drop across
VI increases. The increase in voltagc across
VI is approximately equal to the increase in
power supply output, and the load voltage
remains essentially constant. Actually, there
must be an increase in load voltage to cause
an increase of the bias of VI. This increase
in load voltage is small, however, compared
to the increase in voltage across VI.

7-80. This regulator will also compensate
for changes in load current. If the load
resistance decreased, load voltage would
tend to decrease. A slight reduction in load
voltage would reduce the bias on VI and
cause a large reduction in the Ria of VI. The
decrease in RD would cause a rediiced voltage
drop across VI, and load voltage would again
remain essentially constant.

7-81. The fixed battery and variable resistor
R2 may be eliminated by the use of a VR tube.
This is illustrated in figure 7-22. In this
case, a VR tube holds the grid of VI at a
fixed potential. Circuit operation is the same
as in figure 7-21. This method of providing
Was has a distinct disadvantage. There is no
method of changing bias to compensate for
changes in tube parameters and the circuit
is insensitive to small voltage changes.

7-82. SHUNT DETECTED SERIES REGU-
LATOR. A voltage regulator with a high
degree of stability and sensitivity is illus-
trated in figure 7-23. The regulator consists
of two sections - the regulator circuit and
the control circuit. Triode VI acts as the

Figure 7-22. Series Regulator with
VR Tube Bias
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Figure 7-23. Shunt Detected Series
Regulator

series regulator circuit. The control cir-
cuit is composed of pentode V2 and its
associated circuitry.

7-83. OPERATION. VI acts like avariable
resistor to control the output voltage to the
load. The bias on VI, which controls its DC
plate resistance, is the voltage dropped
across RI. The amount of voltage dropped
across RI is determined by the amount of
current flowing through V2. The current
flowing through V2 is controlled by the
voltage drop across V3 and the voltage felt
on the wiper arm of R4.

7-84. The cathode of V2 is held at a constant
positive potential by voltage regulator (VR)
tube, V3. The plate of the VR tube is con-
nected to the regulator output through R2
and R6. This allows the VR tube to ionize
when VI conducts. Resistor R3, R5, and
potentiometer R4 acts as a voltage divider
network in shunt with the load. A positive
voltage is tapped from R4 and applied to the
control grid of V2. The positive potential
applied to the control grid is lower than the
positive potential on the cathode of V2. The
voltage adjust resistor R4, sets the grid to
cathode (bias) voltage on V2. This allows a
certain amount of current to flow through
V2 and Rl. Since the bottom of RI is con-
nected to the grid of VI and the top is con-
nected to the cathode, this makes the grid
negative with respect to the cathode. The
voltage drop across RI controls the bias on
VI. For example, if the plate current of V2

7-15

increases, the voltage drop across Ri
increases, causing the bias applied to Vt
to increase.

7-85. The bias on V1 allows a certain
amount of current to flow through the tube
and, therefore, through the load. The current
through the load drops a voltage across the
load. If the bias on VI is changed, causing a
current change through the load, the voltage
dropped across the load will change.

7-86. REGULATION WHEN INPUT VOLT-
AGE CHANGES. The input voltage from the
power supply will be divided between VI and
the load because they are in series. The
amount of voltage dropped acioss each of
these resistances will be determined by the
ratio of the DC plate resistance of VI to the
resistance of the load. R4 is initi.tily adjusted
to establish a normal value of DC plate
resistance for VI, which produces the de-
sired load voltage. If the load voltage were
to increase, due to an increase in input volt-
age, the positive voltage at the wiper arm of
R4 would increase. Since the cathode of V2
is being held at a constant potential by V3,
the positive increase in grid potential causes
the bias on V2 to decrease. The decrease in
bias causes the plate current of V2 to increase,
increasing the voltage drop across RI. The
increased voltage drop across RI causes the
bias on VI to increase, increasing its DC
plate resistance. The voltage drop across Vt
increases, counteracting the increase in load
voltage.

7-87. REGULATION WHEN LOAD RE-
SISTANCE CHANGES. As was stated above,
the ratio of the DC plate resistance of VI to
the load reAstance determines the amount of
voltage that will be dropped across the load.
We can see then that a decrease in load
resistance will cause a decrease in load
voltage. The voltage divider network consist-
ing of R3, R5, and potentiometer R4 are in
parallel with the load so this decrease in
load voltage would be felt across this net-
work. A decrease in the positive potential on
the wiper arm of R4 would cause an increase
in the bias of V2. This would decrease the
plate current of V2 and cause a decrease in
the voltage drop across RI. A decrease in
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voltage drop across RI decreases the bias
on VI causing the DC plate resistance to
decrease, thus bringing the ratio back to the
proper proportion.

7-88. ADJUSTMENT OF OUTPUT VOLT-
AGE. R4 is adjustable so the output voltage
to the load can be changed if it is desired.
If more output voltage is needed, R4 would
be moved down. This would make the control
grid of V2 less positive which increases the

bias. In turn, this would cause a decrease in
bias on VI which lets more current flow
through the load and increase the voltage
drop across the load.

7-89. Although this regulator has a high
degree of stability and sensitivity, it does
not have perfect regulation because the cir-
cuit has to feel a change before it can react.
The reaction takes place so fast that the
change is not noticeable and, therefore, this
regulator is sufficient for most of our needs.
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Module 56

ELECTRON TUBE CHARACTERISTICS AND DIODES

The process of forcing electrons from the
surface of a material is called ELECTRON
EMISSION. There are four types of electron
emission:

Thermionic
Secondary
Photoelectric
Field

For electrons to be emitted, some form of
energy must be supplied to the emitting
material.

Thermionic emission of electrons occurs
if a substance emits electrons when heat
is applied. The amount of thermionic emission
depends on the type and temperature of the
emitting material. Most electron tubes use
thermionic emission.

Secondary emission occurs if a substance
emits electrons when bombarded by atomic

4, particles moving at high velocities. The
amount of secondary emission depends upon
the number and velocity of the bombarding
electrons and the substance they strike.
Secondary emission in electron tubes is
generally undesirable. In special appli-
cations, however, such as in photo
multipliers, secondary emission is desirable.

Photoelectric emission is when a substance
emits electrons when exposed to light. The
amount of emission depends upon the intensity
and color of the light and the type of
emitting material. Photoelectric emission
is used in TV cameras, control circuits,
and phototubes.

Field emission is electron emission
produced by strong electric fields. The
amount of emission depends on the value
of the voltage applied and the distance
between the conductors.

The material forming the emitter of an
electron tube must be capable of emitting
large quantities of electrons when heated.

Thoriated tungsten is a good material for
emitters but requires a high temperature
for proper emission. Oxide-coated emitters
operate at low temperatures, have a long
life and high emission efficiency. Oxide-
coated emittersconsist of a nietal base, nickel
or platinum alloy, coated with a layer of
alkaline oxide, usually barium or strontium.

Emitters are enclosed in a controlled
environment, such as a high vacuum or
gas, to prevent them from being destroyed
when heated. The electrodes in a highvacuum
or HARD tube are thoroughly cleaned and
heated before assembly to remove oxygen and
water vapor. After assembly the tube is
connected to a vacuum pump and the
electrodes are again heated by high fre-
quency induction to remove other gases. A
GETTER, made of a chemical substance such
as barium, magnesium, aluminum, or
tantalum, is installed in the tube to remove
any final traces of gas.

In gas or SOFT tubes, the air has been
replaced by a specific gas. The container
enclosing the tube elements in this high
vacuum or gas environment Is called the
ENVELOPE. The envelope may be glass,
metal, or ceramic.

The electron emitting devices (cathodes)
of electron tubes are divided into two
general forms; directly heated cathodes and
indirectly heated cathodes. Directly heated
cathodes are made of wires (filaments)
heated by the passage of electric current.
The heat causes emission to take place
directly from the wire. When AC is used to
heat the filaments, alternating voltages
across the filament may produce undesirable
variations in emission (hum). Indirectly
heated cathodes consist of an insulated
tungsten wire inserted in a thin-wall, hollow,
metal cylinder usually made of nickel. An
oxide coating on the outside of the cylinder
emits electrons when heat is supplied by
current passing through the tungsten wire
(heater). The resulting emission is hum free.

I
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A. DIRECT B. INDIRECT

Figure 56-1. Directly and Indirectly Heated Cathodes

Figure 56-1 shows the schematic symbols
for directly heated and indirectly heated
cathodes. Note that a gas environment is
indicated by a dot inside the circle.

Electron tubes are classified according to
the number of electrodes they contain. A
ciiadt tube has two elements: the plate (anode)
and the cathode. Figure 56-2 shows the
schematic symbols for the diode. The heater
'.. not counted as one of the elements.

The amount of current flow from cathode
to plate depends on the cathode temperature
and the voltage difference between plate and
cathode. The amount of current flow in a
diode is known as plate current Op). The
cathode emits electrons when heated and
forms a space charge in the region sur-
rounding the cathode. if plate voltage (Ep)
is negative, the electrons in the space charge
are repelled and 1p is zero. When 1p does
no flow, the tube is said to be CUTOFF.
If Ep is positive, the plate attracts electrons
from the space charge and 1p flows. The
number of electrons attracted to the plate
depends on the value of Ep. An ammeter
can be connected in series with the plate
lead of a diode to determine 1p with dif-
ferent values of Ep. When these different

A. DIRECT

values of E and 1p are plotted on a graph,
it is called an Ep-lp curve. When Ep is
increased to a value where all the electrons
are being attracted from the space charge
and a further increase in Ep does not
cause a noticeable increase in 1p, it is called
PLATE SATURATION.

The characteristics and limitations of each
type of electron tube are published by the
manufacturer. Some of the most important
characteristics and limitations are:

1. PEAK CURRENT RATING: The largest
instantaneous current a tube can pass in
the normal direction of current flow without
damage to the tube.

2. PEAK VOLTAGE RATING: The maximum
instantaneous voltage that can safely be
applied to a tube in the forward direction.

3. PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE RATING: The
maximum instantaneous voltage that can
safely be applied to a tube in the reverse
direction.

4. PLATE DISSIPATION RATING: The
maximum amount of power that the plate
can safely dissipate.

PLATE

H EATER
CATHODE REP4-16 42

B. INDIRECT

Figure 56-2. Directly and indirectly Heated Diodes
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A. SCHEMATIC

TI

TECOaatYVOLTAGE

T2

300Vpk

VOLTAGE ACROSS RI

T3 14

B. WAVESHAPES

Figure 56-3. Simple Rectifier Circuit and Input/Output Voltage Waveshapes

5. TRANSIT TIME: The time it takes for
an electron to travel from the cathode to
the plate.

6. CUTOFF: When the plate of the tube is
not attracting any of the electrons from the .
space charge.

7. DC PLATE RESISTANCE: The opposition
the tube offers to plate current when DC
voltage is applied.

DC plate resistance (Rp) is the ratio of
DC plate voltage to DC plate current.

R = E /I
P P P

Because the EP-T
1)

curve is not linear, the
DC plate resistance will be different for
different values of Ep; therefore, a diode
tube is a NONLINEAR RESISTANCE. Another
characteristic that makes the diode a non-
linear resistance is that it conducts in only

one direction, from cathode to plate. This
characteristic makes the diode useful as a
rectifier. Figure 56-3 is a simple rectifier
circuit schematic and the input and output
voltage waveshapes.

Between times Ti and T2 the plate of
VI is more positive than the cathode and
the diode conducts allowing current to flow
as indicated. When current flows in this
direction, a positive voltage is developed
across Rl. The voltage across RI thus follows
the secondary voltage between TI and T2.
Between T2 and T3, the plate of VI is
negative with respect to the cathode and the
diode does not conduct. No current flows. and
the voltage across RI is zero. Electron tube
diodes can also be used as full-wave, bridge,
three-phase, and voltage-doubler rectifiers.

Electron tube diodes may also be used for
dampers and limiters.

MODULE 57

TRIODES

Due to the inability of a diode tube to
amplify electronic signals, a third tube
element must be introduced. This new
element, called the CONTROL GRID, controls
the current and makes amplification possible.
A small change in voltage applied to the
control grid causes a large change in tube
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current. With the addition of this third
active electrode, the tube is now called a
TRIODE.

The control grid is a wire coil or helix,
positioned around and close to the cathode.
The function of the control grid is to control



CATHODE PLATE

REp4-1662

rir.ure 57-1. Schematic Symbol and Physical
Constriction of a Triode Tube

the amount of current flowing between cathode
and plate. The schematic symbol andphysical'
construction of a triode tube is shown in
figure 57-1.

During the operation of a triode tube,
voltages are applied to the electrodes to
produce electrostatic fields. The duration
and strength of these fields are governed
by the polarity and value of the applied
voltages. Therefore, the voltages on both the
grid and plate are effective in controlling
plate current. The electrons emitted from
the cathode form a space charge close to
the cathode surface. The grid, being closer
to the space charge, has more control over
plate current than does the plate. It is this
feature which produces amplification in a
triode tube.

If a negative voltage is applied to the
grid, it will exert a force on the electrons
opposite to the force the plate is exerting
on them. The relative strength of these two
forces determines the number of electrons
that move through the openings in the grid
and oi1 to the plate. A small voltage on the
grid can exert much more force on the
electrons than a large voltage on the more
distant plate. As the grid is made increasingly
negative, a point is reached where all the
electrons are repelled back to the space
charge. When the grid reaches this negative
voltage and plate current ceases to flow, the
tube is said to be CUTOFF.

4

The voltage applied to the control grid
is sometimes positive and will attract
electrons from the space charge. The force
of attraction created by the positive grid
voltage aids the force of attraction created
by the positive plate voltage and causes
more plate current to flow. As the positive
grid voltage is increased, plate current
increases. When a further increase in posi-
tive grid voltage fails to produce an increase
in plate current, the tube is said to be
SATURATED.

The relationship between grid voltage,
plate Current, the plate voltage is
expressed graphically with CHARACTER-
ISTIC CURVES. Characteristic curves
illustrate the behavior of an electron tube
as the electrode voltages are varied. In the
case of a triode, there are three possible
sets of curves that can be developed. These
are the:

1. Grid family of curves,

2. Plate family of curves, and

3. Constant current family of curves.

The plate family of curves is the most
useful in analyzing electron tube circuits.
The plate curves for triodes are developed
by holding the grid voltage constant and
varying the plate voltage to determine its
effect on plate current. Since it is the
plate voltage that is varied, these curves
are called the PLATE CHARACTERISTIC
or Ep-It, curves. The curves that are obtained
under these conditions are called STATIC
CURVES. The use of the word STATIC in
connection with the characteristic curves
means that the curve represents the tube
behavior under no-load conditions with only
DC voltage applied. When a load is inserted
in the circuit, DYNAMIC CURVES can be
developed.

The operation of any particular triode
tube in a specific circuit application is
dependent upon the behavior of that tube as
its electrode voltages are varied. This
behavior is expressed by a series of
electrical quantities known as TUBE
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PARAMETERS. The tube parameters are
simply specifications which reveal the
capabilities and limitations of a tube. The
parameters of interest are the:

1. Amplification factor (g),

2. AC plate resistance (rp), and

3. Transconductance (gm).

The amplification factor is the ratio of a
change in plate voltage to a change in grid
voltage, with plate current constant.
Expressed mathematically, it is:

AE
g =

a
7-- Op constant)

g

Transconductance is the ratio of a change
in plate current to a change in grid voltage
with plate voltage remaining constant. The
symbol is gm and the unit is the mho.
This parameter is calculated with the
formula:

gm
a Ip

E
g

(E
P

constant)

Transconductance may be calculated from the
Ep-Ip curves by using this formula.

AC plate resistance (rp) is defined as the
ratio of a change in plate voltage to a
change in plate current, with grid voltage
remaining constant. The rp is calculated
from the Ep-Ip curve by the formula:

A EP
rp

A 1
= (E

g
constant)

P

The construction of a tube and the operating
voltages applied to the electrodes determine
the exact values of gm and rp. For a
given tube, the amplification factor remains
relatively constant under most conditions.
AC plate resistance, on the other hand,
varies greatly with operating voltages. The
transconductance will vary inversely with the
AC plate resistance. The DC plate resistance
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WO for triodes has exactly the same meaning
as for diodes.

One purpose of a triode tube is to amplify
AC signals. In amplifying this AC signal,
both the positive and negative alternations
should be amplified equally. This could not
be done if we had zero volts on the control
grid because on the positive alternation of
the input signal, the tube would saturate
and distort the signal. To prevent this a
DC voltage is placed in series with the AC
signal. This DC voltage, called a BIAS volt-
age, is a negative voltage large enough to
keep the grid from ever becoming positive.
BIAS is the AVERAGE DC VOLTAGE DIF-
FERENCE BETWEEN GRID AND CATHODE
and is used to establish the tube's operating
point. U the grid bias is a negative voltage,
an increase in bias means that the grid is
made MORE negative. Three basic forms of
bias exist:

Cathode self-bias.

Fixed bias, and

Grid leak bias-

In figure 57-2, cathode self-bias is present
because the tube current develops a voltage
across the cathode resistor.

U the tube current causes f4 V to be
dropped across Rk, then the voltage dif-
ference between grid and cathode is 4V.
The grid is -4V with respect to the cathode.
Thus we have a -4V bias.

R61'4-1682

Figure 57-2. Cathode Self-Bias
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The cathode self-bias voltage regulates
tube current. 11 tube current decreases, the
voltage across Rk decreases. This makes
the bias less negative, which increases tube
current. The end effect is that the original
decrease in current is nearly cancelled.
Because the bias is developed only when the
tube conducts, a tube cannot cut itself off
with cathode self-bias.

An AC signal applied to a tube with
cathode self-bias would cause the cathode
voltage to increase on the positive alter-
nation and decrease on the negative alter-
nation. This is negative feedback. The effect
of negative feedback is reduced by placing a
capacitor in parallel with the cathode
res istor. The capacitor holds a steady DC
voltage across the cathode resistor by
filtering out the AC changes.

If the bias voltage is supplied by a battery
or some other DC voltage source, it is called
FIXED BIAS. Figure 5'7-3 shows examples
of fixed bias.

Bias is the difference of potential between
grid and cathode. A negative voltage can
be applied to the grid or a positive voltage
can be applied to the cathode. These circuits
illustrate both methods.

6

Fixed Bias REPO -1652

RI

The value of grid leak bias depends upon
the amplitude of the input signal and conduc-
tion through the tube. Figure 5'7-4 shows how
grid lead bias is obtained.

On the positive alternation of the nput
signal, the capacitor charges through the
shunt resistance of Rl and the grid -to-
cathode resistance. The grid-to-cathode
resistance is very small when the grid is
positive so the capacitor charges very fast.
On .the negative alternation, the grid is no
longer positive and the grid-to-cathode resist-
ance is very large. The capacitor tries to
discharge through Rl. R1 is a high resist-
ance and the capacitor will only discharge a

--- DISCHARGE
OWN CHARGE

REPO -1686

Figure 57-4. Grid Leak Bias
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small amount. This keeps anegative potential
at the top of R1 and on the grid of the tube.
This makes the grid negative with respect
to the cathode.

The amount of grid bias will determine
the class of operation for a given input
signal. If plate current flows for 360° of
the input signal, the tube is operating class
A. If plate current flows for more than 180°
but less than 360° of the signal, the class
of operation is AB. For class B operation,
plate current flows for 180° of the input
signal and for class C operation, plate
current flows for less than 180° of the input
signal.

A triode tube can be used as an amplifier
because a small voltage change on the grid
causes a large change in plate voltage. The
plate voltage change can be obtained from the
characteristic curve for a given input signal
and inserted in the formula for voltage gain.

A
A ESP

g

This indicates how much the signal has been
amplified. The value of plate voltage change
was obtained using a DC loadline on the plate
characteristic curves. This DC load-line was

obtained by finding the current through the
plate load resistor.

However, the grid,. resistor of the next
amplifier stage is in parallel with the plate
load resistor as far as the signal is con-
cerned. For this reason, an AC loadline is
constructed. The actual voltage gain is a
little lower on the AC loadline than it was on
the DC loadline. This is because the output
signal is developed across a resistance that
is smaller than the plate load resistor.

The grid and plate voltage waveforms are
always 180° out of phase. When the positive
alternation of the input signal is felt on the
grid, plate current increases and plate
voltage decreases. The end result is that the
plate voltage is going in a negative direction
when the grid voltage is going in a
positive direction.

Another characteristic of electron tubes
that has to be taken into consideration is
1NTERELEcTRODE CAPACITANCE. This
is the capacitance existing between the
electrodes of the tube. A triode tube has
capacitance between plate and grid (Cgp),
between grid and cathode (Cot), and between
plate and cathode (Cpk). The high frequency
response of triode amplifiers is limited
by these interelectrode capacitances.

MODULE 58

MULT1GR1D ELECTRON TUBES

Triode tubes have poor performance as
IF or RF amplifiers or as high gain audio
amplifiers. This is due in part to the
interelectrode capacitance between the tube
elements. Tetrode tubes were developed to
overcome this disadvantage.

An electrostatic shield is placed between
the control grid and plate to reduce the
effects of interelectrode capacitance. This
shield is called the SCREEN GRID (G2).
Adding another grid to the tube gives it four
electrodes and tnerefore it is called a
TETRODE. The primary purpose of the screen

7
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grid is to act as an elect-..ostati. shield
between the control grid and the plate.
Normally the screen grid is operated at a
positive potential with respect to the cathode.
The screen grid, being physically closer to
the space charge than the plate, will exert
more force on the electrons in the space
charge than the plate. Since the plate exerts
only a small force on the electrons in the
space charge, changes in plate voltage have
little effect on the number of electrons leaving
the space charge. This makes plate current
nearly independent of plate voltad6. Due to
the shielding effect of the screen grid, the
plate becomes merely a collector of electrons.
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Due to the positive potential on the screen
grid, it draws current. This current is called
SCREEN GRID CURRENT (Isg). When the
plate has a higher positive potential than
the screen grid, most of the electrons pass
through the openings in the screen grid and
strike the plate. This makes plate current
higher than screen grid current. Cathode cur-
rent is the sum of screen current and plate
current. The screen grid is normally con-
nected to the Bi- supply through a voltage
dropping resistor (Rsg). A capacitor (Csg)
is connected between the screen grid and
ground to maintain a constant DC voltage
on the screen grid. This capacitor also
increases the shielding effect of the screen
grid.

Tetrode tubes have an unusual
characteristic known as the NEGATIVE
RESISTANCE REGION. When plate volt-
age is being increased from zero volts,
plate current increases up to a point. Beyond
this point, as plate voltage increases, plate
current decreases. This is due to secondary
emission. The positive plate voltage has
given the electrons sufficient velocity to
cause secondary emission at the plate. Many
of the secondary electrons are attracted to the
screen grid which increases screen grid
current. As plate voltage is increased further,
the amount of secondary emission increases,
causing plate current to decrease further.
This will continue up to a point where plate
voltage becomes higher than the screen grid
voltage and the plate begins attracting some
of the secondary electrons causing plate
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current to increase and screen grid current
to decrease. Increasing plate voltage even
further causes plate current to continue
increasing until the plate is attracting all
the electrons that were initially attracted by
the screen grid. The Ep-Ip curve shown in
figure 58-1 shows the action of Ip, and Isg
as Ep increases.

AC plate resistance (rp) for a tetrode is
considerably higher than that for a triode.
The screen grid functions as an electro-
static shield; therefore a large change in
Ep produces only a small change in Ip.
Since

E
rp= P (E

g
constant)

P

the AC plate resistance is quite large.
Using the formula

QI
g

m E= (E constant)
g

transconductance will be quite large because
a small change in control grid voltage causes
a large change in plate current. Amplifi-
cation factor (11), being directly proportional
to both gm and rp, would be high. This can
be seen by the formula,

A= xgm rP

Where .t may range from 5 to 100 for
triodes, it may be as high as 600 for
tetrodes. .

In tetrodes, secondary emission may reduce
the overall amplification or cause unwanted
oscillations. Also, the secondary emission
region limits the useful plate voltage swing
available. To overcome the effects of
secondary emission in tetrodes, a third grid
is inserted between the plate and the screen
grid. This grid, called a SUPPRESSOR grid
(G3), is connected to a voltage that is
negative with respect to the plate. Secondary
electrons are thus repelled and forced to
return to the plate. By eliminating the effects
of secondary emission, the negative resistance
region of the tetrode is eliminated. This tube
with the third grid is called a PENTODE.
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Because the effects of secondary emission
are eliminated, the shape of the character-
istic curves for a pentode differs consider-
ably from that for a tetrode. The plate
voltage can be changed several hundred volts
without causing a substantial change in plate
current. Since changes in plate voltage have
little effect on plate current, the amplifi-
cation factor and AC plate resistance of a
typical pentode are high. Due to the exten-
sive electrostatic shielding and the high
pentodes are used extensively as high gain,
high frequency amplifiers.

Pentodes are often classified according to
their grid characteristics. Two classes exist:
sharp cutoff pentodes and remote cutoff
pentodes. A sharp cutoff pentode has control
grid wires that are evenly spaced. A remote
cutoff tube has control grid wires that are
unevenly spaced. The remote cutoff tube
requires a much larger bias voltage to cut
the tube off. The biasing of the remote cutoff
pentode affects the 11 of the tube. Because the
g for remote cutoff pentodes changes from
high to low with a change of bias, these tubes
are also known as VARIABLE MU tubes.

Vacuum tube power amplifier circuits
normally use tubes which are specifically
designed for power amplification. One such
tube is the BEAM POWER TUBE. Its special
design gives it the ability to handle high
values of current. In this tube the electrons
are concentrated into beams by a set of

beam-forming plates located inside the tube.
These beam-forming plates are connected
to the cathode, which makes them negative
with respect to the plate. They repel the
secondary electrons back to the plate. The
beam power tube has high plate current,
low screen current, and relatively low plate
resistance.

In many circuit applications space and
weight must be conserved. For this reason,
many tubes have been designed in which two
or more complete electrode systems are
enclosed within the same envelope. For
instance, a tube may contain both a triode
and a pentode. Nearly any combination of
units may be found within the same
envelope.

To provide for easy removal and
replacement of electron tubes, the base of
the tube is constructed in the form of a
connector (plug) which is inserted into a
receptacle (socket). The tube base and socket
are constructed so the tube may not be
inserted into the socket incorrectly. This is
accomplished by the use of a key or pin
arrangement. When looking at the BOTTOM
of the tube or tube socket, the pins are
numbered in sequence in a clockwise direc-
tion beginning at the key, or the first pin
past the space, or the last large pin. When
looking down on the top of the tube socket,
count counterclockwise from the starting
point.

MODULE 59

SPECIAL PURPOSE ELECTRON TUBES

Mary electron tubes have been designed
to fulfill circuit requirements that cannot
be met by the tubes discussed previously.
The special purpose tubes presented herein
are gas tubes, phototubes, and cathode ray
tubes.

The most frequently used gases in gas-
filled tubes are argon, neon, xenon, and
mercury vapor. Two basic types of gas
tubes exist: hot cathode and cold cathode.
In the hot cathode type, the cathode is
heated in the normal manner to provide

thermionic emission. In the cold cathode
type, no external heat is supplied: however,
the cathode may become tint because of gas
ion bombardment.

In the cold cathode tube. thermioniezilly
emitted electrons are not present. However,
if a positive voltage is applied between the
plate and cathode, plate current flows. This
small current flow, called DARK CUR-
RENT, occurs because a few ions and free
electrons are always present in gases in
their normal state. As the voltage is increased,

9
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the moving particles gain sufficient speed
to strike and dislodge electrons from neutral
atoms. The neutral atoms are now ionized
and current rises sharply. Once the tube
ionizes, the plate voltage will remain con-
stant because as current increases, the
resistance of the tube decreases. Due to the
plate voltage remaining constant, the cold-
cathode gas tube can be used as a voltage
regulator. The purpose of a voltage regulator
tube is to apply a constant voltage to a load.

Hot-cathode gas tubes are normally used
where large currents must be rectified.
Mercury vapor is normally used in these
tubes because when the gas is ionized, the
conducting rsistance is low and the voltage
drop across the tube is small.Mercuryvapor
diodes are capable of conducting several
hundred amperes of current.

When a control grid is added to a hot-
cathode gas tube, you have a triode known as
a THYRATRON tube . The contro I grid makes
it possible to control the ionization poten-
tial of the tube. Once the thyratron ionizes,
it conducts like a hot cathode diode. That is,
the voltage drop across the tube will be low,
and large currents may flow. After the
thyratron ionizes, the control grid has no
control over current flow and cannot be used
to cut the tube off. The plate voltage must be
reduced to a value below the deionization
voltage in order to deionize the gas and stop
the flow of current, Since the grid controls
the ionization potential, a smple relationship
exists between a change in grid voltage and
the resulting change in the firing point. The
ratio of a change in firing point to a change
in grid voltage is called the CONTROL RATIO.

Photoelectric emission occurs if electrons
are emitted when a material is struck by
light. Photoelectric emission is used in
photoelectric electron tubes (phototubes). The
actual number of electrons emitted depends
on the intensity and color of the light, the
Size of the cathode, and the type of cathode
material. A heater is not used in phototubes
because thermiordc electrons are not
necessary or even desirable. The amount of
current produced by a phototube is extremely
small, usually measured in microamperes.

10

The amount of current flow maybe increased
in two ways. One method is to put a small
amount of gas in the tube and the other
method is to use secondary emission.

In photomultiplier tubes, the total number
of electrons available at the plate (anode)
is greatly increased because of intentional
secondary emission within the tube. Several
additional electrodes, known as DYNODES,
are added to the basic phototube to produce
secondary emission. When several dynodes
are used in a photomultiplier, a multiplica-
tion factor of several thousand is achieved.

The cathode ray tube (CRT) is a special
electron tube in which a beam of electrons
strikes a phosphor screen and produces
light. Moving the beam over the phosphor
screen produces patterns of light which are
a visual representation of the signals pro-
ducing the movement. The oscilloscope uses a
CRT and is used to observe waveforms and
to measure voltage, frequency, phase, and
time. If the light intensity produced by the
beam is varied, the cathode ray tube
is capable of displaying pictures. Hence, the
CRT is used as the indicating device in
television sets.

The envelope of the CRT is made of glass.
The electrodes which shape and accelerate
the electron ban, are called the ELECTRON
GUN. The electron gun is in the neck of the
tube. The inside surface of the.: tapered
portion of a CRT is covered with a graphite
coating and is called the AQUADAG. The
aquadag shields the electron beam from un-
wanted electric fields, prevents light from
striking the back of the phosphor screen,
and gathers the secondary electrons emitted
from the screen. Due to the high vacuum
and large surface area of the cathode ray
tube, it is especially vulnerable to
DANGEROUS IMPLOSIONS OF
TREMENDOUS FORCE.

The phosphor screens are classified
according to the color of light produced
and the length of time light is released
after the excitation has been removed. The
length of time required for the light intensity
to decay to 1 percent of its maximum value
is termed PERSISTENCY of the phosphor.
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In order to display a waveform on the CRT
screen, the electron beam must move in
accordance with the signals to be observed.
The electron beam (moving negative charges)
can be bent, or deflected, by either electric
fields or magnetic fields. By passing the
beam through either of these fields, the beam
can be made to strike the screen at any
desi red point. Nearly all oscilloscope cathode-
ray tubes utilize electrostatic deflection. Two
pairs of DEFLECTION PLATES within the
CRT establish the electrostatic fields
necessary to move the electron beam hori-
zontally or vertically. DEFLECTION
SENSITIVITY is a constant which indicates
how far the spot on the screen moves for
each volt applied between the deflection
plates.

Electromagnetic deflection systems use
magnetic fields to move the electron beam
to the desired position on the screen. The
magnetic fields are produced by passing
current through coils of wire placed next to

the neck of the CRT. The coils are con-
nected to produce a magnetic field through
the neck of the CRT. The amount and direc-
tion of deflection depends,.on the strength and
direction of the magnetic field, which iu turn
depends on the value and direction of current
flow through the coils. In practice, the
deflection coils are shaped to conform to the
neck of the tube. The horizontal and vertical
deflection coils are mounted around the neck
in one assembly called the YOKE. The yoke
is located on the neck, next to the tapered
sectin of the CRT envelope. As is expected,
the deflection coils exhibit inductance be-
cause of their physical construction. There-
fore, a trapezoidal voltage must be applied
to the deflection coils to produce a sai.vtoozh
current.

Electromagnetic focusing is accomplished
by passing DC current through a coil placed
around the neck of the CRT to provide the
necessary magnetic field.

MODULE 60

ELECTRON TUBE AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

Audio amplifiers are used in equipment
such as public address systems, sound
recorders, sound reproducers, and radio
and television receivers. The frequencies
of the signals amplified are in the range
of I0 Hz to 20,000 Hz. The triode audio
amplifier in figure 60-1 will be used to
discuss the operation.

The input signal, ei, is applied through
the coupling capacitor, Cc, to the grid of
VI. VI produces the amplified signal at
its plate.

The output signal, eo, is taken from the
plate of VI. The gain of the amplifier is
determined by the ji of VI, the value of
Rk, the value of RL, and the value of Bi-.
A tube with a high p. will produce more
amplification than one with a low p.. The
value of Rk will have an effect on gain
because it determines the grid bias and bias

affects the A. AL and Bi- affect gain because
they determine the steepness of the DC
loadline on the characteristic curve. This

11
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Figure 60-1. Audio Amplifier
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can be seen on the characteristic curve in
figure 60-2. The DC loadline labeled A was
obtained with a 25 k ohm plate load resistor
and a 8+ of 300 V. With a 4-volt peak-
to-peak input signal, the plate swing wouldbe
approximately 55 volts. The DC loadline
labeled C was obtained with a 75 k ohm
plate load resistor. With the same 4-volt
peak-to-peak input signal, the plate swing
would be approximately 60 volts. Therefore,
with the larger plate load resistor, the gain
is higher.

Because of certain circuit limitations of
this amplifier, it will not amplify all fre-
quencies equally. The frequency response
curve, figure 60-3, shows that the gain of
the low frequencies and high frequencies is
not as high as that of the medium fre-
quencies. The lowest and highest useable
frequencies are the frequencies that have a
gain of 70.7 percent of maximum. The lowest
useable frequency is called the LOWER
HALF-POWER frequency and the highest
useable frequency is called the HIGHER
HALF-POWER frequency.

The primary factors affecting the low
frequency response are the input coupling Figure 60-3. Frequency Response Curve

Loadlines

400 500
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network consisting of Cc and Rg and the
cathode bias network consisting of Ck and
Rk. Cc and Rg effectively form a voltage
divider network with a voltage developed
across Rg applied to the grid of VI. As
frequency decreases, the Xc of Cc increases
causing a larger voltage drop across Cc
and less across N. Therefore, the voltage
applied to the grid of VI decreases. In-
creasing the value of either Rg or Cc
improves the low frequency response of the
amplifier.
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Figure 60-4. Shunt Capacitance

The cathode self-bias is developed across
Rk. Ck bypasses all AC signals and prevents
negative feedback. Xc of Ck for the lower
frequencies becomes larger and negative
feedback occurs. This negative feedback
reduces the gain.

The high frequency response is limited
by shunt capacitance. This capacitance exists
between various points in the circuit and
electrical ground. This is shown in figure
60-4.

One place where this capacitance is found
is in the input capacitance of the tube, Ci.
Both the physical capacitances of the tube and
the gain of the amplifier contribute to the
final value of the Ci. Another shunt capaci-
tance is the distributed stray wiring capaci-
tance, Cd. Cd represents the stray capacitance
between all of the circuit components, wiring,
and the metal chassis. The third shunt
capacitance is the plate-to-cathode capaci-
tance, Co.

The high frequency response of the ampli-
fier circuit is limited by the shunting effect
of all the listed capacitances. Electrically,
these capacitances appear in parallel with
either RL or Rg. As the frequency of the
input signal increases the reactances of
these capacitances decrease resulting in lower
gain. Thus, the high frequency response is
limited to those frequencies for which the
gain does not go below 70.7 percent.

The pentode audio amplifier shown in figure
60-5 will be used for explaining trouble-
shooting.

REP! -3697

Figure 60-5. Pentode Audio Amplifier

If Cc shorts, whatever Dc voltage exists
at point A is applied to the grid. Depending
on the polarity and value of the DC voltage,
Vi may be cut off, saturated, or not appreci-
ably affected. If Cc opens, the input signal
is not coupled to the grid; and there is no
output signal at the plate. If Rg shorts, the
grid is shorted to ground; and there will be
no output signal at the plate. If Rg opens, the
DC path to ground for the grid is broken;
and grid bias may be unstable. Signal dis-
tortion results any time the grid bias becomes
unstable. If Ck shorts, the cathode resistor
is shorted out; and bias drops to zero,
saturating the tube. If Ck opens, Ilk will be
unbypassed; and negative feedback will be
developed. If Rk shorts, bias goes to zero
and saturates the tube. If Rk opens, no path
exists from ground to the cathode; and the
tube will not conduct. If RL shorts, there is
no resistance to develop the Output signal
across; and there will be no output signal. If
RL opens, the plate will have no voltage: so
there will be no plate current. Therefore,
there will be no output signal. If Rs opens,
there will be no screen grid voltage and no
output. If Cx shorts, there will be no screen
grid voltage and no signal output from the
plate. If Cs opens, Rs is not bypassed. Thus,
negative feedback occurs which reduces gain
and output signal amplitude. As expected,
different circuit configurations may produce
symptoms other than those discussed.
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MODULE 61

ELECTRON TUBE RF AMPLIFIERS, CATHODE FOLLOWERS
DC AMPLIFIERS, AND TRIODE LIMITERS

RF AMPLIFIERS

Due to the poor performance and lowgainof
the triode tube, it is seldom used as an RF
or IF amplifier: therefore, a pentode tube is
normally used for these circuits. The screen
grid and suppressor grid in a pentode tube
decrease the effects of interelectrode capaci-
tance and increase the gain. The only real
differences between the audio amplifier and
the RF amplifier using a pentode tube are
the values of the components and the types

c:)upling used for the input and output
signals.

The RF amplifier is designed to amplify
a small band of frequencies within the radio
frequency band which is from 20 kHz to over
300 MHz. To select this small band of
frequencies, tuned circuits are used in the
input and output circuits. The input and out-
put talk circuits may be tuned to the same
frequency for high selectivity (narrow band-
width), or they may be stagger-tuned to
provide less selectivity (wide bandwidth).

Frequency response of the RF amplifier is
also affected by the Q of the tanks. Since a
narrow bandwidth may distort the signal, Q
is very important. The circuit In figure
61-1 will be used for our discussion of the
pentode RF amplifier.

The input tank, consisting of the secondary
of T1 and Cl , allows the maximum voltage to
be developed across it at resonance. This
voltage is applied to the control grid of the
tube. Bias voltage is developed across RI
for class A operation. Class A operation is
necessary so that the input signal will not
be distorted and also to maintain a high
input impedance. If the grid were allowed to
draw current, the grid-to-cathode resist-
ance would become very small. This decreased
resistance results in an increased band-
width. This can be seen by the formulas:

Q
R

L

fr
BW

Increasing BW results in amplifying unwanted
frequencies and decreasing the amplitude of
the desired frequency.

The signal that is applied to the control
grid is amplified by the tube and developed
across the tuned tank consisting of C5 and
the primary of T2. This tank offers a high
impedance to the frequency to which it is
tuned. This high impedance will cause maxi-
mum voltage to be developed across the
tuned tank at the desired frequency and will

Figure 61-1. Pentode RF Amplifieral
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be inductively coupled to the secondary of
T2. All other frequencies that maybe present
would see a low impedance at the tuned tank
and would be shorted to ground through C4.

The load across the secondary winding of
T2 can affect the Q of the outptit tank. The
load for the secondary winding would be the
grid circuit of the next amplifier. This imped-
ance has to be high to insure that the @ of
the tuned tank remains high.

CATHODE FOLLOWERS

It is necessary at times to transfer a wide
band of frequencies from a high impedance
circuit to a low impedance circuit with maxi-
mum power transfer. Recall that maximum
power transfer occurs when the impedances
are matched. This impedance matching and
wide frequency response is provided by a
CATHODE FOLLOWER.

A cathode follower amplifier is a single-
stage .. degenerative amplifier in which the out-
put is taken across the cathode resistor. fts
output voltage is always less than the input
voltage, but it is capable of power amplifi-
cation. A cathode follower circuit is shown
in figure 61-2.

The input may employ RC coupling. The
load resistor is in the cathode circuit. The
cathode resistor is unbypassed. A positive
input signal applied to the grid causes tube
current to increase. This current increase
makes the top of Rk more positive. As the
signal gces negative, tube current decreases

VI

e71-
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VOLTAGE
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Figure 61-2. Cathode Follower

and the voltage at the top of Rk decreases.
The cathode voltage ',follows" the grid
voltage. The gain will approach but never
be equal to unity.

The output impedance of a cathode follower
is low and is determined by the value of
rp and Rk. The output is taken across Rk;
so by selecting the proper size cathode
resistor, it is possible to match the output
impedance to the load.

The input impedance of a cathode follower
is high. The input impedance of a tube is
primarily the capacitive reactance offered
by the input capacitance. Since there is no
gain in the plate circuit, the plate-to-grid
capacitance is small. The grid-to-cathode
capacitance is effectively made smaller
because it is charging to only a fraction of
the input signal. This accounts for the low
input capacitance of the cathode follower,
which gives a high input impedance.

Since the input capacitance of an amplifier
determines the high frequency response, the
cathode follower has a wide frequency
response. The negative feedback accounts for
minimum distortion in the cathode follower.

DC AMPLIFIERS

Direct current amplifiers are used to
amplify low frequency or DC voltages. A
simple DC amplifier consists of a single
tube with a grid resistor across the Input
terminals and with the load in the elate
circuit. The DC voltage that is to be amp:i-
fied must be applied directly to the grid cl
the amplifier tube. For this reason, only
direct coupling can be uses in the amplifier
input circut. A DC amplifier is illustrated in
figure 61-3. Notice that there is no coupling
capacitor in the grid circuit.

With no input signal, the negative bias
voltage is present on the grid or the tube,
and a steady value of plate current flows.
This action causes a fixed voltage drop
across R. When a direct voltage of the

polarity indicated is applied across the inp.t
terminals, a portion of the negative bias is
cancelled. This reduction in grid bias causes

15
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Figure 61-3. DC Amplifier

a greater current flow in the plate circuit
and a greater voltage drop across RL.
The increase in plate current is sustained
as long as the input signal voltage is applied.

t1 more thus one DC amplifier stage is
used, the plate of one tube is connected
directly to the grid of the next tube. This
arrangement presents a problem of voltage
distribution. Proper voltage distribution is
obtained by connecting each succeeding
cathode to a source of voltage more positive
than the plate of the preceeding tube.

Because there is no coupling impedance to
vary with frequency, the frequency response
of the DC amplifier is uniform over a wide
frequency range. This type of amplifier is
effectiv e for very low frequency variations
of voltage. The response curve for the DC
amplifier starts at zero frequency and goes
up through the audio frequency range. Although
the DC amplifier can be used to amplify
audio frequencies, it is not practical because
of the large supply voltages required if more
than one stage is used.

TRIODE LIMITERS

The triode limiter (figure 61-4) is the
vacuum tube equivalent of the transistor
limiter. The vacuum tube amplifier can be
operated at cutoff or saturation. Therefore,
using these two extremes, both the positive
and the negative alternations of the input
signal can be limited. A triode limiter is
normally held at zero bias.

During the positive alternation of the
input signal, the grid tries to swing positive.
Due to grid current flowing, the input signal
voltage is divided between Rg and the grid -
to- cathode resistance. Rg, being a verylarge
resistance, drops most of the signal voltage

16
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Figure 61-4. Triode Limiter

and the grid goes just slightly positive.
This small positive potential on the grid
causes a small increase in plate current and
a small decrease in plate voltage. The ratio
of Rg to the grid-to-cathode resistance
determines the amplitude of tha negative por-
tion of the output signal voltage. The amount
of limiting can also be controlled by the
amount of negative bias that is applied to the
tube.

Limiting of the positive portion of the
input signal can also be accomplished by
saturation limiting. Saturation imiting occurs
when an increase in positive grid signal
causes no further increase in plate current.
Saturation limiting results from the opera-
tion of a triode tube at a very low plate
voltage. The grid resistor is eliminated. Under
these conditions, as the grid is made in-
creasingly positive, the plate current
approaches the value Br /RL. However, since
a small plate voltage must remain to pro-
duce plate current, the plate current cannot
become equal to INAL, Instead, the plate
current reaches a maximum value, and this
maximum determines the lowest value to
which the plate voltage can fall.

The positive portion of the output signal can
be limited by biasing the tube near cutoff. The
negative portion of the input signal will cause
the tube to cut off and plate current will stop
flowing. This is clled CUTOFF LIMITING.

The overdriven amplifier limiter uses a
combination of saturation limiting and cutoff
limiting to cause the input signal voltage to
he converted into essentially a square wave
in the output. The input signal must be large
enough to saturate the tube during the
positive alternation.

lau :A Si
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MODULE 62

THYRATRON SAWTOOTH GENERATOR PHANTASTRON AND
ELECTRON TUBE SERIES VOLTAGE REGULATOR

THYRATRCN SAWTOOTH GENERATOR

The thyratron sawtooth generator is com-
posed of two basic parts: a resistance-
capacitance circuit to actually shape the
wave and a switch circuit which is used to
discharge the capacitor. The sawtooth wave-
shape is the voltage developed across the
capacitor while the capacitor is charging and
discharging.

The thyratron tube presents an almost
infinite impedance with it is deionized. How-
ever, once ionized, the tube has a very low
impedance. The potential at which the gas
ionizes and conduction begins is called the
FIRING POTENTIAL of the tube and that at
which deionization takes place is known as
the DEIONIZATION POTENTIAL. The tube can
be considered as a switch which is open
when the tube is not ionized and closed
when it is ionized. A simple sawtooth gene -
rator is illustrated in figure 62-1.

When a voltage is applied to the circuit,
the voltage across the capacitor rises from
zero, approaching the supply voltage along
a normal RC charging curve. The charge
path of the capacitor is through resistor, R.
The voltage across the thyratron is the same
as the voltage across the capacitor. The
thyratron tube acts as an open until the
voltage across it reaches the firing point.

REP4-1805

Figure 62-1. Thyratron Sawtooth Generator
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The firing point of the thyratron tube is
deter mined by the ratio of control grid voltage
to plate voltage. This is called The CONTROL
RATIO. At the firing potential, the thyratron
tube ionizes and provides a discharge path
for the capacitor. The capacitor discharges
very rapidly until the voltage falls to the
deionization potential of the tube, at which
time, the tube conduction stops and the tube
appears as an open again. The negative grid
voltage has no influence on deionizing the
tube. To deionize the tube, plate voltage
must be reduced to the deionization potential.

The amplitude and frequency of the output
sawtooth waveform is determined by the
potential on the grid of the thyratron. The
output has a less linear voltage rise when
the ampltude is increased because a larger
portion of the charge curve is used. You can
see this in the illustration in figure 62-2.
When the amplitude is changed, the frequency
also changes.

In addition to the effect of grid bias on
frequency, the frequency of a thyratron saw-
tooth generator may be varied by changing
the value of the resistor, the capacitor, or
the supply voltage.

The thyratron sawtooth generator is not
very stable in frequency. Any slight change in
R, C, or the firing potential will cause the

I
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Figure 62-2. Output Sawtooth Waveform
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Figure 62-3. Synchronized Sawtooth
Waveforms

frequency to change. It can, however, be
synchronized with a constant frequency. The
waveforms of a synchronized thyratron saw-
tooth generator are shown in figure 62-3.

The free-running frequency (shown dotted)
is adjusted to a value slightly lower than the
desired output frequency. Then an AC sync
signal is applied to the grid. The frequency
of the sync signal is the exact desired

wITHOUT SYNC
290 Hz

i
FI
FXED

RING
POTENTIAL

SYNC SIGNAL
VARYING
FIRING

POTENTIAL

WITH SYNC
500tiz

DEIONIZiNG ...
POTENTIAL

0

FIXED
BIAS

.% ....s. .xs, ..'"\, -:. ..

SYNC SIGNAL (1000 1121

REP4.4821

Figure 62-4. Second Positive Alternation
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output frequency of the sawtooth waveform.
The thyratron tube ionizes on each positive
alternation of the sync signal.

The thyratron sawtooth generator can also be
operated at a submultiple of the synchronizing
frequency. In this case, the thyratron tube is
made to fire on everysecond positive alterna-
tion of the sync signal. See illustration in
figure 62-4.

Due to the operating features of the
thyratron sawtooth generator, it is possible to
apply too little or too much synchronizing
voltage to the tube. If too small a synchro-
nizing signal is applied, the firing potential
will not be lowered sufficiently to induce
reliable triggering on each pulse. If too large
a sync voltage is applied to the thyratron,
the sawtooth waveforms will not be equal in
amplitude. This is due to the sync signal
causing the thyratron to fire at the wrong
time. This is shown in figure 62-5.

PHANTASTRON

The phantastron is a relaxation-type oscil-
lator which can be used to produce a trigger
delay or sweep waveform. It is insensitive
to fluctuations in supply voltage and has an
extremely linear plate waveform. The highly
linear plate waveform is due to a phenomenon
called MILLER EFFECT. Miller effect is the
effect of stage gain on the input capacitance
of an amplifier. The formulator input capaci-
tance is:

Ci = Cgk + Cgp (1 4 A)

FIXED
FIRING

POTENTIAL

DEIONIZfNG
POTENTIAL

FIXED
BIAS

SYNC
SIGNAL - PROPER AMPLITUDE TOO GREAT
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Figure 62-5. Large
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Figure 62-6. Phantastron Circuit

If we put an actual capacitor between the
grid and plate of an amplifier, the effective
capacitance would be:

C (1 + A)

U C were part of an RC circuit, its time
constant would be RC (1 4. A) while the tube
was amplifying and simply RC when the tube
was not amplifying. This is one of the key
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factors in the phantastron oscillator. The
phantastron circuit and its output wave-
shapes are shown in figure 62-6.

C2 is the capacitor that has been connected
between the grid and plate. When 1/1 is not
amplifying, the time constant of C2 and
R3 determines the discharge time of C2.
When V1 is amplifying, the time constant

.ic$d'i 'PT ;.?1,111G11.1



is the product of 113C2(1 +A). This increases
the dist:W.411e time of C2 tremendously. This
rtsults in keeping the percent of discharge
of C2 low on the discharge curve which
keeps the decreasing plate voltage linear.

To see how the circuit operates, first look
at the static condition and then bring in a
trigger and see how the circuit reacts. V2
is called a DISCONNECT or PLATE
CATCHING diode. It allows the voltage that
is felt on the wiper arm of Rl to be coupled
to the plate of Vl. With the wiper arm of Rl
in position A. 200V is applied to the plate
of VI. In the static condition the cathode
has. 40V and G3 has +10V, so plate current
is cut:-.11. The difference of potential between
*Av, cathode and G3 will determine if plate
current is flowing or cutoff. When G3 is
12 volts negative with respect to the cathode,
no plate current flows. Cathode current is
flowing to G2.

At this time a positive trigger,1CIV in amp-
litude, is coupled through Cl to G3. This
momentarily wakes G3 positive 20 Volts. The dif-
ference of potential between G3 and the
cathode decreases to 10 Volts. Plate current
starts flowing, plate voltage decreases 25V.
The amount of drop depends on Ea, R4,
and the amplifier characteristics. c2 appears
as a short to this sudden change causing GI
to go negative by 25 volts, decreasing total
tube current, This decrease in total tube
cur rent causes the cathode voltage to decrease
to +IOV which means that the potential dif-
ference between the cathode and G3 has de-
creased, allowing plate current to continue
flowing.

C2 now starts to discharge to the 25V
change in plate voltage. As it discharges 1
volt, it causes 01 to go positive by 1 volt.
This 1V change on GI is amplified by the
tube causing the plate voltage to decrease
even further. The plate voltage decrease is
linear because the tube is now amplifying and
causing the discharge time constant of C2
to be much longer. When the cathode voltage
reaches a point where the differenceofpoten-
tial between G3 and the cathode is negative
12 volts, plate current stops flowing and
plate voltage rises to 200 volts again. C2
charges again through the cathode and GI
resistance and R4 to B+. The circuit is
now ready for another trigger.
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The amplitude anal eturetien of the plate
waveform can be changed by changing the
plate voltage of Vl. Changing the value of C2
and R3 would change the duration of the plate
waveform. Changing the plate voltage of Vl
is the most effective way of changing the
output amplitude and duration. When the wiper
arm of Rl is changed from position A to
position B, 150 volts is felt on the cathode
of V2, and it will conduct. When V2 conducts,
it acts as a short circuit so the 150 volts
that is on its cathode is on the plate of Vl.
With Vl starting at a lower plate voltage,
its rundown time will be shorter; therefore,
the output amplitude and duration has
decreased. Putting the wiper arm of RI at
position C decreases the rundown time even
further. The frequency of the output wave-
form is determined by the frequency of the
input triggers. For each trigger in, there
is one waveform out.

In our. discussion we have used positive
triggers applied to the suppressor grid to
start the plate rundown. Triggers can be
applied to other elements of the tube
to start the plate rundown. Any trigger that
will reduce the difference of potential between
suppressor grid and cathode can be used. A
negative trigger applied to the control grid
or the cathode will reduce this difference of
potential.

The phantastron is not affected by
variations in B. because a variation in B.
would change all voltages proportionally and
very little change in waveform would occur.

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Some electronic circuits reactto variations
in B. and cause undesirable effects, so some
form of regulated power supply is required,.
A voltage regulator circuit is often included
between the power supply and the load. This
is necessary due to changes in load current
and variatins in B+. One method of regula-
tion is the electron tube voltage regulator.
A shunt detected series regulator is shownin
figure 62-7.

Vl acts like a variable resistor to control
the output voltage to the load. The bias on
Vl, which controls its DC plate resistance,

1:10
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Figure 62-7. Shunt Detected Series Regulator

is the voltage dropped across RI. The amount
of voltage dropped across RI is determined
by the amount of current flowing through
V2. The current flowing through V2 is
controlled by the voltage drop across V3 and
the voltage felt on the wiper arm of R4.

The cathode of V2 is held at a constant
positive potential by the voltage regulator
tube, V3. Resistors R3, R4, and R5 act as
a voltage divider network in shunt with the
load. A positive voltage is tapped from R4
and applied to the control grid of V2.
The positive potential on the cahtode of V2
is higher than the positive potential on the
control grid, so V2 has a negative bias. This
allows a certain amount of current to flow
through V2 and RI. Since the bottom of RI
is connected to the grid of VI and the top
is connected to the cathode, this makes
the grid negative with respect to the cathode.
The voltage drop across RI controls the bias
on VI.

The bias on VI allows a certain amount
of current to flow through the tube and,
therefore, through the load. U the bias on
VI is changed, causing a current change
through the load, the voltage dropped across
the load will change. The input voltage from
the power supply is divided between VI and

21

the load. The amount of voltage dropped across
each of these resistances will be determined
by the ratio of the resistance of the load.
R4 is initially adjusted to establish a normal
value of DC plate resistance for VI, which
produces the desired load voltage. U the
load voltage were to increase, due to an
increase in input voltage, the positive voltage
at the wiper arm of R4 would increase. This
positive increase in grid potential causes the
bias on V2 to decrease, increasing the volt-
age drop across RI. This increases the bias
on VI, increasing its DC plate resistance.
The voltage drop across VI increases,
counteracting the increase in load voltage.

A decrease in load resistance will cause
a decrease in load voltage. The voltage at
R4 decreases. A decrease in the positive
potential on the wiper arm of R4 would in-
crease the bias on V2. This would cause a
decrease in the voltage drop across RI.
A decrease in the bias on VI, causes the
DC plate resistance of Vi to decrease, thus
counteracting the decrease in load voltage.

This regulator has a high degree of stability
and sensitivity. The regulation takes place so
fast that the change is not noticeable and,
therefore, this regulator is sufficient for our
needs.

141 I-P.
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Radar Principles Branch ATC GUIDANCE PACKAGE 3AQR3X020-X
Kees ler Air Force Base, Mississippi ICEP-GP-56

1 September 1975

ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES

MODULE 56

ELECTRON TUBE CHARACTERISTICS AND DIODES

This Guidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Principles Course. It contains specific information, including references to other resources
you may study, enabling you to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS

TITLE PAGE

Overview
List of Resources
Adjunct Guide
Module Self-Check
Answers

OVERVIEW

1. SCOPE: This module introduces you to
electron tubes. How electrons are emitted
from a material, the most common electron
emitting materials, and the environments
required for emission are discussed. The
basic construction, the schematic symbol, and
ratings for the diode electron tube are also
explained.

2. OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this
module you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives:

a. Given the following electron tube terms,
match each with its description:

Cutoff

Peak inverse voltage rating

Peak current rating

Peak voltage rating

Transit time

i
i
I
3
6

(6) Plate dissipation rating

(7) Saturation

(8) Emission

b. Given diode circuit diagrams indicating
direction of current flow and polarity of
applied voltage, select the one which
represents the conditions during conduction.

c. Given the schematic diagram of adiode
electron tube circuit which indicates the
supply voltage and the tube and load resist-
ances, compute the circuit voltages and
currents.

LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience, and preferences, any or all of
the following:

READING MATERIALS:

Digest
Adjunct Guide withStudent Text, Volume VIII

Supersedes Guidance Package, KEP-GP-56, 1 June 1979.4 3
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AUDIO-VISUALS

Television Lesson, 30-400, Diode Tubes,
Emission and Space Charge

Television Lesson, 30-402, Half-Wave and
Full-Wave Rectifiers

Television Lesson, 30-404, Bridge
Rectifiers

Television Lesson, 30-405, Voltage
Doublers

AT THIS POINT, IF YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH
THIS SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE
MODULE SE LF- CHECK.

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU
NEED HELP.
le

ADJUNCT GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Study the referenced materials as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

Check your answers against the
answers at the back of this Guidance
Package.

Contact your instructor if you experience
any difficulty.

Begin the program.

Although solid state devices are new,
much of the equipment in use today still
contains electron tubes. Also, in the newest
electronic equipment, certain circuit appli-
cations require the use of electron tubes.
Therefore, it is necessary that you study
electron tubes as weil as solid state devices.

A. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
study paragraphs 1-1 through 1-24. Return
to this page and answer the following questions.

1. The process of forcing electrons
from the surface of a material is called

2. emission
of electrons occurs if a substance emits
electrons when heat is applied.

3. The conductor from which the
electrons escape is referred to as the

or

4. The cloud of electrons that sur-
rounds the heated metal is called the

5. Secondary emission in electron tubes is
desirable. (True/False)

6. What type of emission occurs if a sub-
stance emits electrons when exposed to light?

7. The final traces of gas in a vacuum tube
are removed by an active chemical substance

called a

8. Which of the following schematic symbols
(A or B) represents an indirectly heated
cathode?

A B

REP4-1134

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

1
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B. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and 5. What is the plate resistance at point B?
study paragraphs 1-25 through 1-52. Return E
to this page and answer the following questions. (1/ Z)

P
1
P1. Match the letters with the name of each

of the elements of the diode below.

PLATE
CATHODE
FILAMENT

REPO -1733

2. When the different values of 1 and E
P P

are plotted on a graph, it is called an

curve.

a. 5 k ohm

b. 18 k ohm

c. 50 k ohm

d. 75 k ohm

6. Which characteristic of a diode tube
gives it the ability to function as a rectifier?

a. It has a long transit time.

b. The DC plate resistance limits
plate current.

. c. Too much plate voltage will cause
Refer to the diode curve below for questions plate saturation.
3, 4, and 5.

NO
E
p

VOLTS

REPO -1737

.--. d. It allows current to flow in only
one direction.

7. What type of circuit is shown in the
illustration below?

INPUT

OUTPUT

a. Series positive limiter.

PrP4-1735

3. Which point on the curve represents . b. Shunt positive limiter.
cutoff?

c. Series negative limiter.

.. d. Shunt negative limiter.
4. Which point on the curve represents the
start of tube saturation? CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK OF

THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

2

YOU MAY ;TUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE OR
TAKE THE MODULE SELF.CHECK.
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MODULE SELF-CHECK

QUESTIONS:

Match the following electron tube terms with their description by placing the correct letters
in the space provided.

1. Cutoff a. The process of forcing electrons from the
surface of a material.

-- 2. Peak inverse voltage
rating

3. Peak current rating

4. Peak voltage rating

5. Transit time

. 6. Plate dissipation rating

. 7. Saturation

8. Emission

b. The condition where plate current does not
flow.

c. The largest instantaneous current a tube can
pass in the normal direction without damage.

d. The time required.for an electron to travel
from cathode to plate.

e. The maximum instantaneous voltage that
can safely be applied toa tube in the reverse
direction.

f. The maximum amount of power that the
plate can safely dissipate.

g. The maximum instantaneous voltage that can
safely be applied to a tube in the normal
direction.

h. The plate is attracting all the electrons the
cathode is capable of emitting.

3
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1

9. Select the diagram below that depicts Use the figure given below to compute:
the correct polarity and direction of current
flow by checking the correct letter. 10. E =

V1

h

d

REP4-1803

4

11. ER1

12. 1 =

29K 0

REPO -1736

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK OF
THIS GUIDANCE* PACKAGE.
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ANSWZRS TO A - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. eit-Ttron emission
2. The rmioni c
3. emitter or cathode
4. space charge
5. False
b. Pnotoelectrie
7. getter
8. A

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO B - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. B- Plate
A-Cathode
C-Filament

2. EP - IP
3. A
4. C
5.
6, d
7: a

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK:

1, b
2.
3. c
4, g
5. d
6. f
7. h
8. a
9. C

10. 10 volts
11. 290 volts
12. 10 mA

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF THE
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT,
REVIEW THE MATERIAL OR STUDY
ANOTHER RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS CORRECTLY.
IF YOU HAVE, CONSULT YOUR
INSTRUCTOR FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE.
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ELECTRONIC.' PRINCIPLES (MODULAR SELF-PACED)

MODULE 57

TRIODES

This Gaidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Pri;:ciples Course. It contains specific information, including references to other resources
ynu ni;t.: :::..ti,;;:. enio)lin; ynu to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS

Title Page

Overview
List of Resources
Adjuact Guide
Module Salf-Check
Answers

OVERVIEW

1, SCOPE: This module introduces you to
triode electron tubes and how the addition of
another tube Element allows amplification.
The basic construction. schematic symbol,
and biasing requirements are also explained.

2. OBJECTINES: Upon completion of this
module you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives:

a. Given a list of statements, select the
one that describes the function of the control
grit.

b. Front a list of statements. select the
one that describes the effect of changing
bias on tube conduction.

i
1

1

4
7

c. Using triode amplifier diagrams,
identify the bias type shown in each diagram
as either

(1) fixed.

(2) cathode.

(3) grid leak.

d. Given a family of ED - 1p character-
istic curves with a load line, select from
alternatives the value nearest to three of
the following:

(1) Plate voltage for a specified bias.

(2) Plate current for a specified bias.

(3) Bias required for cutoff.

(4) Bias required for saturation.

.,
Supersedes Guidance Packai a KEP-GP-57, 1 June 1974.
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e. Given the diagram of a triode electron
tube which indicates supply voltage, load
resistance, and circuit current

(1) compute the voltage drop across the
tube and load resistor.

(2) indicate the direction of current
flow.

LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience, and preferences, any or all of
the following:

READING MATERIALS:

Digest
Adjunct Guide with Student Text VIII

AUDIOVISUAL AIDS:

TV Lesson, Triode Tubes (Construction
and Characteristics), TVK30-452A

TV Lesson, Triode Tubes (Bias), TVK30-
452B

TV Lesson, Triode Tubes (Tube Constants).
TVK30-453A

TV Lesson, Triode Tubes (Load Lines),
TVK30-453B

AT THIS POINT, IF YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH
THIS SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE
MODULE SELF-CHECK.

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU
NEED HELP.

ADJUNCT GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Study the referenced materials as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

Check your answers against the answers
at the back of this Guidance Package.

Contact your instructor if you experience
any difficulty.

Begin the program.

Due to tt. diode tube having limited
applications, the triode babe was developed.
One of the applications of the triode is to
amplify AC signals. To understand how the
triode amplifies, an understanding of how
the tube operates is needed.

A. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 2-1 through 2-28. Return
to this page and answer the following
questions.

1. What is the element called that is placed
between the cathode and plate to control

tube current?

2. Why does the grid voltage have more
control over plate current than does the

plate voltage?

3. As the grid is made inc-easthgly negative,
the plate current (Increases) (decreases)
accordingly.

4. When the grid voltage is increased to a
high enough value to stop plate current from

flowing, the tube is said to be

5. A tube with a negative grid voltage
presents a (high) (low) impedance to the
grid circuit, and with positive grid voltage
presents a (high) (low) impedance to the grid
circuit.

1
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CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE
BACi: OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

B. Turn to Student Text. Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 2-29 through 2-76. Return
to this page and answer the following
questions.

1. The relationships between grid voltage,
plate current. and plate voltage are expressed

graphically with

For questions 2 through 7. refer to the
E., - I.. rurve. shown in figure 1.

12

7

A

5

4

3

-4 -
2_14

20 AO 60 83100120140
ABCD E F G H

PLATE VOLTAGE
REP4-.1670

Figure 1

2. What is the plate current when plate
voltage is 90V and grid voltage is -2V?

3. What is the grid voltage when plate
voltage is 100V and plate current is 4 mA?

4. How much grid voltage would be required
to cut off plate current when plate voltage is
100V?

5. What is the amplification factor if the
grid voltage changes from -2V to -4V?

6E
/1=

LE
-13 (Ip = 8 mA)

6. What is the transconductance if the grid
voltage changes from -2V to -4V?

aI
gr. (E = 100V)

7. What is the AC plate resistance if the
plate current changes from 6 mA to 8 mA?

AE
r

P
(Eg = -2)

For questions 8 through 11, refer to the
amplifier circuit and Ep curve, shown
in figure 2 on page 3.

8. Draw a DC load line on the Ep - Ip curve
for the amplifier circuit.

9. What is the plate voltage at the operating

point?

10. What is the plate current at the operating

point?

11. What is the value of ERL when the tube

is conducting?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE
BACK OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.
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-6V
270V

16

4,1
114

o.
m

-8
3
I.-

4
o.

RI

REPO -1O53

Figure 2

C. Turn to Student Text. Volume VIII and
study paragraphs 2-77 through 2-90. Return
to this page and answer the following
questions.

I. What is bias?

2. In the circuits shown in figure 3, name
the type of bias used for each circuit,

A=

B

C=

A

I IIIa
41
'64 AVM r'..a "? 1111111111111

ME 4.3 MAW 44.Ili 1141111IM .4.:
MMIVAIN I ...go' 1

MENGNMVIIIVAVANYAW MAGWEILW NMIIMMAMMEICIMIE
ERFAVAIIVAVIVARWAK__UFAIR -t1t.

ElKILAVAirilIAMMEMPIEMIIMPE

MAIMMFARIPWAIEMEr'_41Pre.
r/ Rig/

100 200 300 400 500
PL ATE VOLTS

3. What type of feedback is obtained whan
using cathode self bias?

4. What determines the value ofbizs voltage

when using grid leak bias?

5. If plate current flows for 130' of the
input signal. what is the class of operation?

B

Figura 3

3
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r ANSWERS AT THE 6. What is the phase relationship between
BACI: OF THIS GUIDr.NCE PACKAGE. the signal on the grid and the signal on the

plate?

7. The capacitance between the electrodes
urn to Student Text. Volume VIII and

;Auk paragraphs 2-91 through2-101. Return
t: pace and answer the following
vest:c.ns.

prouieras 1 through 6, use the sche-
niatte diagram ol the amplifier and the

1, eur,", shown in figure t.
1 1.

D.. load i, ie for the values given
or. tit, amplifier srhematie.

:7 r, ,T. tit( ;:::-:rating

point`,

What is the Av of the circuit?

(A

4. Draw an AC load line on the E P - IP curve
for the amplifier.

5. The voltage gain is (higher) (lower) on
the A'.2 load line than it was on the DC load

REPO -1658

of a tube is known as
capacitance.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE
BACK OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE
OR TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK.

MODULE SELF-CHECK

I. From the following list of statements,
select the one that describes the functions
of the control grid:

a. Limits electron emission from
the cathode.

b. Collects the electrons emitted
from the cathode.

10c. Controls tube current.

d. Compensates for fluctuations in
plate voltage.

Figure 4

4
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2. Increasing negative bias

a. increases tube conduction.

b, decreases tube conduction.

c. has no effect on tube conduction.

d. only affects tube conduction when
plate voltage is held constant.

In questions 3 through 5, identify the type
bias used as either fixed bias, cathode
self bias. or grid leak bias.

3.

4.

REP4-1655

Figure 5

REP4-165E

Figure 6

5.

16

PEr4-1.::7

Figure 7

Use figure 8 fur questions 6 through 9.

AVERAGE PLATE CHARACTERISTICS
BM r !

IMENI
0-

-.1 i
HE El TYPE 6CB

NNE. = 6.3 VOLTS
M TM '_41111.

..9 ,WAIMIIIVIiMIMEN
mu ram woo s

NM
,

FIWITINIF 1-- ,,, In I

11311.MillFillai
WW111101' `' 7" v. I1'' IM ' 1,FIE riRNNIA .b

IMEAk1MAM 1:-
u

IIIVINVIVILUIP.P.AWMIEW4 . .1,

IWAVEMWMAZIPALINFAM'adiv i '
_ 1grglIE0.10_510:0_-_-_.

FAMWOVEriiarAVIWAIPA;r4/JIV__....1 IT i
0

6.

100 200 300 40 500

PLATE VOLTS

Figui.e 8

For a grid bias of -4 wits, plate oltne
will be approximately

a. 205 volts.

b. 175 volts.

c. 140 volts.

d. 100 volts.

5
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,:rid hias of -6 volts. plate current
is ii)prox i I ely

reritnre1 for cutoff is

0

C. -1i %Mts.

-26 vole

9. Saturation would occur at a bias of
approximately

a. -28 vOts.

1). -8 volts.

C. -4 volts.

d. 0 volts.

iigure for questions 10 through 12.

REPO -1659

Figure 9

6-

10. The voltage drop across R3 is

a. 219 volts.

b. 175 volts,

..1.1.c. 150 volts.

d. 143 volts.

11. The voltage drop across VI is

a. 219 volts.

b. 200 volts.

c, 175 volts.

d. 148 volts.

12. In figure 9, the direction of current
flow is

_a. From
to plate and R3 to

_b. From
cathode and R2 to

_c. From
to plate and R3 to

d. From
to ground.

ground through RI, grid
8+.

B+ through R3, plate to
ground.

ground throughR2, cathode
8+.

grid to cathode through R2

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE
BACK OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.
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ANSWERS TO A:

I. control grid

2. It is closer to the cathode (and space
charge).

3. decreases

4, cut off

5. high, low

If you missed ANY questions, review the
material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO B:

1. characteristic curves

2. 5 mA

3. -4V

4. -12V

5. 10

6. 1000 microrrihos

7. 10 lcilohms

8. The DC load line should extend from
9 mA to 270V.

9. 160V ±5V

10. 3.6 mA

11. 108V

ANSWERS TO C:

1. Average DC voltage difference between
grid and cathode

2. A = fixed

B = grid leak

C = cathode self

3. degenerative or negative

4. amplitude of the input signal

5. Class B

If you missed ANY questions. review the
material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO D:

1. The DC load line should extend from
400V to 10 mA.

2. 192V

3. 15

4. The AC load line should extetid froni 2001;
to 205V to 12.2 mA.

5. lower

6. 180° out of phase

7. interelectrode

If you missed ANY questions, review the If you missed ANY questions. review the
material before you continue. material before you continue,.

7
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ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK: 9. d .0Mo,

I. c 10. a

',. b 1 i . c

3. grid leak bias 12. c

4. fixed bias

5. cathode self bias HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF THE

C. c
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT,
REVIEW THE MATERIAL OR STUDY
ANOTHER RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN

7. ü ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS CORRECTLY.

8

IF YOU HAVE, CONSULT YOUR IN-
STRUCTOR FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE.

i 5 9
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Radar Principles Branch
Kees ler AFB, Mississippi

ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES

MODULE 58

MULTIGRID ELECTRON TUBES

ATC GP 3AQR3X020-X
KE P-G P-58

1 October 1975

This Guidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Principles Course. It contains specific information, including references to other resources
you may study, enabling you to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS

TITLE PAGE

Overview
List of Resources
Adjunct Guide
Module Self-Check
Answers

OVERVIEW

1. SCOPE: Triode electron tubes have some
unavoidable disadvantages which are the
result of interelectrode capacitance, and
low gain. This module explains how these
disadvantages are greatly reduced by
employing additional tube grid elements. With
the additional grids, these tubes are referred
to as MULTIGRID ELECTRON TUBES.

2. OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this
module you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives.

a. From a list of statements, select
the one that describes the function of the
tetrode screen grid.

b. From a list of statements, and a
schematic diagram, select the statement that
describes the function of the pentode sup-
pressor grid.

c. From a list of statements and a
schematic diagram, select the statement
that describes the function of beam forming
plates.

i
i
1

3
4

LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience, and preferences, any or all of
the following:

READING MATERIALS:

Digest
Adjunct cuide with Student Text, Volume VIII

AUDIO VISUAL AIDS:

TV Lesson, Tetrodes, Pentodes, and Multi-
purpose Tubes, TVK-30-456.

AT THIS POINT, IF YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH
THIS SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE
MODULE SE LF- CHECK.

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU
NEED HELP.

Supersedes Guidance Package KEP-GP-58, 1 June I974.
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ADJUNCT GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Study the referenced inaterials as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

Check Your answers against the answers
at the back of this Guidance Package.

If you experience any difficulty, contact
your instructor.

Begin the program.

Triode tubes have certain unavoidable limi-
tations. These limitations include poor per-
formance as IF or RF amplifiers and high
gain audio amplifiers. These limitations are
overcome with the use of multigrid electron
tubes. A thorough understanding of multi-
grid tubes will aid you in your future work
in electronics.

A. Turn to Student Text,Volume VIII and read....
paragraphs 3-1 through 3-25. Return to this
page and answer the following questions.

1. A tetrode tube has (three, four, five)
electrodes.

2. The primary purpose of the screen grid

is to act as an
between the control grid and the plate.

3. In the tetrode tube, the plate exerts a

(large, small) force on the electrons in the

space charge. Because of this changes in

plate voltage have a (large, small) effect

on the number of electrons leaving the space
charge.

4. In a tetrode, cathode current is the

sum of current

and current.

1

162

5. U BF is 400 V, the screen dropping
resistor is 75 k ohm, and screen current
is 4 mA, the screen grid voltage will

be volts.

6. The screen by-pass capacitor keeps a

(constant, fluctuating) DC voltage on the

screen grid and (increases, decreases) the

effectiveness of the screen grid as an
electrostatic shield.

7. Normally, the screen grid voltage is

(greate,', less) than the plate supply voltage.

8. On the EpIp characteristic c'irves of a
tetrode, the region where increasing plate
voltage decreases plate current is known

as the region.

9. In a given tetrode tube, a change in Ep
of 100 V causes a change in Ip of .25 mA.

The AC plate resistance of this tube is

(Note: r .
P

E
g

constant.)

10. Typical values of AC plate resistance

for tetrodes are (higher, lower) than that

for triodes.

11. 1,1. for a tetrode is (higher, lower) than

i.t for a triode.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

B. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 3-26 through 3-39. Return
to this page and answer the following questions.

1. An electron tube with 5 active elements

is called a tube.



2, The suppressor grid in a pentode tube 4. Winding the screen grid wires directly
in line with the control grid wires results
in a much (higher, lower) value of screen

grid current.

eliminates the effects of

3. In a pentode tube the suppressor grid
is (negative, positive) with respect to the plate.

4. Characteristic curves for pentodes do not

have a

region because the effects of

have been eliminated.

5. AC plat: resistance and amplification

factor for pentodes is (higher, lower) than
that for tetrodes.

6. Pentodes are classified as either sharp
cutoff or remote cutoff according to their

characteristics.

7. Remote cutoff pentodes are also known

as tubes.

8. Sharp cutoff pentodes require a (large,

small) bias voltage to cutoff plate current.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

C. Turn to Student Text,Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 3-40 through 3 -50. Return
to this page and answer the following questions.

1. Beam power tubes are specifically

designed for . amplification.

2. The schematic symbol for a beam power
tube is the same as that for a pentode.
TRUE or FALSE

3. The cathode of a beam power tube has a
large emitting surface because it is

5. The beam forming plates do not repel
secondary electrons emitted from the plate.
TRUE or FALSE

6. The number and type of units in the same
envelope is limited by the envelope sire and
the number of connections available. TRUE
or FALSE

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

D. Turn to Student Text ,Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 3-51 through 3-55. Return
to this page and answer the following questions.

1. To provide for easy removal and
replacement, the base of a tube is in the

form of a which is

inserted into a

2. The metal connectors on a tube are

referred to as

3. The electrodes in a tube always have the
same pin numbers regardless of the type of
tube. TRUE or FALSE

4. When looking at a tube socket from the

bottom, pin numbers are counted (clockwise,

counterclockwise) from the key.

5. A 6AK5 uses filament voltage of

volts.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE OR
TAKE THE MODULE SELF CHECK.
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PLATE

SUPPRESSOR GRID

SCREEN GRID

CONTROL GRID

CATHODE

HEATER

EXTERNAL
SUP PRESSOR
CONNECTION

MODULE SELF-CHECK

QUESTIONS:

Figure 1

I.. From the following list of statements,
select the one that describes the function of
the tetrode screen grid.

- a. Limits the cathode current to a
safe value.

b. Suppresses secondary emission
from the plate.

c. Increases the effect that plate
voltage has on plate current.

d. Acts as an electrostatic shield
between the plate and control grid.

2. Using the tube schematic of figure 1,
select from the following list of statements,
the one that describes the function of the
pentode suppressor grid.

a. Increases the effect that plate
voltage has on plate current.

3

INTERNAL
SUPPRESSOR
CONNECTION

REPO -782

b. Increases the negative resistance
region found in the tetrode.

c. Keeps the control grid from going
positive with respect to the cathode.

d. Virtually eliminates the flow of
electrons from the plate to the screen grid.

3. Using the schematic of figure 1, select
from the following list of statements, the one
that describes the function of the beam forming
plates of a beam power tube.

- a. Limits the cathode current to a
safe value.

b. Electrostatically
control grid from the plate.

shields the

c. Decreases the current handling
capability normally found in a pentode tube.

d. Suppresses secondary electrons
from the plate and concentrates the electrons
Into a beam.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK OF
THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.
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ANSW12:RS TO A - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. four
2. electrostatic shield
3. small, small
4, screen, plate
5. 100 volts
C. constant, increases
7. less
B. negative resistance
9. 400 k ohm

10. higher
11. higher

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO B - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. pentode
2. secondary emission
3. negative
4. negative resistance, secondary

emission
5. higher
6. control grid
7. variable mu
B. small

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

IN

ANSWERS TO C - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. power
2. True
3. flat
4. lower
5. False
6. True

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

4

ANSWERS TO D ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. plug, socket
2, pins
3. False
4. clockwise
5. 6.3 volts

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK.

1. d
2. C

3. d

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF THE
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT, REVIEW
THE MATERIAL OR STUDY ANOTHER
RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER
ALL QUESTIONS CORRECTLY. IF YOU
HAVE, CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR
FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE.
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Radar Principles Branch ATC GP 3AQR3X020-X
Kees ler AFB, Mississippi KEP-GP-59

1 October 1975

ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES

MODULE 59

SPECIAL PURPOSE ELECTRON TUBES

This Guidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Principles Course. This Guidance Package contains specified information, including references
to other resources you may study, enabling you to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS

TITLE PAGE

Overview
List of Resources
Adjunct Guide
Module Self-Check
Answers

OVERVIEW

1. SCOPE: There are many circuit require-
ments that cannot be fulfilled by the tubes
discussed previously. This module intro-
duces you to the more widely used special
purpose electron tubes and how their special
design satisfies these requirements. Also
explained is the basic construction and sche-
matic symbols for the various special pur-
pose electron tubes.

2. OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this
module you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives:

a. Given the characteristic curves of a
voltage regulator gas tube, identify the
values of the

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

breakdown voltage.
operating voltage.
current range.
deionization voltage.

Supersedes KEP-GP-59, 1 July 1974.

i

i
i
1

5
8

b. Given a list of statements, identify the
purpose of the control grid in a thyratron
tube.

c. Given the pictorial diagram of asimple
two electrode phototube, identify the:

(1) cathode.
(2) anode.

d. Given the schematic diagram of a photo -
multiplier, identify the:

(1) cathode.
(2) anode.
(3) dynodes.

e. Given the pictorial diagram of a six
element electron gun, the type used in a
cathode ray tube, match each of the following
elements with its function:

(1) control grid.
(2) cathode.

167
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........

(3)
(4)

(5)

preaccelerating anode.
focusing anode.
accelerating anode.

f. Given a list of descriptions, match the
term electrostatic or electromagnetic as
the method described to control cathode
ray tube:

(1) focus.
(2) beam deflection.

LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience, and preferences, any or all of
the following:

READING MATERIALS:

Digest
Adjunct Guide with Student Text, Volume VIII

VISUAL AIDS:

TV Lesson, Cathode Ray and Special
Purpose Tubes, TVK 30-458.

TV Lesson, Gas Tubes, TVK 30-459.

AT THIS POINT, 1F YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH
THIS SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE
MODULE SE LF- CHE CK.

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU
NEED HELP.

ADJUNCT GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Study the referenced materials as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

Check your answers against the
answers at the back ci this Guidance
Package.

1

Contact your instructor if you experience
any difficulty.

Begin the program.

There are many circuit requirements,
that the tubes you have studied thus far,
will not fulfill. The tubes designed to fill
these special requirements are called special
purpose electron tubes. Some of the most
common types are the voltage regulator
tube, thyratron, phototube and cathode ray
tube. These tubes will play an important
role in the electronic equipment that you
will study in the future and a thorough under-
standing of their characteristics will be of
great value to you.

A. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 4-1 through 4-16. Return
to this page and answer the following questions.

1. The most commonly used gases in soft

tubes are
1

and

2. Two basic types of gas tubes exist, they

are cathode and
cathode.

3. The process of causing current tl flow
because gas atoms are ionized is called

4. In a gas tube the point at which the
degree of ionization becomes noticeable is

the point of the tube.

5. In the operating region of a coil- cathode
gas tube, small changes in current through
the tube cause large changes in voltage
across the tube. TRUE or FALSE.

6. After the breakdown voltage has been
exceeded current flow is called an

168
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7. In a neon glow tube either electrode
can function as the pl:-. ce or cathode. TRUE
or FALSE.

8. The color of light that a gas tube pro-
duces depends upon the type of gas inthe tube.
TRUE or FALSE.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

B. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 4-17 through 4-22. Return
to this page and answer the following questions,

In the designation VR-105-30:

1. VR indicates

2. 105 indicates

3. 30 indicates

Use figure 1 for questions 4 through 9.

4. Firing potential = volts.

5. Operating voltage = volts.

6. Current range - mA.

A. CIRCUIT

7. Breakdown voltage = volts.

8. Extinction voltage = volts.

9. For proper operation the tube should
be operated in region D to E. TRUE or
FALSE.

10. Hot cathode diodes normally use

. gas.

11. Hot cathode diodes have a (high)(low)
conducting resistance.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

C. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 4-23 through 4-28. Return
to this page and answer the following questions.

1. In a thyratron tube, the control grid

allows us to vary the
point of the tube.

2. In a thyratron, increasing the negative

grid voltage (increases, decreases, does
not affect) the deionization potential.

Figure 1
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3. Increasing the negative grid voltage in
a thyratron will cause the firing potential

to (decrease, increase).

4. A control ratio of 10:1 means that the
grid has ten times as much control over
tube current as does. the plate. TRUE or
FALSE.

5. The thyratron is used primarily as a

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE HACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

D. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 4-29 through 4-36. Return
to this page and answer the following questions.

1. Electron emission that occurs when a
material is exposed to light is called

emission.

2. The cathode of a phototube is in the form
of a slender wire or rod. TRUE or FALSE.

3. In a phototube the plate should cast as
much shadow as possible on the cathode.
TRUE or FALSE.

4. Thermionie emission is cksirable in a
phototube. TRUE or FALSE.

5. The amount of emission in a phototube
depends on the color and intensity of light
used TRUE or FALSE.

6. Secondary emission in a photomultiplier
tube is undesirable. TRUE or FALSE.

7, Dynodes are specifically designed to
produce a large number of

8. The first dynode is (positive, negative)

with respect to the cathode.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

3

E. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 4-37 through 4-52. Return
to this page and answer the following questions.

1. In a CRT, the long cylindrical portion
of the tube envelope between the base and
the tapered section is called the

2. The frz,t of the CRT is called the

3. The section that shapes and accelerates
the electron beam is called the

4. The conductive graphite coating wititln a

CRT is called

5. The high vacuum and large surface area
of a CRT make the tube especially vulnerable

to

6. The phosphor screen converts the

energy of the moving

electrons into

7. If an excessive number of electrons
strike the screen in one spot the screen

will be

e. The intensity of tilt beam Aould be just
that required to produce a usable amount of
light. TRUE or FALSE.

9, How long it takes for the light intensity

to decay is termed the
of the phosphor.

10. Electrostatic forces are used to -
and the electron beam in a CRT.

11. Four element electron gu.is are used

when beam shaping is

170
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12. The shape
of the electrodes in an electron gun allow
them to shape the electron stream into a
fine beam.

13. In an electron gun the entire cathode
surface is coated with emitting oxides to
increase emission. TRUE or FALSE.

14. The intensity control of an oscilloscope

adjusts the
to ...ry the amount of light produced.

15. The baffle plate in the accelerating
anode is for the purpose of improving the
acelerating properties of this anode. TRUE
or FALSE

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

F. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 4-53 through 4-66.Returnto
this page and answer the following questions.

1. The electrostatic field between the
focusing anode and accelerating anode forces

the electrons toward the
of the beam.

2. The focusing control on an oscilloscope

adjusts the anode voltage.

3. The preaccelerating anode is often added

to improve the
of the electron gun.

4. deflection is
nearly always used in oscilloscopes.

5. The electrostatic field between the

deflection plates
moves the beam up and down.

6. The electrostatic field between the

deflection plates
moves the beam from side to side.

4

7. if a 30 volt peak signal moves the
spot on the screen 15 mm, the deflection

sensitivity of the CRT is

CON FIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK OF
THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

G. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 4-67 through4-79.Return to
this page and answer the following questions.

1. The amount of deflection in an electro-
magnetic system depends on the

of the

2. If the magnetic field is in the vertical
plane, the electron beam will be deflected

3. For a linear sweep the current wave-
form through a deflection coil should

be

therefore, the voltage waveform must

be

4. In the electromagnetic focusing system,
electrons moving parallel to the magnetic
field are not affected. TRUE or FALSE.

5. The focus control in an electromagnetic
system varies the current through the focusing
coil. TRUE or FALSE.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE OR TAKE THE
MODULE SELF-CHECK.
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MODULE SELF-CHECK
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c. 10 mA to 25 mA.

QUESTIONS: -- d. 25 m A to 30 m k.

Use figure I for questions 1 through 4.

1. Breakdown voltage for the tube in figure
1 is approximately

4. The deionization voltage for a VR-75-30
tube is

a. 40 volts.

a. 90 volts. b. 68 volts.-
b. 82 volts.

c. 75 volts.,__.
-- c. 75 volts.

d. 68 volts. d. 82 volts.-
2. The operating voltage for the tube of
figure 1 is

a. 90 volts.

b. 82 volts.

c. 75 volts.

d. 68 volts.

5. From the following list of statements,
select the one that identifies the purpose of
the control grid in a thyratrou tube:

a. Provides a means for varying
the firing potential.

- b. Provides a means for varying the
deionization potential.

3. The current range for a VR-75-30 tube is _ c. Keeps temperature variations
from affecting the firing potential.- a. 1 mA to 40 mA.

d. Limits the amount of current flow
b. 5 mA to 30 mA. once the gas has ionized.

5
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Use figure 2 for questions 6 and 7.

REPO -1698

Figure 2

Use figure 3 for questions 8 through 10.

Figure 3

8. In figure 3 the letter A identifies the:

-- a. Cathode.

.. b. Dynode.

C 0 Anode

d. Control grid.

6. In figure 2 the letter A identifies the 9. Letter B in figure 3 identifies the:

a. Dynode. a. Cathode.

b. Light entering window. . b. Dynode.

c. Cathode. c. Anode.

. d. Anode. d. Control grid.

. The letter B in figure 2 identifies the 10. Letter C in figure 3 identifies the:

a. Light entering window. a. Cathode.

b. Cathode. b. Dynode.

c. Anode. .. C Anode.

d. Dynode. . d. Control grid.

6 173
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ELECTRODE
11. Cathode

PREACCELERATING
ANODE

CATHODE BAFFLE
PINS PLATE

BASE FOCUSING
ANODE

KEY CONTROL ACCELERATING
GRID ANODE

REPO -3 723

Figure 4

Use figure 4 for questions 11 through 15.

Match the function of the electrode, in the
electron gun assembly, by placing the appro-
priate letter(s) in the space provided;

FUNCTION,
a. improves the sharpness of focus.

12. Control Grid

13. ?reaccelerating Anode

14. Focusing Anode

15. Accelerating Anode

b. Converges the electron beam.

c. Increases the speed of the electrons to
a high velocity.

d. Thermionically emits the electrons that
make up the electron stream.

e. Determines the number of electrons
allowed to leave the cathode area.

After each of the followingdescriptions write
the word electrostatic or electromagnetic as
applicable.

16. Deflection system that uses deflection

plates.

17. Focusing is accomplished by varying
the current through a focusing coil.

18. Deflection system that uses coils.

174

7

19. Focusing is accomplished by varying
the voltage on one of the anodes.

21..). Current required for deflection is very

high.

21. Voltage required for deflection is very

great.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE. BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

t
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ANSWERS TO A - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. argon. neon, xenon, and mercury
vapor

2. hot, cold
3 ionization
4. firing
5. False
6. arc discharge
7. True
8. True

If you missed ANY of the questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO B AD,TUNCT GUIDE

1. voltage regulator
2. operating voltage
3. maximum current
4. 82 volts
5. 75 volts
6. 5 to 30 mA.
7. 90 volts
8. 68 volts
9. False

10. mercury vapor
11. low

If you missed ANY of the questions,
review the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO C - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. firing
2. does riot affect
3. increase
4. False
5. switch

If you missed ANY of the questions,
review the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO D - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. photoelectric
2. False
3. False
4. False

8

5. True
6. False
7. secondary electrons
8. positive

If you missed ANY of the questions,
review the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO E - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. neck
2. faceplate
3. electron gun
4. aquadag
5. implosion
6. kinetic, light
7. burned
8. True
9. persistency

10. shape, deflect
11. electromagnetic
12. cylindrical
13. False
14. grid voltage or bias
15. False

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO F - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. center
2. focusing
3. sharpness of focus
4. electrostatic
5. vertical
6. horizontal
7. 0.5 mm/v.

U you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO G - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. intensity, magnetic field
2. horizontally
3. sawtooth, trapexoidal
4. True
5. True

U you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

'75
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ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK

1. a
2. c
3. b
4. b
5. a
6. d
7. b
8. c
9. a

10. b
11. d
12. e
13. a
14. b

15. c
16. electrostatic
17. electromagnetic
18. electromagnetic
19. electrostatic
20. electromagnetic
21. electrostatic

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF THE
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? 1F NOT, REVIEW
THE MATERIAL OR STUDY ANOTHER
RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER
ALL QUESTIONS CORRECTLY. IF YOU
HAVE, CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR
FURTHER GUIDANCE.

9
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Radar Principles Branch ATC GP 3AQR3X020-X
Kees ler Air Force Base, Mississippi KE P-GP-60

1 August 1975

ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES

MODULE 60

ELECTRON TUBE AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

This Guidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Principles Course. This Guidance Package contains specific information, including references
to other resources you may study, enabling you to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS

TITLE

Overview
List of Resources
Adjunct Guide
Laboratory Exercise
Module Self-Check
Answers

OVERVIEW

1. SCOPE: This module is designed to teach
you the characteristics and general trouble-
shooting techniques for Electron Tube Audio
Amplifiers. Changes in component values are
analyzed with a triode amplifier and trouble-
shooting is discussed using a pentode circuit.

2. OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this
module you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives:

a. Given a schematic diagram, multi-
meter, oscilloscope and a trainer having an
electron tube audio amplifier, determine the
effects of changing component values and
circuit voltage on the output signal.

LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training
experience, and preferences, any or all of
the following:

Supersedes KEP-GP-60, I May 1974

PAGE

1

2
6
8

READING MATERIALS:

Digest
Adjunct Guide with Student Text, Volume
VIII

AUDIO VISUAL AIDS:

TVK-30-454, Amplifier Principles
TVK-30-455, Audio Amplifiers

LABORATORY EXERCISE:

Laboratory Exercise 60-1

AT THIS POINT, IF YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH
THIS SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE
MODULE SELF-CHECK.

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU
NEED HELP.

1 7B
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ADJUNCT GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Study the referenced materials as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

Check your answers against the answers
at the back of this Guidance Package.

Contact your instructor if you experience
any difficulty.

Begin the program.

A. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 5-1 thru 5-11. Return to
this page and answer the following questions.

1. In an electron tube audio amplifier the
plate voltage waveform is in phase with the
grid voltage waveform. (True)(False)

2. Increasing p, (increases)(decreases) gain.

3. Decreasing Rk (decreases) (increases)
gain.

4. Increasing Rk decreases gain because it
(increases)(decreases) negative grid bias.

5. Increasing the load impedance on an audio
amplifier increases the gain. (True)(False)

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

B. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 5-12 thru 5-25. Return to
this page and answer the following questions.

1. Voltage gain at the upper and lower

half-power frequencies is
of maximum.

2. U the highest operating signal frequency
capability is increased, high frequency
response is (increased)(decreased.)

3. Increasing the size of Cc (increases)
(decreases) low frequency response.

4. Decreasing Rk (increases)(decreases) low
frequency response.

5. Decreasing the value of the Ck (increases)
(decreases) low frequency response.'

6. Increasing the gain of an amplifier
DECREASES the input capacitance. (True)
(False)

7. Increasing input capacitance (increases)
(decreases) high frequency response.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

C Turn to laboratory exercise 60-1. This
exercise will show you the effects of changing
component values and circuit voltages. As
you do the exercise take particular care to
notice that practical operation can be pre-
dicted very accurately with theoretical
analysis. After you have completed the labo-
ratory exercise and progress check, return
and continue with this program.

D. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 5-2C thru 5-40. Return to
this page and answer the following questions.

1. If the signal feedback through the grid
to plate capacitance has been cancelled, the

amplifier has been

1
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REPO -2697

Figure 1. RC Coupled Pentode Audio Amplifier

Use figure 1 for questioos 2 tliru 11.

2. If Cc opens there is no signal output
at e.,3. (True)(False)

3. There is an output but it is very weak.
A possible cause is Rg shorted. (True)
(False.)

4. Ck has shorted. This causes the plate
voltage to (increase)(decrease.)

5. When Ck opens, gain (increases)
(decreases.)

6. U Rk were to open, plate voltage would

be volts.

7. RL is open. Plate voltage is

volts.

B. R
T.

is shorted. Plate voltage is

Volts.

9. If CS
were to open, gain would (increase)

(decrease.)

10. CS is shorted. Screen grid current

is approximately mA

and screen grid voltage is
volts.

2

11. RS is open. Plate voltage is

volts.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

LABORATORY EXERCISE 60-1

PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS OF
ELECTRON TUBES

ELECTRON TUBE AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a schematic diagram, multimeter,
oscilloscope, and a trainer having an electron
tube audio amplifier, determine the effects
of changing component values and circuit
voltage on the output signal.

EQUIPMENT:

1. Triode Tube Characteristic Trainer,
#5484.
2. Oscilloscope
3. Sine-Square Signal Generator, #4864.
4. Power Supply, #4912.
5. Multimeter.

REFERENCE:

Student Text, Volume VIII, Chapter 5.

CAUTION: OBSERVE BOTH PER
SONNEL AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY
RULES AT ALL TIMES. REMOVE
WATCHES AND RINGS. FOLLOW THE
PROCEDURES CAREFULLY.

PROCEDURES:

1. Analysis of the trainer:

a. A vacuum tube amplifier schematic
diagram is shown in the faceplate of the
trainer.

b. Switching arrangements and various
test points are incorporated in the trainer
fort
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173
(1) changing the plate load resistance c. Signal Generator

(S7). Controls Position

(2) changing the cathode resistance (S5).

(3) changing input coupling (S2).

(4) varying fixed bias.

(5) inserting and removing a cathode
by-pass capacitor.

(6) inserting, removing and mor.itoring
various signals and voltages within the trainer
(test points).

2. Preparation of the equipment:

(1) Amplitude ,' Slightly clockwise
(Square Wave)

(2) Freq. 100
Multiplier

(3) Frequency (CPS) 50

(4) Range 1 V

(5) Amplitude Min (FCCW)
(Sine Wave)

d. Trainer
Controls Position

a. Oscilloscope (1) S1 Midway between
Controls Position Position 2 and 3

(1) Power ON (2) RI Max (FCW)

(2) Vertical Mode Alternate (3) R2 Min. (FCCW)

(3) Volts/Div A = .5, B = .2 (4) S2 Position 3, Cl
,..__ (0.1 MF)

(4) Polarity A & B, AC Norm
(5) S3 Position 2, R3

(5) Horiz. Display Norm. (100 k ohm)

(6) Time/Div .1 mSEC (6) S4 Position 2 (left)

(7) Trigger Selector Ext 4. (7) S5 Position 2, R5
(1.2 M ohm)

(8) Trigger Mode Auto
(8) S6 Out (C3 removed)

(9) Focus and Well defined
Intensity trace (9) S7 Position 2, RI

e. Position the multimeter controls as
b. Power Supply required to measure circuit voltages.

Controls Position
i. Connect the pow's r supply voltage scarcc

(1) Power OFF to the trainer by using a prefabricated cable.
(Note: Receptacle is located on rear panel

(2) Neg. V. adj. Min (FCCW) of the power supply.)

(3) Pos. V. A. Min (FCCW) g. Oscilloscope to trainer:

(4) Volt Meter Pos. (1) Ground oscilloscope to trainer.

3
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(2) Connect A channel Vert. Input to
sinewave output of the signal generator.

(3) Connect B channel Vert. Input to
TP7 using a 10:1 attenuator probe.

(4) Connect trigger input to TP5.

h. Signal generator to trainer:

(1) Ground generator to trainer.

(2) Connect sinewave output to TP2.

3. Activity

a. Power supply adjustment.

(1) Turn ON

(2) Using the Pos. positionon the power
supply volt meter, adjust B+ to 250V with
the Pos. V. Adj.

(3) Switch the voltmeter to Neg. and
adjust Neg. V. Adj. to 100V.

b. Observing "A" channel on the oscil-
loscope, adjust the sinewave output on the
signal generator to 1 volt Pk to Pk.

c. measure the output amplitude and
compute the actual voltage gain of Vi.

E
(Note: A .)v = E.

Voltage gain =

d. Adjust the signal generator to 20 Hz
and recompute the voltage gain. (Frequency
Mult. in X I position).

(1) Voltage gain =

(2) Why did the gain decrease?

(3) The lower half power point on the
frequency pone curve of this amplifier
is (above)(1kww) 20 Hz.

4

e. Tu. S2 to position 2 and note that
the output .gnal virtually disappeared. Adjust
the signal ,generator to 10 kHz, measure
the output amplitude, and compute the voltage
gain.

(1) Output amplitude =
Pk to Pk

(2) Voltage gain

While maintaining the input at 1 V Pk
to Pk, decrease the signal generator fre-
quency until the output voltage is 70.7%
of the value obtained in step 3e(1).

(3) Lower half power frequency
Hz.

(4) When C2 was selected as the input
coupling capacitor, why did the lowfrequency
response deteriorate?

f. Switch S2 to position 3 and measure
the output amplitude.

(1) Output amplitude =
Pk to Pk.

(2) U the input voltage is held constant,
the output voltage at the upper half power
point would be

Pk to P.

Now, keeping the input voltage constant,
increase the signal generator frequency until
the output voltage drops to the value obtained
in step 3f(2).

(3) The upper half power frequency
kHz.

(4) Will an increase in gain affect the
high frequency response?

Let's find out. Return the signal generator
to 10 kHz. U necessary readjust the input
for 1 V Pk to Pk. Turn S7 to position 3
and notice that the gain has increased. Using
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the procedure of 3f(1) and 3f(2), recheck The cathode signal represents
the upper half power frequency. (degenerative) (regenerative) feedback.

(5) Upper half power frequency
kHz.

(6) This deterioration oi ,ugh frequency
response was caused by an increase in

g. (1) Return signal generator to 10 kHz.
Place the trigger mode to AC LF reject.
Place S5 in position 1 and S7 in position
2. Disconnect the oscilloscope cable from
TP5 and set the trigger select switch to Int.
Pos. Observing polarity measure the bias
on V1 with the PSM -6. (Note: TP5 is negative
with respect to TP6.) Slowly turn R2 clock-
wise and observe the increase in bias.

Increasing bias (increased) (decreased)
gain.

(2) Readjust 112 until bias is minimum.
Switch S5 to position 2.

Bias (increased) (decreased).

Gain (increased) (decreased).

(3) Turn S5 to position 3.

Bias (increased) (decreased).

Gain (increased) (decreased).

Increasing cathode resistance,

bias and

gain.

(4) Disconnect the rnultimeter and using
channel "B" monitor the signal at TP6
with the oscilloscope. (Note: Use Auto Mode
and Ext ÷ triggering on scope.) Obtain trigger
signal from TP5.

The cathode signal is (in phase) (out
of phase) with signal on grid.

5

(5) Place S6 to the IN position.

Why did the AC signal on the cathode
disappear?

(6) Using chanr.31 "B," monitor the
signal at TP7 and switch C3 in and out a
couple of times.

Inserting the cathode by-pass capacitor
(increased) (decreased) gain.

(7) Place S7 in position 3.

Increasing plate load resistance
(increased) (decreased) gain.

h. Using the information gained in this
laboratory project, answer the following
questions.

(I) Low frequency response is primarily

limited by

(2) Increasing gain (increases)
(decreases) high frequency response.

(3) Increasing cathode resistance
(increases) (decreases) bias and (increases
(decreases) gain.

(4) Why does insertion of a cathode
by-pass capacitor increase gain?

(5) Decreasing plate load resistance
(increases) (decreases) gain.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.
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MODULE SELF-CHECK

ELECTRON TUBE AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

Use figure 1 for questions 1 thru 6.

REP4 -1706

3. Increasing the value of RL

- a. Increases negative grid bias.

b. Improves low frequency
response.

C. Decreases voltage gain.

d. Increases voltage gain.

4. Increasing the value of fig

a. Increases low frequency
response.

- b. Decreases low frequency
response.

c. Increases negative grid bias.

d. Decreases negative grid bias.

5. Increasing the value of RL

a. Increases high frequency-
response.Figure 1. RC Coupled Triode Audio Amplifier

1. Increasing the value of Cc

a. Increases high frequency

- b.
response.

Decreases high frequency

response.

Increases low frequency

c. Increases low frequency
response.

response.

C. Does not affect frequency

d. Decrease:, low frequency
response.

response. 6. Decreasing-the value of Ck

d. Decreases gain. a. Increases low frequency
response.

2. Increasing the value of Rk
b. Decreases low frequency

a. Decreases negative grid bias. response.

b. Decreases plate voltage. c. Increases high frequency
response.

,=1 c. Decreases voltage gain.
d. Decreases high frequency

d. Does not affect gain. response.

6
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Use figure 2 for questions 7 ead B.

REP4-1697

a. R
g

open

b. Rk open

c. Ck shorted

d. Cc (4-en

B. There 14 no output, screen grid voltage
and plate voltage are both 300 volts. A
possible cause would be:

a. Ck shorted-- b. RL open

- c. Rs shorted

Figure 2. RC Coupled Pentode Audio Amplifier - d. Rk open

7. All DC voltages are normal, there is no
signal on the control grid, and no output, a
possible cause is

7

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.
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ANSWERS TO A - ADJUNCT GUIDE

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

False
increases
increases
increases
True

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO B - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. 70.7
2. increased
3. increases
4. decreases
5. decreases
6. False
7. decreases

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO D - ADJUNCT GUIDE

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

IQ.
11.

Neutralized
True
False
decrease
decreases
300
0
300
decrease
0, 0
300

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

A

ANSWERS TO LAB EXERCISE 60-1
3c. Voltage gain r. 4.5
3d(1) Voltage gain = 3.5

(2) As you approach the lower half
power point, coupling capacitor reactance
increases

(3) The increased voltage drop across
the coupling capacitor subtracts from C.

3e(1) Output Amplitude = 3.6 V pkto Pit
(2) Voltage gain = 3.6
(3) Lower half power frequency =1350

Hz.
(4) Decreasing capacitance increased

XC
3 f(1) Output amplitude = 4 V Pk to Plc

(2) The output voltage at the upper
half power point would be 2.8 V Pk to
Pk.

(3) The upper half power frequency =
360 kHz.

(4) Yes
(5) Upper half power frequency
kHz.

=

(6) Gain.

3g(1) Increasing bias decreased gain.
(2) Bias increased. Gain decreased.
(3) Bias increased. Gain decreased.

Increasing cathode resistance increased
bias and decreased gain.

(4) The cathode signal is in phase
with signal on grid. The cathode signal
represents degenerative feedback.

(5) C3 filtered out the AC cathode
signal.

(6) Inserting the cathode by-pass
capacitor increased gain.

(7) Increasing plate load resistance
increased gain.

3h(1) Low frequency response is pri-
mairly limited by input coupling
capacitance.

(2) Increasing gain decreases high
frequency response.

(3) Increasing cathode resistance
increases bias and decreases gain.

(4) The cathode by-pass capacitor
removes the AC (degenerative) signal
on the cathode.

(5) Decre- cing plate load resistance
decreases gain.

1"0 0
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ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK

1. b

2. c
3. d

4. a
5. b

6. b

7. d

8. d

W ;

9

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF THE

QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT, REVIEW

THE MATERIAL OR STUDY ANOTHER

RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER

ALL QUESTIONS CORRECTLY. IF YOU

HAVE, CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR

FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS.
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Radar Principles Branch
Kees ler Air Force Base, Mississippi

ATC GP 3AQR30020-X
KEP-GP-61

1 September 1915

ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES

MODULE 61

ELECTRON TUBE RF AMPLIFIERS, CATHODE FOLLOWERS
DC AMPLIFIERS, AND TRIODE LIMITERS

This Guidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Principles Course. This Guidance Package contains specific information, including references
to other resources you may study, enabling you to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS

TITLE PAGE

Overview
List of Resources
Adjunct Guide
Module Self-Check
Answers

OVERVIEW

1. SCOPE: This module is designed to
teach you the characteristics of RF ampli-
fiers, cathode followers, DC amplifiers and
triode limiters. Schematic analysis and com-
ponent function are discussed along with
the results of component value changes.

2. OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this
module, you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives:

a. Given a schematic diagram of a pentode
RF amplifier with a tuned output, identify
the effects of changing the tuned circuit com-
ponent values and output circuit loading on the
amplitude and bandwidth of the output.

b. Given acathode follower schematicdia-
gram, determine the effects of changing the
circuit component values on the output ampli-
tude and impedance.

1

4
6

c. Given a list of statements and a
schematic diagram, select the statement that
describes the characteristics of a DC
amplifier.

d. Given the schematic diagram of a triode
limiter, identify the effects of changing the
grid resistor and grid bias on the shape of
the output.

LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience, and preferences, any or all of
the following:

READING MATERIALS:

Digest
Adjunct Guide with Student Text, Vol VIII

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS

TV Lesson, Triode Limiters, TVK 30-
551E

Supersedes Guidance Package, KEP-GP-61, 1 June 1974.

1 ?/



TV Lesson, Cathode Followers, TVK 30-
434

TV Lesson, Video Amplifiers, TVK 30-
457

TV Lesson, RF and IF Amplifiers, TVK
30-553

AT THIS POINT, IF YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH
THIS SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE
MODULE SE LF- CHECK.

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU
NEED HELP.

ADJUNCT GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Study the referenced materials as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

Check your answers against the answers
at the back of this Guidance Package.

Contact your instructor if you experience
any difficulty.

Begin the program

This lesson will discuss four common
electron tube circuits. They are RF ampli-
fiers, cathode followers, DC amplifiers, and
triode limiters. These circuits find wide
application in the field of electronics and a
knowledge of their operational characteristics
is essential.

190

A. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 6-1 through 6-15. Return to
this page and answer the following questions.

1. Pentode tubes are normally used in RF
amplifiers because of their

a. low gain and stability.

b. high interelectrode capacitance.

c. performance at low frequencies.

0.-- d. low interelectrode capacitance
and high gain

2. Stagger tuning provides

a. less selectivity.

b. more selectivity.

o_..._ c. higher gain.

d. decreased stability.

3. For high selectivity, use a tank circuit
with

....,.....

a. high losses.

b. low Q.

c. high Q.

d. low shunt resistance.

4. To increase selectivity, you should

(increase, decrease) bandwidth.

1 ? A



T2

T1

20etin

C2
R2 ,r. Cd

Figure 1

Use figure 1 for, questions 5 through 12.

5. C3 is a

b.

d.

cathode bypass capacitor.

screen grid bypass capacitor.

plate decoupling capacitor.

part of the tuned plate circuit.

6. The secondary of T1 along with CI

a. develops grid bias.

b. tunes the grid circuit to the
desired frequency.

c. shorts out the signal variation
on the grid.

d. keeps the amplifier from having
any frequency response
limitations.

7. When VI is operated class A, it has a

(high) (low) grid to cathode resistance.

8. Decreasing the grid to cathode resist-
ance would (increase) (decrease) bandwidth.

9. The decoupling components in figure 1

are and

10. Tuning the plate tank to a slightly
different frequency than the control grid tank
for the purpose of increasing bandwidth is

called

2

8+
250V

ReP4-1774

11. Placing a resistor in parallel with C5

would cause VI to have a (high, low) gain
and a (wide) (narrow) bandwidth.

12. RF amplifiers do not generally employ
RC coupling because

- a. of insufficient selectivity.

- b. bandwidth would be too narrow.

IIM111 c. the capacitor will not pass high
frequencies.

d. the impedance of the grid circuit
is too high.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK OF
THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

B. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 6-16 through 6- 25, Return to
this page and answer the following questions.

I. Voltage gain of a cathode follower is
(high, low).

2. In a cathode follower, a cathode bypass
capacitor is not used. TRUE or FALSE.

3, In a cathode follower the output signal

is (in phase) (180° out of phase) with the
input and the output acts as (regenerative)

(degenerative) feedback.

4, Increasing the cathode resistor in a
cathode follower (increases) (decreases) out-
put impedance.

191
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5. Part of the reason for a cathode fol-
lower's high input impedance is the fact
that the input capacitance is (high)(low).

6. A cathode follower circuit has a relatively

(wide)(narrow) frequency response.

7. A cathode follower has (high)(low) dis-
tortion.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK OF
THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

C. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 6-26 through 6-34. Returnto
this page and answer the following questions.

I. DC amplifiers employ (direct)(RC)
coupling.

2. The frequency response curve for a DC

amplifier is (wider)(narrower) than that for

a comparable RC coupled amplifier.

1. Multistage DC amplifiers become im-
practical because of

..,.....

a. voltage distribution problems.

b. low input impedance

c. high input impedance.

d. decoupling problems.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

D. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII and
read paragraphs 6-35 through 6-47. Return to
this page and answer the following questions.

1. The four general methods of limiting are

a.

b.

c.

d.

2. When using grid limiting, it is necessary

to use a large resistor in (series)(parallel)
with the grid to cathode circuit.

3. The amount of grid limiting can be

changed by changing grid

4. Decreasing the value of the grid resistor

in a grid limiter (increases)(decreases) the

amount of limiting.

5. In a saturation limiter, when limiting
occurs, plate voltage is at its (maximum)
(minimum) value and plate current is at
its (minimum)(maximum) value.

6. In a saturation limiter the (positive)
(negative) peaks of the output signal are
limited.

7. Cutoff limiting occurs when the grid is

driven highly (positive)(negative) with respect
to the cathode.

8. When cutoff limiting occurs, plate voltage

is equal to

9. In a cutoff limiter the (positive)(negative)

half cycles of the output wave are limited.

lb. In an overdriven amplifier limiter,
limiting occurs when the tube is driven

into and

II . Overdriven amplifier limiters limit both
the positive and negative half cycles. TRUE
or FALSE.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK OF
THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE OR
TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK.

3
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MODULE SELF-CHECK

QUESTIONS:

Use figure 1 for questions 1 through 3.

REP4-1774

Figure 1

I. Increasing the load on the secondary of
T2 will

a. not affect bandwidth.

b. increase the gin of VI.

c. decrease the bandwidth.

d. increase the bandwidth.

2. Tuning the output tank to a slightly
different frequency than the input tank will

a. increase output amplitude and
decrease bandwidth.

b. decrease output amplitude and
increase bandwidth.

c. increase output amplitude and
increase bandwidth.

d. decrease output amplitude and
decrease bandwidth.

3, Increasing the Q of the primary winding
of T2 or the secondary winding of TI will

4

------ a. increast. gain
bandwidth.

b decrease gain
bandwidth.

c decrease gain
bandwidth.

d increase gain
bandwidth.

and decrease

and increase

and decrease

and increase

Use figure 2 for questions 4 and 5.

VI

ReP4 -1775

Figure 2

4. Increasing the value of Rk,

- a. decreases output impedance.

. b. decreases voltage gain.

c. increases output impedance.

d. does not affect voltage gain.

S. Decreasing the value of Etk,

a. increases voltage gain.

b. decreases voltage gain.

c. increases output impedance.

d. does not affect voltage gain.

I S 3



Figure 3

Use figure 3 for question 6.

6. The DC amplifier in figure 3

a. has a very narrow frequency
response.

b. has a wider frequency response
than a comparable RC coupled
amplifier.

c. amplifies high frequencies very
well but will not amplify low
frequencies.

d. has a voltage gain of less than
one.

Use figure 4 for questions 7 and 8.

7. Decreasing the value of Rg,

increases limiting of the positive
half cycle in the output.

decreases limiting of the positive
half cycle in the output.

5

194

Figure 4

c. increases limiting of the negative
half cycle in the output.

d. decreases limiting of the negative
half cycle in the output.

8. Applying a negative bias voltage to the
grid of VI would

a. increase Limiting of the positive
half cycle in the output.

b decrease limiting of the positive
half cycle in the output.

increase limiting of the negative
half cycle in the output.

d. decrease limiting of the negative
half cycle in the output.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK OF
THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.



1.
ANSWERS TO A - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
6.
9.

10.
11.
12.

d
a
a
decrease
b
b
high
increase
R2 and C4
stagger tuning
low, wide
a

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO B - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. low
2. True.
3. in phase, degenerative
4. increases
5, low
6. wide
7. low

U you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO C - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. direct
2. wider
3. a

U you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

6

ANSWERS TO D - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. grid, saturation, cutoff, crierdriven
amplifier

2. series
3. bias
4. decreases
5. minimum, maximum
6. negative
7. negative
8. B4 (plate supply voltage)
9. positive

10. saturation, cutoff
11. True

If you missed ANY questions, rview
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
13.

d
b
a
c
b
b
d
d

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF THE
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT, REVIEW
THE MATERIAL OR STUDY ANOTHER
RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER
ALL QUESTIONS CORRECTLY. IF YOU
HAVE, CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR
FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE.
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Radar Principles Branch ATC GP 3AQR3X020-X
Keesier Air Force Base, Mississippi KEP-GP-62

1 August 1975
ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES

MODULE 62

THYRATRON SAWTOOTH GENERATOR, PHANTASTRON, AND ELECTRON TUBE SERIES
VOLTAGE REGULATOR

This Guidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Principles Course. This Guidance Package contains specific information. including references
to other resources you may study, enabling you to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS

TITLE

Overview
List of Resources
Adjunct Guide
Laboratory Exercises:

Thyratron Sawtooth Generator 62-1
Phantastron 62-2
Series Voltage Regulator 62-3

Module Self-Check
Answers

OVE RVIEW

1. SCOPE: This module is designed to teach
you the characteristics of thyratron sawtooth
generators, phantastron circuits, and electron
tube series voltage regulators. Schematic
analysis includes component functions and
value changes. Also discussed are circuit
voltages and output signal characteristics,

2. OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this
module you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives:

a. Given the schematic diagram of a thyra-
tron sawtooth generator, identify the effect
of changing

(1) circuit voltages.
(2) component values.
(3) input trigger frequency.

Supersedes KEP-GP-62, 1 1VI:iy 1974.

i

PAGE

i
1

1

3

6
3

11
14

b. Given th' schematic diagram of a
triggered phantastron circuit, identify the
effects on the amplitude, frequency and pulse
width of the output waveform when changing the

(1) pulse width potentiometer.
(2) cIntrol grid resistor.
(3) control grid to plate capacitor.
(4) input trigger frequency.

c. Given the schematic diagram of an
electron tube series voltage regulator,
identify the effects of changing the

(1) input voltage.
(2) liad 4 e..istance.
(3) potentiometer (r-iition.

WI WO toop.i.,
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LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience and preferences, any or all of the
following:

READING MATERIALS:

Digest
Adjunct Guide with Student Text, Vol VIII

AUDIO VISUAL AIDS:

TV Lesson, Phantastron, TVK-30-858
TV Lesson, Say/tooth Generators, TVK-

30-859
TV Lesson, Vacuum Tube Voltage

Regulators, TVK-30-460

LABORATORY EXERCISES:

Laboratory Exercise 62-1, Thyratron Saw-
tooth Generator

Laboratory Exercise 62-2, Phantastron
Laboratory Exercise 62-3, Series Voltage

Regulator
AT THIS POINT, IF YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH THIS
SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE MODULE
SE L FCHE CK. CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR
IF YOU NEED HELP.

ADJUNCT GUIDE

Instructions:

Study the referenced materials as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the ques-
tions.

Check your answers against the answers
at the back of this Guidance Package.

Contact your instructor if you experience
any difficulty.

Begin the program.

This adjunct guide will assist you in
learning three basic circuits. They are

the thyratron sawtooth generator, phan-
tastron, and electron tube series voltage
regulator.

A. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII, and
read paragraphs 7-1 through 7-24. Return
to this page and answer the following ques-
tions on the thyratron sweep generator:

1. In a thyratron sawtooth generator, the
sawtooth waveshape is developed across the

while

and

2. A linear rise in voltage is produced
across the capacitor when a (large, small)
percentage of the charge curve is used.

3. When the thyratron is deionized, it presents
a (high, low) impedance in parallel with
the capacitor.

4. When the thyratron ionizes, the capacitor
(charges, discharges) through it very quickly.

5. Once the thyratron ionizes, the

potential
must be reached before it will stop conducting.

6. Increasing the grid bias on a thyratron
(increases, decreases) the firing potential.

7. In a thyratron sawtooth generator, de-
creasing the grid bias (increases, decreases)
sawtooth amplitude and (increases, de-
creases) frequency.

8. Increasing grid bias (increases, de-
creases) linearity because a (larger, smaller)
portion of the capacitor charge curve is
used.

9. Changing grid bias changes the deioniza-
tion potential of the thyratron tube and thus
changes output linearity. (True or False)

10. Increasing the value of resistance or
capacitance in the RC circuit, will (increase,
decrease, not affect) frequency and will
(increase, decrease, not affecOlinearity.

1
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11. Increasing the supply voltage (increases,
decreases) frequency and (increases,
decreases) linearity.

12. When synchronization is used, the free
running frequency is adjusted slightly (higher,
lower) than the desired output frequency.

13. Improper synchronizing signal amplitudes

will cause operation.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

B. If you wish to do the laboratory exercise
on the thyratron sawtooth generator, turn to
laboratory exercise 62-1 at this time and
complete it. The exercise is designed to show
you the effects of changing component values
and circuit voltages on the output signal
and to enhance your knowledge of circuit
analysis. After you have completed the lab-
oratory exercise, return and continue with
this program.

C. Turn to Student Text, Volume VIII, and
read paragraphs 7-25 through 7-60. Return
to this page and answer the following questions
on the phantastron circuit:

I. "Miller Effect" is the effect of

.. ..
on the input capacitance of an amplifier.

2. If the actual grid to plate capacitance of
an amplifier is .1pF and the stage gain
is 20, the effective grid to plate capacitance
is pF.

3. During plate rundown in a phantastron
circuit, the discharge current rate (increases,
decreases).

4. The recovery time of a phantastron
is controlled by the RC time constant
of the feedback capacitor and the

5. A miller integrator uses the miller
effect to form a (long, short) time constant
RC circuit.

6. For phantastron switching, external

are used.

7. Immediately after the phantastron has
recovered, plate current does not flow because
the suppressor grid is (positive, negative)
with respect to the cathode.

8. Increasing the value of the feedback
capacitor in a phantastron circuit (increases,
decreases) rundown time and (increases,
decreases) recovery time.

9. The most effective way to control plate
rundcwn time is to change the plate starting
potential. (True or False.)

1O."When a disconnect diode is used, the
plate rundown time is controlled by varying the

voltage on the diode.

11. Input triggers mast be applied in such
a .vay that the difference in potential between
the cathode and suppressor grid is reduced
enough to start plate current. {True or False),

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

D. If you wish to do the Laboratory exercise
on the phantastron turn to laboratory exercise
62-2 and complete it. This exercise will
show you the various waveshapes in the
phantastron circuit and the effects of changing
the cathode voltage of the disconnect diode.
After you have completed the laboratory
exercise, return and continue with
this program.

I _t i
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E. Turn to Student Text, Volume VID, and
read paragraphs 7-61 through 7-89. Return
to this page and answer the following ques-
tions on the electron tube series voltage
regulator..

1. Decreasing the load resistance, will cause
the output voltage of an unregulated power
supply to (increase, decrease).

2. Most electronic voltage regulators use a
variable resistance in (series, parallel) with
the output to provide regulation.

3. The output voltage of a series regulated
power supply has increased. Tc bring this
voltage back to the proper value the series
resistance must be (increased, decreased).

Use figure 1 for questions 4 thru 9.

Figure 1

4. Moving the wiper arm on R4 up (increases,
decreases) the regulated output voltage.

5. Wien the load (current) is increased, the
current through VI (increases, decreases).

6. If the load decreases, the plate voltage
on V2 will (increase, decrease). This will
cause the current through VI to (increase,
decrease).

7. An increase in load resistance will
momentarily cause the voltage at the wiper
arm of R4 to become (more, less) positive
with respect to ground.

8. When the load resistance increases, the
voltage across VI (increases, decreases).

9. Increasing the gain of VI or V2 would
improve regulation. (True or False).

3

10. The voltage across V3 is constant.
(True or False).

5-8 are initial changes prior to electronic
regulation or recovery.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

F. U you wish to do the laboratory exercise
on the series voltage regulator, turn
to laboratory exercise 62-3 and coinplete it.
This exercise will show you the effects of
changing input voltage, load resistance and
the voltage adjust potentiometer. When you
have completed the laboratory exercise, return
and continue with this program.

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE OR
TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK.

LABORATORY EXERCISE 62-1

THYRATRON SAWTOOTH GENERATOR

OBJECTIVES: Given a thyratron sweep
generator trainer, schematic diagram, DC
power supply, multimeter, audio signal
generator and oscilloscope, identify the
effect of:

1. Changing circuit voltages.

2. Changing component values.

3. Applying and changing input trigger
frequency.

EQUIPMENT:

1. Thyratron Sweep Generator, Trainer
#4666.

2. Oscilloscope, with 10:1 attenuator
probe.

3. Multimeter

4. Power Supply, 4912

5. Sine-Square Wave Generator, #4864

REFERENCE: Student Text, Vol VIII, Chapter 7.

/I z



CAUTION: OBSERVE BOTH PERSONNEL AND
EQUIPMENT SAFETY RULES AT ALL TIMES.
REMOVE WATCHES AND RINGS. FOLLOW
THE PROCEDURES CAREFULLY.

PROCEOURES:

1. Analysis of the trainer.

a. The schematic diagram of the
thyratron sawtooth generator is located on the
faceplate of trainer #4666.

2. Preparation of the equipment: .

a. Qscilloscope Controls

(I) Power

(2) Vertical Mode

(3) Volts/ Div

(4) Polarity

(5) Trigger Selector

(6) Mode

(7) Horizontal Display

(8) Time/Div

(9) Focus and Intensity

b. Multimeter controls. position
circuit voltages.

c. Power Supply Controls

(I) Power

(2) Neg. V. Adj.

(3) Pos. V. Adj.

(4) Voltmeter

d. Sine Wave Generator Controls

(I) Squarewave Amplitude

(2) Freq. Multiplier

(3) Frequency (CPS)

(4) Sine wave Range

(5) Sinewave Amplitude

e. Trainer Controls

(I) S101

(2) R101

(3) R104

b. The trainer incorporates a
switching arrangement, rheostat, potenti-
ometer and various test points for:

(1) Inserting and monitoring
circuit signals and voltages.

(2) Varying input trigger levels.

(3) Changing RC time constant by

(a) varying resistance.
(b) changing capacitance.

Yositkon

ON

"A"

2 Calibrated

Normal DC

INT. +

Auto

Norm al

As Required

Well defined trace

multimeter controls as required, to measure

201

Position

OFF

min(FCCW)

Min (FCCW)

Positive

Position

Slightly clockwise

X 100

52

I V

mid-Range

Position

C103

mid-Range

Mid-Range
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f . Trainer to the oscilloscope con- At what potential lathe thyratronde- ionizing?
sections.

(1) Ground oscilloscope to the
trainer.

(2) Connect channel A to TP105
using 10:1 attenuator probe.

g-

(1) Connect power supply output
on rear panel to trainer by using the pre-
fabricated cable. .

(2) Turn the power supply ON.

3. Activity

a. Using the voltmeter on power
supply, set B. with the Positive Volt. Adjust
to 250 V. Monitor the negative voltage at
TP102 with the millimeter on 50 V range
and adjust for -5 V with Neg Voltage Adj
on power supply.

b. Measure the output amplitude
and frequency at TP105.

MM. V

d. Now adjust the bias voltage at
TP102 for -10 V DC. With the Time/Div
control adjusted for 2 or 3 cycles, draw
the waveshape at TP105 and label the ionizing
and de-ionizing points as point A (ionization
point) and point B (de-ionization point).

Did linearity increase or decrease?

Why,

Amplitude (increased/decreaseJ).

Frequency (increased/decreased).

Amplitude - V
Pk to Pk. (10:1 probe). Firing potential (increased/decreased) by

Freauency = kHz. V.

c. Draw the waveshape present at
TP105 and label the ionization and de-ioniza-
tion points. (Note: adjust the oscilloscope
Time/Div control until 2 or 3 cycles aie
observed).

At what potential is the thyratron ionizing?

What is the control ratio of V101?

e. Readjust the bias voltage for
-5 V DC. Observe the output waveshape.
Now switch SIO1 to C104 to increase
capacitance. How did this increase in ca-
pacitance affect the linearity?

f. Increase the value of R104 by
turning the control CCW. Then slowly turn
R104 CW to decrease the value of R104.
Carefully observe the waveshape.

5
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...

(1) Decreasing R104 (in- thyratron deionizes the ions and electrons
c reased/decreased) frequency and are moving at tremendous velocities. When

the potential is reached where the ionization
linearity. stops, it takes time for the gas to return

to its deionized state. This time is called
deionization time and is usually on the order

(2) What effect does increasing of fifty to several hundred g sec. Depending
the bias have on frequency and linearity? on temperature, anode current and grid voltage.

At low frequencies this time is insignif-
icant in relation to the capacitor discharge
time, but at higher frequencies it becomes

(3) What effect does changing noticeable.
the RC time constant have on frequency and
linearity? It is obvious from the lab exercise that if

the capacitor is discharging faster, it will
discharge to a LOWER VOLTAGE during this
deionization time.

g. Turn 5101 to C105. Verify that
(4) When 5101 was changed frequency has decreased, but linearity did

from the C103 position to C104, did the not change.
firing potential change?

(5) Did the de-ionization po-
tential change?

(6) Should the deionization po-
tential have changed?

This change is caused by another factor
that wasn't considered in the text. When a

h. Turn S101 to C103 position.
Adjust the Time/Div control to .1 mSEC
calibrated. Adjust R104 until each sawtooth is
electrically 2 cm long. The output frequency

is Hz.
Turn 9101 fully CCW and connect the sine
wave output of the signal generator to TP101.
Ground the signal generator to the trainer and
using B channel on the oscilloscope, adjust
the signal at TP101 for 2 V Pk to Pk. Adjust
the sinewave generator for 5.2kHz. Now, using
thealternate mode on the oscilloscope, observe
both input and output waveshapes. Turn R101
clockwise until the jitter stops. Now vary the
sine wave frequency slightly higher and lower.

With the trigger signal applied,
what is the relationship between trigger fre-
quency and output frequency?

Adjust the trigger frequency to
10.2 kHz.

nized?

Are the waveshapes synchro-

What is the relationship
between input and output frequency?
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I.

i. Using the information just
gained in this exercise, answer the following
questions:

(1) Increasing negative grid

bias,
the firing potential. 2. Given a phantastron trainer, power

supply, schematic diagram and oscilloscope,

(2) Increasing the RC time calculate delay time and identify the effect
of changing pulse width potentiometer.

constant, EQUIPMENT:
frequency. 1. Phantastron Trainer, #4687

(3) Decreasing the RC time 2. Power Supply, #4912.
3. Oscilloscope.

constant, REFERENCE: Student Text, Volume VIII,
linearity. Chapter 7.

LABORATORY FXFRCISF. 62-2

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a phantastron trainer, power
supply, schematic diagram and oscilloscope,
identify signal characteristics within the
phantastron circuit.

CAUTION: OBSERVE BOTH PERSONNEL
(4) Decreasing negative grid AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY RULES AT ALL

TIMES. REMOVE WATCHES AND RINGS.
bias, FOLLON THE PROCEDURES CAREFULLY.
frequency.

(5) Decreasing negative grid

PROCEDURES:

1. Analysis of the trainer.

a. The schematic diagram of a
bias, phantastron circuit is located on the face-
linearity. t plate of trainer #4687.

b. A variable resistor (R103) is
CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK Incorporated In the trainer to permit varia-
OT THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE titans of output pulse width (PW).

2. Preparation of the equipment.

a. Oscilloscope Controls Position

(1) Power ON

(2) Vertical Mode Chopped

(3) Volts/Div A and B a 20 V

(4) Polarity A and B channel AC Norm.

(5) HORZ. Display Norm.

(6) Time/Div 2 m SEC

(7) Trigger selector Ext 1-

(8) Trigger Mode Auto

(9) Focus and Intensity Well Defined Trace

7
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b. Power Supply Controls

(1) Power

(2) Pos. V. Adj.

(3) Neg. V. Adj.

(4) Voltmeter

c. On trainer adjust R103 for maxi-
mum resistance (FCW).

con-
nections:

d. Oscilloscope to trainer con-

(1) Ground oscilloscope to

(2) Connect A channel vertical
input to TP104.

trainer.

(3) Connect B channel vertical
input to TP107.

(4) Connect trigger input to
TP106.

e. Connect the power supply output
to trainer using a prefabricated cable

(NOTE: Output connector is on
rear panel of power supply).

f. Turn the power supply ON.

3, Activity

a. Using the voltmeter on power
supply, adjust the positive voltage to 150 V
using Pos. Volt Adjust.

b. Draw the waveshape present at
TP104 and label:

(1) Jump voltage.

(2) Plate rundown.

(3) Recovery time.

Position

OFF

Min. (FCCW)

Min. ( FCC W )

Positive

c. Change polarity on oscilloscope to
DC NORM. Note the peak plate voltage. Now
turn R103 on the trainer counter-clockwise.

(1) The peak plate voltage (in-
creased, decreased).

(2) Jump voltage ._....

(3) Rundown time (increased, de-
creased).

(4) Why did the peak plate voltage
on V102 change when the value of R103 was
decreased?

(5) Why did plate rundown time
change?

(I. using B channel monitor the signal
at TP101 and note that the trigger and jump
voltage occur at the same time.

e. Using B channel, monitor the
signal at TP106.

(1) Does the positive transition
on the screen grid occur at the same time
as the jump on the plate? Why?

8 205
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(2) Does the positive transition
on the screen grid occur at the same time
as the negative input trigger? Why?

(3) Does the time of the positive
screen grid transition vary as R103 is varied?
Why?

(4) Does the time of the negative
screen grid transition vary as R103 is varied?
Why?

f. Monitor the signal at TP101 on
"A" channel and TP107 on "B" channel.
Note that the input trigger occurs simul-
taneously with the positive output trigger.

(1) Measure the time delay
between the negative input trigger and the
negative output trigger.

NOTE: Be sure R103 is fully clockwise.

Time delay = mSEC.

(2) Decreasing the value of RI03
(increases, decreases) delay time.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACKOF
THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

LABORATORY EXERCISE 62-3

SERIES VOLTAGE REGULATOR

OBJECTIVES: Given a power supply voltage
regulator trainer, multimeter, and schematic
diagram, identify the effects of changing the:

1. input voltage.

2. load resistance.

3. potentiometer position.

9
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EQUIPMENT:

I. Power Supply Voltage Regulator
Trainer, 94871

2. Multimeter

REFERENCE: Student Text, Volume VIII,
Chapter 7.

CAUTION: OBSERVE BOTH PERSONNEL
AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY RULES AT ALL
TIMES. REMOVE WATCHES AND RINGS.
FOLLOW THE PROCEDURES CAREFULLY.

PROCEDURES:

I. Analysis of the trainer.

a. A schematic diagram of the power
supply voltage regulator trainer is shown
in figure I-1.

b. Switching arrangements, variable re-
sistors and test points are incorporated in
the trainer far:

(I) Inserting and removing regulator
circuitry.

(2) varying load resistance.

(3) adjusting output voltage.

(4) monitoring circuit voltages.

2. Preparation of the equipment.

a. Trainer Controls Position

(1) Off/On Switch ON

(2) Rectifier Half Wave

(3) Regulator Unregulated

(4) Voltage Mid-Range

(5) Load Adjust Max. Resist-
ance (FCCW)

tt)td.f !40V
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Figure 1-1. Power Supply Voltage Regulator Trainer

b. Multimete r Controls Position

(1) Function DCV (20 k/v)

(2) Range 500 V/DC

3. Activity

4.. (1) Adjust the load adjust for maxi-
mum output current. Record the output
voltage (TP104 to ground).

Output voltage = V DC

(2) Adjust the load adj. for min load.
and record the output voltage.

Output Voltage = V DC

(3) Without regulation, the power
supply output voltage varies from

V DC to

V DC.

REPO -169S

(4) Switch "Rectifier Switch" from HW
to FW. Output voltage variation without a

load is approximately V.

b. Flip the regulation switch to the
regulated position and adjust the output voltage
to 200 V DC with the voltage adjust po-
tentiometer. Using the procedures in step
3a(1) and 3a(2) adjust the load adjust
between the maximum extremes. The output
voltage variation with regulation is approxi-

mately V.

c. With the load adjusted for 15 mA at
200 V, measure the input to the regulator
(TP103) in both IINV and Fly configurations.

Input voltage to the regulator changes- V

d. To this point we have observed that
changes in load or input voltage have negli-
gible affect on the output voltage of a voltage
regulator circuit.

To determine why this happens we will first
This is a variation of V. measure the voltages under a given set of

10
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of conditions. Then we will change the load
Lid determine the effect on these voltages.

(1) Insure that the output voltage is
200 V, load current is 15mA, and rectifier
switch is in FIR, then measure the voltages
at the following test points.

(a) TP107 = VDC

(b) TP106 = -V DC

(c) TP105 = V DC

(d) TP104 = VDC

(e) TP103 = V DC

(f) TP104 (neg) to TP103 (pos)

(2) Adjust the load
measure the voltages.

(a) TP107 - V DC

VDC

to 20 mA. Re-

(b) TPIO6 - V DC

(c) TP105 = V DC

(d) TP104 = VDC

(e) TP103 = V DC

(1) TP104 (neg) to TP103 (pos) =

V DC

(3) Analysis of the values obtained in
steps 3d(1) and 3d(2) shows that when load
or input voltage tries to change, the voltage
across the regulator tube V102 simply changes
and the output remains fairly constant.

e. Readjust the load to 15 mA at 200 V,
and calculate the value of load resistance.

(1) Load Resistance - kfl.

(2) 11 we increase the load current
1 mA without changing the load resistance
the output voltage will (increase, decrease)

by V.

11

(3) Adjust the voltage adjust mai
output current increases 1 mA (DO NOT
change load adj.), Verify that the output
voltage changed in accordance with step 3e(3).

(4) With the load current at 16 mA
and load voltage at 213.3 V, measure the
following test point voltages and compare them
with the values obtained in step 3d(1).

(a) TP107 - V DC

(b) TP106 = V DC

(c) TP105 - .VDC

(d) TP104 = V DC

(e) TP103 .VDC

(f) TP104 (neg) to TP103 (pos) =

.VDC

(5) You should have noticed that the
extremely small changes in voltage on the
grid of V103 (TP106) have a tremendous
affect on the current through V102. Obviously,
the gain in the cont: of circuitry determines
the degree of regulation

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWER A' THE BACK OF
THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

MODULE SELF-CHECK

QUESTIONS

1. Increasing the voltage on the grid of VI will:

a. Increase output amplitude and
linearity.

crease
b. Increase output amplitude and de-

linearity.

c. Decrease frequency and increase
linearity.

d. Increase frequency and increase
linearity.
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Use figure 1 for questions 1 thru 4. 200v

SAW TOOTH
VOLTAGE

/4/1/1/1
OUTPUT

Figure 1

2. Dec.easing the voltage on the grid of VI
will:

a. Increase the firing potential of VI.

b. Decrease the deionizationpotential

c. Increase the deionization potential
of VI.

d. Decrease the firing potential of Vl.

3. Increasing the value of R or C will:

of VI.

a. Increase frequency and decrease
linearity.

b. Decrease frequency and decrease
linearity.

c. Decrease frequency but not affect
linearity.

d. Increase frequency but not affect
linearity.

4. In a synchronized thyratron sawtooth
generator, increasing the trigger frequency:

a. Decrease output frequency.

Figure 2

PLATE
OL7PUT

REP4-1091

5. Moving the wiper arm on RI toward point
A will:

a. Increase pulse width and decrease
output frequency.

b. Increase pulse width and not affect
output frequency.

c. Decrease pulse width and
decrease output frequency.

d. Increase pulse width and increase
output frequency.

6. Decreasing the value of R3 would:

a. Increase rundown time and
decrease recovery time.

b. Decrease rundown time and in-
crease recovery time.

c. Decrease rundown time and not
affect recovery time.

d. Increase rundown time and not
affect recovery time.

7. Increasing the value of C2 would:

time.
a. Increase rundowu and recovery

b. Increases output amplitude. b. Decrease rundown and recovery
time.

c. Increases output frequency.

d. Decreases output linearity.

Use figure 2 for questions 5 thru 8.

12

c. Increase rundown time and de-
crease recovery time.

d. Decrease rundown time and in-
crease recovery time.
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8. increasing the input trigger frequency:

a. Increases output
decreases pulse width.

b. Decreases output
increases pulse width.

c. Decreases output
does not affect pulse width.

d. Increases output
does not affect pulse width.

frequency and

frequency and

frequency but

frequency but

Use figure 3 for questions 9 thru II.

c't.TEREO OUTPUT
v:it TAGS 'ROM

RECTISSER
MGM-A E0

VEIL TAGS
OUT 'PUT

Figure 3

9. U the voltage from the rectifier increases:

a. The output voltage of the regulator
decreases.

b. The voltage drop across V1
increases.

c. The voltage drop across V1 re-
mains the same.

d. The voltage drop across V1 de-
creases.

10.Increasing the load resistance causes the:

a. Current through V2 to increase
and current through Vl to decrease.

b. Current through V2 to decrease
and current through Vl to increase.

c. Current through Vl and V2 to in-
crease.

d. Voltage at the wiper arm of R4
to go less positive with respect to ground.

11./Koving the wiper arm on R4 down:

a. Increases plate current of Vi
and increases otaput voltage.

b. Decreases plate current of Vi
and decreases output voltage.

c. Does not affect Vi plate current
or output voltage.

d. Decreases plate current of V1
and increases output voltage.
CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THIS GUIDANCE PACKAGE.

13
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ANSWERS TO k - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. capacitor, charging, discharging

2. small

3. high

4. discharges

5. deioniztion
6. increases
7. decreases, increases
8. decreases, larger

9. false

10. decrease, not affect

11. increases, increases

12. lower

13. unstable (or erratic)

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO C- ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. stage gain

2. 2.1 pF

3. decreases

4. plate load resistor.

5. long

6. triggers

7. negative

8. increases, increases

9. true

10. cathode

11. true

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO E - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. decrease

2. series

3. increased

4. de creases

5. increases

6. d2crease, decrease

7. more

9. decreases

9. true

1C. true

If you missed ANY questions, review the
material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO LAB EXERCISE 62-1.

3b. Amplitude = 40 V Pk - Pk
Frequency = 4.5 kHz

3c. A

B----°.

A :, Ionization point = 64 volts

B. = Deionization point = 20 volts

3d. A

A7171
EI/V

A. Ionization point

B. Deionization point

21 i
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Linearity decreased because the increase
in bias increased the firing potential.
This allowed C103 to charge to a higher
voltage, thus, a greater portion of the
capacitor charge curve was used.

Amplitude increased
Frequency decreased
Firing (ionization) potential increased by
approximately 50 volts
Control Ratio 10:1

3e. The change in capacitance caused an
increase in linearity

3f.

(1) Decreasing R104 jncreased,
frequency and did not affect linearity.

(2) Increasing bias decreases fre-
quency and linearity.

(3) Changing the RC time constant
changes frequency but does not affect
linearity.

(4) Changing from C103 to C104 did
not change the firing potential.

(5) The deionization potential
changed.

(6) No. An explanation on why the
deionization potential appeared to change
is contained in the Laboratory project.

3h. The output frequency is 5 kHz.

With the trigger signal applied the
output frequency is exactly theme e as
the input frequency.

The waveshapes are also syn-
chronized when the input trigger
frequency is 10.2 kHz.

The relationship between input and
output frequency is 2:1.

3i. (1) increasing negative grid bias
increases the firing potential.

(2) Increasing the RC time constant
decreases frequency.

(3) Decreasing the RC time constant
does not affect lizisarity.

(4) Decreasing neg. grid bias in-
creases frequency.

(5) Decreasing neg. grid bias inz_
proves linearity.

15

RETURN TO THE RESOURCE FROMWHICH
YOU CAME AND CONTINUE WITH THAT
PROGRAM. YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RE.
SOURCE OR TAKE THE. MODULE SELF-
CHECK.

ANSWERS TO LAB EXERCISE 62-2.

3b

REP4-1694
(1) Jump voltage.
(2) Plate rundown.
(3) Recovery time.

3c (1) decreased.
(2) did not change,
(3) decreased.
(4) The plate voltage on V102 can be

only slightly positive with respect to the
cathode of V101. Decreasing the value of
R103 decreased the cathode potential on
V101, thus, limited the plate of V102 to
this lower value.

(5) With a lower starting voltage on
the plate, it takes less time to reach the
potential where V102 goes into cut off.

3e(1) Yes. The positive transition on the
screen grid occurs at the same time as
the jump on the plate because screen grid
current decreases.

(2) YES. The positive screen grid tran-
sition occurs simultaneously with the
negative input trigger because the circuit
is triggered into pulse width (rundown
time).

(3) NO. The positive screen grid tran-
sition does not vary as R103 is varied
since R103 controls delay time.

(4) YES. The time of the negative
screen grid transition varies as R103 is
varied since R103 controls delay time.

3f (1) Time delay = 5.3 mSEC
(2) Decreasing the value of R103

delay time.

2.12
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RETURN TO THE RESOURCE FROM W!LLCH
YOU CAME AND CONTINUE WITH THAT
PROGR AM.

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE OR
TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK.

ANSWERS TO LAB EXERCISE 62-3;

3a(1) Output Voltage = 330 V DC

3a(2) Output Voltage = 300 V DC

3a(3) Without regulation the power sup-
ply output voltage varies from 330 V DC
to 300 V DC, this is a variation of 30V.

3a(4) Output voltage variation = 25 V.

3b The output voltage variation with
regulation is approximately 1 V.

3c Input voltage to the regulator
changes 18 V.

3d(1) (a) TP107 = 109 DC
(b) TP106 = 107.5 V DC
(c) TP105 = 190 V DC
(d) TP104 = 200 V DC
(e) TP103 = 359 V DC
(1) TP104 (neg) to TP103 (pos) =

158 V DC

3d(2) (a) TP107 = 109 I. DC
(b) TP106 = 107.2 DC
(c) TP105 = 191 V IX.
(d) TP104 = 200 V DC
(e) TP103 = 350 V DC
(f) TP104 (neg) to TP103 (pos) =

150 V DC

3e(1) Load resistance = 13.33 X.&

3e(2) Increasing load current 1 mA with-
out changing load resistance increases
output voltage 13.3 V.

3e(4) (a) TP107 = 109 V DC
(b) TP106 = 107 V DC
(c) TP105 = 204 V DC
(d) TP104 = 213.4 V DC
(e) TP103 = 356 V DC
(f) TP104 (neg) to TP103 (pos) .

143 V DC

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE OR
TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK.

ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF - CHECK;

I. b

2. d

3. c

4: c

5. b

6. e

7. a

8. d

9. b

10. a

11. a

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF THE QUES-
TIONS CORRECTLY? 1F NOT, REVIEW THE
MATERIAL OR STUDY ANOTHER RE-
SOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY. IF YOU HAVE,
CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR
FURTHER GUIDANCE.
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